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SCHOOL BEYOND THE VILLAGE:
A Study of Education and Society
in Northeastern Thailand
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Henry Cobb Holmes
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M.A.T., Wesleyan Univeristy
Directed by: Dr
. Emma M. Cappelluzzo
This is a study of the meaning of rural schooling to northeastern Thai
villagers, as well as an exploration of the school's function in reducing the
economic imbalances between the Northeast and the rest of Thailand. Intended
as a contribution to a broader study of Thai primary education conducted by the
National Education Commission, and assisted by the Ford Foundation, the study
involved eighteen months of village field work in Thailand,
The background of the study was the Thai government's important program
to extend primary schooling from four years to a minimum of seven for all children,
based partly on principles of the Karachi Conference of 1959 . At a time when
the government scheme is now expanding rapidly in Northeast Thailand (a tradi-
tionally poor area), the study examines the attitudes among parents toward
education in general, and in particular to the more advanced primary schooling
being offered. The study findings were intended to illuminate 1) parents'
aspirations toward, an important educational program; 2) ways in which Thai
rural talent is selected in (and out of) the potential, mainstream of society
at this stage, and why; and 3) the potential social effects from those who do
take up this further schooling.
Principle hypotheses are that parents are basically satisfied with what their
local school is doing for their children; but cnce they have aspirations for edu-
cation above grade b, they face certain Thai social-economic realities whereby
they will want more than just the prathom-7 certificate; only a M.S. 3 (loth
grade) certificate — or higher — will do.
Study methods were participant-observation plus some formal questionnaires
.
One questionnaire asked villagers to compare several types of Thai schooling on
the basis of seven crucial Thai educational values: prestige, knowledge, disci-
plined behavior, improved farm skill, increased income, literacy, and religious
meriu. A second questionnaire compared children's academic rankings, socio-
economic characteristics, and attitudes between a random sample of 30 families
which had sent children to prathom (grade) 5, and 67 which had not done so.
Socio-economic "profiles" were thus derived for both groups. Correlations were
made among the characteristics, plus a multiple regression analysis.
Findings were as follows: Socio-economic factors (i.e., phenomena beyond
a child's control) play a large part in the selection for further schooling,
especially fathers' education, occupation and whether a male sibling has already
had advanced schooling. But academic performance, as currently measured, was found
to be more highly correlated to continuation than any of the environmental factors.
Boys stood a better chance than girls for continuation.
Villagers appraised the prathom 7 certificate as having little prestige
P-r- se
,
and of no value in finding a job. Every parent who had sent his child
beyond prathom- Li intended to support that schooling up to at least M.S. 3. No
vi
Villager saw upper primary school as preparation for farming as a career.
The prospect of numerous Erathon-7 leavers unable to find satisfactory
jobs until a mch higher level, is not a pressing one in a regional area where
the economy and employment are growing more slowly than education. The society
has also perpetuated educational values oriented toward civil service, which do
not square with social and economic realities of modern Thailand.
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A Note on Thai Transliteration xand Thai Names
A number of methods hare been developed for transliterating Thai script
into a form whereby western readers can pronounce it. The Mary Haas phonetic
system is considered by many to be the most successful one in its consistency
and faithfulness to Thai sounds. However, the system employs certain phonetic
symbols unfamiliar to many readers, and at this stage it has still not come
into wide use, particularly OTong Thais. In this study, the systOT suggested
by the Royal Institute of Thailand is generally followed.*
Initial consonants when written ph, th, or kh, represent the aspirated
sounds of p, t, and k. Examples of these sounds in the English vocabulary
be Pine
,
tin, and seep. Unaspirated consonants are simply written p, t,
and k (pronounced as one would in sgell, stamp, and skim). Final consonants
are written as p, t, and k, and are unaspirated, as they would be in the follow-
ing English words: captain, batman
,
rucksack.
Vowels are written as follows: a has a sound similar to the a in do, re,
mi, fa; ai is pronounced as "y" in cry; oe is like the "er" in her; ao has
a sound like cow.
Thai is a tonal language. In this study the five tones have been indicated
as follows, over the appropriate vowels: a mid-tone is left unmarked. Low tone
is marked O'); high is marked (' ) . Falling tone is (A); rising tone (v ). If
they were shown on a musical scale, their pitch and contour might look something
like this:##
*This transliteration is described in "Notification of the Royal Institute Con-
cerning the Transcription of Thai Characters into Roman". Journal of the Siam
Society
,
Vol
. 33, Part 1, 19^1. Pp. 1+9 - 65.
*#Frcm Noree Bisuddhanaraksh and Sutira Ariyapongse, United States Peace Corps
Thai Basic Course. Bangkok, 1972.
Level tones: xi
High (/)
Mid
Low (\)
Contour tones:
Falling (A)
Rising ( v)
Thai people are usually known to their associates by their first name,
rather than their "surnames” as is the western fashion. In the body of this
study, both given name and family name are used. In the bibliography, the
practice is followed whereby Thai authors are listed alphabetically by their
first names.
In calculating Thai money values in relation to Western currency, 1 U.S
dollar has the value of about 20 Thai baht.
xii
GLOSSARY
bot
changwad
isan
kamnan
to make merit
- village
The principle unit of Thai currency. In 1 972 one bcht
worth, about U.S. S cents, or 20 baht to the dolll.
chapel, within the temple compound
- province
- a designation for the northeastern region of Thailandand its group of Thai-Lao dialects
- headman of a tambon
, or -village cluster
" Ilf6kpa Prosfr °us rebirth by doing good and avoidingevil Particularly meritorious are the study of the
scriptures, and performing pastoral services such asproviding material support for members of the monkhood,iient can also be made on someone else's behalf. The
most notable example of this procedure is the ordinationinto the monkhood of a young man, whereby he brings meritto his parents as well as himself.
^ v “ secondary level of schooling
( matthayom sueksa)
(also "M.S."7
phuyaiban
prathorn
A
.
rai
tambon
sala
wat
- village chief or headman
Primary level of schooling. "Lower primary school" (grades
- h) consists oi prathom 1 - k; "Upper primary school",(grades 5 - 7 ) is prath6m 5 - 7.
*
- a unit of land measurement, 1 acre
- a cluster of villages which serves
unit
_ 0 2 A.
-
2^ ras-
as an administrative
- pavilion in the temple compound
- temple
CHAPTER I
A STUDY OF A THAI VILLAGE SCHOOL AND ITS CULTURAL SITUATION
:
background of the problem
a healthy society worries about its illnesses and its outcastsP 1S appropriate that in the development of nations therebe concern about the large number of childr^ who st^ theeducational path for a better life but lea^e or 'Pushed - f rWithout achieving the intended gains. P d °ff ’
School
’
Leaving
’
^ Early
Mueh more thought must be given to the relationship between
wMrhTb
1013016
^
g0alS °f thS society ^ kind of educationhic the country is buying.
(Brownstern, Education and Development in Rural Kenya
, 1972: 1U)
INTRODUCTION
This is a study of rural education in Thailand. It examines closely the
situation of a single village in northeastern Thailand, as a means for describing
and analyzing the relationship of rural Thai schooling to its society. One
important part of the project has been to describe the meanings and values which
parents attach to formal schooling, and how parents make educational decisions
accordingly. An equally important issue treated here, however, is whether the
school, and parents' expectations about education, is in keeping with what the
-~
r £er societ;yb "beyond the village", is prepared to accept. In other words,
the closeness of the match between rural schooling and the surrounding, as well
as local, society.
The study's point of focus is the increasing interest among many Thai
villagers in sending their children beyond the local four-year school to more
2
advanced levels of schooling outside the village. This interest is related
to a major effort by the Thai government in recent years to expand schooling
to a new minimum level of seven years for all the nation's children.
It is hoped onat this study may add to our understanding of whether rural
schools, operating as they do in the existing Thai society and economy, will
play a constructive part in the development process of those rural areas.
My interest in rural education and culture dates back to 1 962 when I went
to teach at a training school for rural teachers in northern Laos. During the
intervening years, as a Peace Corps staff worker, I made several visits to
nearby northeast Thailand and grew interested in its problems of education and
development. Finally, as a doctoral student, the opportunity came to return to
the northeast and attempt an ethnographic study of village schooling in its
cultural context. The learning which my family and I gained from the experience
was enormously valuable, and much of it very personal; its great values on that
score can only be hinted at. (Please see chapter III.) The present paper is
the result of research findings gathered over approximately 18 months of field
work in the village of Ban Sila, near the town of Khonkaen in northeastern
Thailand. It is a Buddhist rice-farming community of about 21+0 families, a
somewhat prosperous village in a region generally characterized by poor soil,
poverty, poor transportation, and cultural-linguistic distinctions from the
main stream of Thai society. There is some year-round water with which farmers
can produce vegetables for additional cash. Also, being near to a provincial
center and its markets, Ban Sila people have also had incentive to produce farm
goods for sale, buy manufactured items for their homes, and learn of the various
benefits o± urban life style. Although villagers are encountering change on
a number of fronts, many of the fundamental characteristics of traditional village
3life remain. Rice-farming practices have remained basically the same for
generations. The routine of the local four-year school has changed very
little. And the fundamental values and eposes which villagers attach to
schooling, deeply rooted in the history of Thai society and education, con-
tinue to be expressed much as before, though perhaps intensified by the belief
that education beyond the fourth grade is
-within reach more easily than
before
.
In northeastern Thailand, like so many agricultural areas, one finds
a situation of rural poverty that constitutes one of the Kingdom's most
important problems. (It is also an area distinct in some other respects
as well, as described later in this chapter.) In this rural, economically
depressed area, the school system has been one of the few paths available
to the individual villager through which he can get out of his family's cycle
of poverty. The government, in turn, has used the schools as one important
instrument whereby it hopes to bring rural areas up to an economic and poll-
tical level reasonably 0n par with the rest of the country.
People in the rural areas typically find it terribly difficult to
match the economic growth taking place in the towns. These urban areas,
where capital and skilled manpower are concentrated, generally are the
economic centers of strength for the country. The modest increases which
the country may show in gross national product are usually due mainly to
the increased entrepreneurship of the small urban elite there, and the benefits
that come from this growth are mainly returned to them as well.* It is Tery
so called development process of poor countries that this economic
growth is snared over a wide spectrum of the population.
One example of this usual pattern of economic progress is the case of
Mexico, a country whose growth rate in G.N.P. is one of the highest in the
non-western world. What appears on the surface to be successful development
"conceals the intensified economic dualism which has been created in the
process”
. The distribution of increased incomes has been concentrated among
a small elite, with the peasant majority pretty much left out of the process.
The urban poor, the peasant farmers, and the small landowners,
aking up perhaps two-thirds to three-fourths of the countrv, have
product^
aS SimPly °UtSide the market for ma*y modern-day
(Hackenberg, 1 968 : 15, quoting Vernon, 1 963 : 181|)
Chai, citing the growth experience of neighboring Malaysia, contends
that what occurs during periods of economic growth "frequently, if not always
Different social groups vary enormously in their capacities to absorb develop-
ment efforts. Coupled with the "poverty environment" mentioned earlier, ruralpeople lack, to a great extent, a "culture" of economic development, wherebythey would tend readily to take advantage of opportunities available to them,
such as education. This is not only because of poverty, though that is animportant factor. Particularly in Southeast Asia, where urban centers containlarge numbers of people with Chinese ancestry, there is a powerful urban ethic
of hard work, .thrift, savings, and investment, as well as a tradition which
places very high value on education. (Chai, 1971: 100)
Rural ^people, who do not inherit such cultural traditions so intensely, are
therefore less able to close the gap with urban people, even with the help of
development. Clearly, as Chai says, "Educational planning in plural societies
is not always a straightforward exercise of quantitative inputs and outputs to
meet manpower requirements". Dr. Chai 's reference to "plural societies" here
is particularly the racially-mixed society of Malaysia/ but his point is equally
relevant to other developing societies. His account of Malaysia's experience
in balancing growth with social concerns, through education, is extremely useful.
5
produces economic imbalances between geographic regions and between social
strata". (1971: 9h)
The issue of whether schools are a constructive part of this development
process arises when one considers the various social or economic services
provided by the government and the private sector for the urban areas as com-
pared with the rural. Broadly speaking, these services
- hospitals, transpor-
tation, markets, and schools, for example
- give support to development by
making it easier for residents to make a living and gain upward mobility. Since
these services are concentrated in urban areas (and the economy continues to
offer jobs to the graduates), urban residents are enabled to advance much more
rapidly. A case in point concerning school services is Northeast Thailand,
where in the provincial town of Khonkaen as many as 80 per cent of the appro-
priate age group attends upper primary school (grades 5-7), whereas for the
rest of this largely rural province the average enrollment at this level is
less than 25 per cent and as low as zero in many villages. The obvious expla-
nation for the higher urban enrollments is that the towns simply have more
numerous schools
,
very conveniently located. Most of the villages, by contrast,
simply have no school above the fourth grade within several hours' walk.
The upper level schools (i.e., grade 5 and above) are cited here specially
because for rural people they offer essentially the only rcute to membership
in the provincial-urban elite. They provide, at various levels of the education
ladder, credential papers which entitle the holder to membership in the salaried
middle class. To the extent that schools are available under convenient circum-
stances (as they are in the towns) people have opportunity to gain upward mobility,
rank and power. In rural areas where higher-level schools (i.e., grade 9 and
6
above) are usually not available, villagers are effectively denied the same
right to advance into the provincial or national mainstream. Although it
could be said that schools contribute, in a certain broad sense, to economic
g^vrth, their concentration in urban areas increases the divisions between the
btrata of society; in this latter sense, education is selective. It accentuates
social imbalances.
Thailand has embarked on an ambitious program to expand compulsory primary
education from k to 7 years throughout the country, in large part to attack the
economic imbalances just mentioned (UNESCO,
: 220), but also for political
concerns as well. In view of considerable interest and investment in this
program it is worthwhile at this stage to examine how this transition from
h to 7 year's of schooling will take hold among rural people, what meaning this
additional schooling will have to villagers, and what the consequences may be
for the larger society. These are questions which need a great deal of careful
study. Will the additional years of school produce satisfactory social and
economic gains for villagers? More broadly, is this educational expansion
likely to reduce economic differences between rural folk and town people?
Although the present study concentrates only on a single village, it tries
to show the bearing of villagers' educational perspective on these issues.
Two studies of Third World countries elsewhere have indicated the need
for studying the effects and consequences of educational expansion. Philip
Foster notes that most of the so-called developing countries have experienced
dramatic increases in gross educational opportunities. But there have not
necessarily been improvements in the relative pattern of opportunities from
region to region or among ethnic groupings. He observed that even during a
7
period of accelerated decent of Ghana's primary schools the increases in
the backward North of that country were less than in the advanced southern
region. In a period of educational growth, "the educational gap between lead
and laggard areas actually increased". (1971 : 21 - 23) In the Ivory Coast, a
neighboring country, the variations occurring between urban and rural enroll-
msn'bs were even wider
.
Lewis Brownstein, in a study of schools and rural development in Kenya,
found that expansions in school enrollments were not meeting their intended
goals because the economy was not keeping pace by supplying the jobs which
people aspired to. This is partimlarly relevant to the situation in Thailand,
as will be shown. Brownstein does find some fault with the schools for continuing
to pump more academically-oriented graduates into a saturated system, but the
mam difficulty lies with the failure of the ec'onomy to keep u£ with school
output. People cling to traditional aspirations about what education is supposed
to bring to them, but the system is not rewarding those hopes. (1972: 10 - 15
,
161) More is said about these problems in Chapter II.
The background of Thailand's effort to expand the level of primary education
from the traditional four years up to seven for all Thai children can be found
in formal policy statements by the government as early as 1950.* These efforts
were given increased momentum when 18 Asian nations, in what is now known as
the Karachi Conference of 1 959, declared that 3 or 1* years of basic primary
*See M.L. Manich Jumsai
, _
1 99] : 9h - 99. The 19^0 plan by the special Board
or Educational Reorganization was preceded in earlier years by various reforms
pointing toward educational expansion. See brief historical background laterm this chapter.
8education are not enough, either for sustained literacy or "proper economic
development and successful functioning of democracy". (UNESCO, I960: 10,
33 - 3h) Subsequent to that meeting, the individual countries, including
Thailand, proceeded to evolve their own national education programs which were
intended ,m tune, to make a full 7 years of schooling available to every citizen.
An extremely heavy investment was required to accomplish this expansion, espe-
cially in rural areas where the bulk of the population is concentrated, and
school facilities are minimal. In 1971 the Thai government estimated that
not until the late 1980's would the full 7 years of education be available to
the entire population of school-age children. (Thailand, 1 971 ; 1) Some other
informal estimates predict it will take well into the 1990's to do it.
It could be said that one of the characteristics of educational thinking
in the i95>0*s ana early 1960's was the concern with school leavers - in parti-
cular how to keep them in school or get them back into school once they had
left. Somewhat neglected, however, was the question of the consequences of
attempting to increase enrollments - as the Karachi Conference proposed - within
societies whose economies might in many cases be unable to handle the graduates
produced by such increases. The present study tries to consider both questions:
the selection of students by the Thai "system", and the viability of the graduates
once they enter the larger society.
The present study focuses on the crucial "cut-off point" between the
fourth grade, known as prathom ij, and fifth grade, prathom It considers,
within a single northeastern Thai village, what some of the factors may be
which cause some parents to send their children beyond pr athom h, and others not
9
to do so. Against the background of a national program in Thailand which
is encouraging rural children to go beyond prattA h, it is important to learn
more about what factors encourage or inhibit parents from taking advantage of
further schooling for their children.
As a focus of study, the barrier between prath&n k and 5 is an important
one. First, it is the point at which the cointry as a whole loses by far the
largest number of students over the entire schooling cycle, as shown in
Appendix 2. In 1969, 911,U80 students were enrolled in prathKm h, while only
33.83 per cent of this number were enrolled in prath&n 5. (Thailand, ^972/)
So the issue of why such a large loss occurs is a significant national problem
in its own right.
At this particular level of the national school program, the loss of
students is not, to any Important extent, a problem of "flunking out", for
most students who enter prath&n i* eventually pass. (Gray and Straughan,
1971 • 129) It is most often a case of facilities not being available at the
prathom 5 level, especially within walking distance of most rural villages.
The case examined in the present study, however, is one where prath&n 5 school
is available a few miles from the village; some children attend, but most do not.
Pr athujm Ij. has traditionally been the end of formal village education for
most rural people, and has generally led into farming occupations. To go to
prathom £ has meant a move for the child outside the village confines, and a
change in his orientation away from farming. It constitutes, in its essence,
a move into the larger society and,if all goes well,into the elite. Finally,
it is a point where the decision to go on really constitutes more than just
a commitment to another year of schooling.
HYPOTHESES
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The study poses the hypotheses that (1) The expectations which villagers
have for education beyond the fourth grade are such that the government's goal
of seven years has little meaning per se to them; the act of sending a child to
the fifth year is fundamentally a decision to push ahead to the next level at
which a better job will be available. The society itself offers little tangible
recognition for the seventh-grade certificate by itself. That certificate
becomes - in terms of parents' goals for schooling and the society's "entrance"
requirements - an anomaly. (2) Parents, not being able to meet their expec-
tation through the seven-year program, will attempt to support further years
of schooling, to the point where it does satisfy those hopes. And the conse-
quences, of producing aspiring graduates for a regional economy which is growing
more slowly than the school system, may constitute a major flaw in the economic
and social development of rural society. More will be said on these critical
issues in Chapter IV, but the key hypotheses to be tested here are that the
jump to prathom 5 represents an especially significant decision about the years
of schooling and career of a child, and that there may be unforeseen consequences
of this fact for local economic and social life.
The study examines socio-economic conditions and attitudes among villagers
in relation to this issue of "education beyond the village", so that some of the
problems and consequences of extending compulsory education may be somewhat
clearer. It also treats this issue in a broader context of the relationship
between villagers ' various socio-economic goals in life and the functions of
schools in helping them achieve those goals. The relationship of the village
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environment to the people's perceptions of school is repeatedly stressed in
the paper, as well as the match (or lack of it) between villagers' aspirations
and the needs of society.
There are not many studies available which describe the various functions
of rural schools in achieving rural development or individual progress, especially
m developing countries. (Brimer and Pauli, 1971: 23; Beirn, Kinsey, McGinn,
1972) The present work may contribute to the small existing body of literature
and also serve the interest of educational planners in Thailand. It is hoped,
finally, that this study can reflect some common views among villagers about
education, and thereby contribute some insights into the meaning of education
in rural Thai society.
THE nature of the study
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The study concentrates on social, economic, and attitude factors which
may help explain the decisions of parents regarding "advanced" education for
their children, i.e., whether to send their children to schooling beyond the
fourth grade. This issue is treated, as much as possible, in the context of
village culture, in that the study tries to describe what appear to be the
major relationships between school and local society. Approaching the question
m this way, it is essential to deal with issues like the local economy and
occupational structure, certain basic value orientations about desirable life
styles, and the role of schooling in bringing those life styles about.
As for the issue of why children are sent for advanced schooling or not,
the most closely related theories have come from studies of student wastage
and dropouts. The bulk of evidence from studies in Asia indicates that
children's failure to continue in education - especially at the primary level -
is because of so-called "environmental" causes, broadly meaning family poverty
.
The importance of a family's economic condition, and the related consequences
of malnutrition and the need for children to help on the farm, were found to
correlate better with school continuation rates than either classroom factors
or individual academic performance of students. (Rawat and Goyal, 1971: Univer-
sity of Delhi, 1968j Bangkok Institute of Child Study, 1 966 )
Early interviews among Thai villagers indicated that most of them consi-
dered that being poor was indeed the main obstacle to seeking further schooling
for their children. The study proceeds from this basic assumption - i.e., that
environmental factors play a primary role in whether a child will be sent for
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further education. The first kind of information needed at this stage, I
felt, was a sharpening of what some of these various "environmental factors"
actually are, and how strong a role each one plays in the decision. There is
also an important problem, cited by Brimer and Pauli, that in most studies
related to student loss or wastage the factors are treated in isolation, when
in fact they may be closely related. (1971: 135 )
This study considers several environmental variables bearing on the Thai
situation which previous research studies in other countries have found to be
strongly correlated with continuation rates at the lower levels of schooling.
The study looks, first of all, at the relationship of poverty to the decision
about further education — in particular the size of family landholdings and
net income levels. It also considers parents' occupational and educational
backgrounds as possible factors (Kahl, 1968), and the effects of having sent
_an older sibling to advanced schooling al ready
. (Puller, 1970)
The important question of families' "interest in education " was felt to
be a crucial factor, but one which was not yet well understood, as to how it
may relate to other factors such as parents' income levels and social background.
The degree of parental interest in school and education is explored in various
ways, and an analysis made of how each of these "environmental" factors influences
the level of that interest.
Previous studies have been emphatic that the academic performance of
individual students, at this level of education, is less strongly correlated
with continuation than the environmental poverty levels of the students' families.
In any case, at the age of leaving prathom (grade) h, a child of 11 - 13 does
not decide by himself whether he will continue to prathtm 5 or not. But
although the study assumes that parents have the major voice in the decision,
it also assumes that they take their children's academic ability and interest
into account in some way; it tries to determine to what extent that is done
by parents of different circumstances. It also looks at whether parents tend
to favor boys or girls for further schooling, an important issue if one is con-
cerned with the eventual makeup along sex lines of the country's educated Hite.
The common pattern of further education in Thailand, (i.e., going to
£I
-
ath0m 13 related t0 "bat has been called "incomplete primary school",
whereby most children have to leave the village in order to complete the full 7
years of primary education. Hot surprisingly, this phenomenon has been cited
as one important cause (in addition to the poverty factors suggested above) of
student wastage in Asia, i.e., of children's failure to continue in school.
(UNESCO, 1968: 75) When a child has to transfer to another school, it usually
means paying new schooling expenses, finding transportation, arranging admission,
buying new uniforms, and occasionally finding somebody for the child to stay
with in the larger town
.
In Chapter II the discussion of theoretical background continues in more
detail.
As a framework for this detailed look at the factors involved in educational
decisions, the study begins by giving an ethnographic description of certain
important patterns in the village economy and society which relate to schooling.
In this way the question of further education can be seen in as full a cultural
perspective as possible.
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The second "perspective" from which the study of advanced schooling is
approached is the value which village parents attach to education.
"Value"
refers to the
feel schooling
importance or benefits which people see in schooling: how they
can help them meet their social and economic goals in life.
The contention of this study is that the value of schooling, in villagers'
minds, is uied closely to the certificates which the government requires of
people entering virtually all civil service official jobs. The importance
attached to the certificates from such schooling, the study suggests, is
greater to parents than the knowledge they may gain. John W. Meyer (1972)
contends that the credentialing function of schools is paramount; a function
that helps the school to sort and select the majority of students out of the
wider social system and provide a minority with roles in the middle class;
this is a function that is reinforced and supported by the society as a whole.
In Thailand, as explained briefly earlier, the government has established
the Maw S_ui 3 ( 1 Oth grade) certificate as the minimum requirement for these
desirable, prestigious positions. According to villagers, there are no points
-
e
-
tween Hiathom U and M.S. 3, where a student can enter the job market in a
more advantageous position than he had as simply a prathorn k graduate. Accord -
Tngly j one important hypothesis of the present study is that a prathom 7 level
of education is not highly valued in and of itself. It is valued only as an
intermediary step toward the next terminal level, which is M.S. 3. This is an
important hypothesis in the context of the government's limited (but nonetheless
massive) program to universalize education at the seven-year level. The middle
class job market, by contrast, is asking for at least ten years of schooling.
This study argues that given the values and high aspirations which parents have
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ltl regard to further schooling beyond prathSm k, and the related problem of
regulations for entering the job market, it is inevitable that parents who
want seven years of education for their children, will want, in addition, three
more years besides.
In the study, the participant-observer approach was the main one used. A
total of 18 months was spent gathering data, including a period of several months'
residence m a single village. The basic techniques of observation and informal
interviews were aided by several censuses of school children, a detailed study
of labor patterns within the village, and two formal interviews which concentrated
on values, economic conditions, and social factors related to further education.
From these data, the study attempts to develop "profiles”, so to speak, of
parents who recently sent children to schooling beyond prathom l\. and those who
did not
. It is hoped that through this comparison will come a better understand-
ing of the social and economic factors which inhibit or encourage villagers from
seeking further schooling, or "schooling beyond the village".
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The villages near Khonkaen, Thailand, one of which is the village of Ban
Sila, are not distinct cultural entitles, but instead, "variations on a common
culture" — expressions, as were the villages of upper Burma described by Manning
Nash, of a "broad cultural tradition deep and wide-spread in the region". ( 1 96^:
2$6) It was my feeling that among villages in the area near Khonkaen there was
a remarkable degree of homogeneity in values expressed about such things as the
goals of life, the purposes of work, and the benefits of education. This impres-
sion is not the result of systematic surveys but, rather, informal interviews
with residents of neighboring villa: Kaufman, through his several study
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projects m the Northeast region, also found strong homogeneity among north-
eastern villagers with regard to attitude and value questions. (Personal
communication, July ,970.) Phillips (1966), in turn, found a striking sindlarity
of responses and value-predispositions among villagers within one Central Thai
village, even among its residents of various social and economic levels. It is
suggested here that from village to village in the Khonkaen area, basic values
are widely shared; considerable homogeneity also seemed to exist within the
individual villages themselves.
Although one must keep in mind that the present study is a case study of
one village, it is reasonable to assume that many of the attitudes most generally
expressed regarding the benefits of education - such as its prestige value or
relevance to farming, for example - are indeed shared by other villagers in the
region. Some cross-checking was done whereby I feel that this is probably the
case, but this does not constitute what could be called a general finding.
As for the important question of what causes children to continue (or not
continue) to further education, I am more cautious about generalizing. Here
the location and economy of the particular village are crucial, and as stated
in Chapter III, Ban Sila has several advantages in those respects. The findings
on this question, then, are limited to only one village.
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THAILAND AND THE NORTHEAST : A BRIEF BACKGROUND
The study now gives some economic and social background about the North-
east of Thailand, m the context of the country as a whole. This description
may help introduce the factors of environment and/or poverty which influence
northeastern rural life.
The economy of Thailand as a whole is mainly agrarian, based particularly
on rice production. The central region, which is the great fertile plain of
the Chao Phraya River, has been converted into vast expanses of rice fields
which provi.de the country's staple food and a steady source of foreign exchange.
The same region is the location of Bangkok-Thonburi, by far the largest urban
complex in the country, and at the same time the site of the great majority of
new industries which the country has been developing. As a whole, the central
region contributes more than 50 per cent to the country's gross domestic product.
(American University, 1 968 : 2)
The northeastern region, comprising 16 of the 71 provinces of the Kingdom,
is the poorest of the geographical regions. Its topography and soil conditions
make much of the region unfit or marginal for rice growing, although rice remains
a staple crop. Average rice production in 1963
,
for example, was 1 .06 metric
tons per hectare in Khonkaen province compared with 1 .66 metric tons for the
remainder of the country. (Long et al.
,
1 963 : 355 ) Average annual cash income
for the poorest 50 per cent of the households in the Northeast actually decreased
between 1 962-63 and 1 968-69 from $225 to /ll;3, while over the same period in the
central region, incomes of poor households were increasing from $263 to $383.
This worsening picture for northeastern poor people was occurring during a period
when average northeastern household income was actually increasing. (U.S.O.M.,
1972: 24-5)
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Within the northeastern region itself, the contrast between urban income
and rural income is, as just suggested, especially marked. The study by Long
et al. of Khonkaen province found that urban incomes in the Northeast roughly
equalled incomes of most other urban areas of the country (excluding the
Bangkok-Thonburi area of the capital)
. But rural incomes within the Northeast
were very unequally distributed: the upper 2 per cent of villagers in the
Northeast received 10 times as much as the lowest 78 per cent, and also consumed
an amount 5 times as much. (Long et al., Og. Cit . : 359)
Most of the farmers of the area own their own land, and population densities
are not yet so serious as they are in some poor regions of Asia.* Still, the
"economic population density" - i.e., the productive ability of the land to support
a given population - is a more serious problem in the Northeast than elsewhere
m Thailand. According to Hackenberg, there are dangers that within the next
several decades the combined growth of population plus the low ability of land
to support that population may lead to some serious social and economic problems.
(1968: 5) As pressure on the land increases in the future, there will be a demand
for improved farm practices, but also increased pressure to get off the land.
At the moment, industrial jobs available locally are not at all numerous.
Apart from having economic disadvantages, Northeasterners are also distinct,
in certain linguistic and cultural respects, from Central Thais. These cultural
differences, as Keyes has expressed it, amount to class differences. ( 1967 : 38 )
When a central Thai person hears the Isan (northeastern) dialect spoken, he
^Densities are much worse, for example, in Java or central Luzon in .0 Philippines.
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will usually giggle indulgently, as if regarding the Northeasterner as
something of a bumpkin. Is|n people recognize, in turn, that it is necessary
to be adept in central Thai and its customs once they try to get ahead in any
of the provincial or Central urban centers. This desire coincides with one of
the government's prime objectives of national primary education, which is to
achieve linguistic and cultural integration among all the people.
The development efforts of the government with respect to the Northeast
were characterized by Keyes as being a "three-pronged attack on the Thai 'north-
eastern problem', including suppression of political opposition, the rapid
expansion of economic development programs, and the accelerated attempts to
integrate the Is an populace into the Thai state.....". ( 1 967
:
58 )
Khonkaen, the province in which Ban Sila is located, has been designated
as a special center of development for the northeastern region. Its inter-
regional transportation system is rather well developed, being served by air,
a railroad and a major highway which connects Bangkok and Nongkhai (just across
the Mekong river from Vientiane, in Laos), and which also connects Khonkaen
through other feeder highways to other parts- of the Northeast. An important
reservoir and an irrigation network have been recently built to serve the area,
and the town of Khonkaen contains a full array of government services, shops,
banks, and schools which serve not only Khonkaen but the region as a whole.
Villagers from Ban Sila have numerous relationships with the market town
of Khonkaen, which is 8 kilometers away. An all-season dirt road (passable
except for a week or two each year) is served by aging buses travelling to and
from town several times each day. By far the most important relationships are
economic. Villagers sell farm proc at Khonkaen markets, buy manufactured
goods there, and seek agricultural : ce; in 1972 some individuals out of
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the total population of ^ ,Sh2 were commuting to jobs in town. Some villagers
also send children to town for further schooling.
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EXTENDING PRIMARY EDUCATION IN THE RURAL NORTHEAST
Government planning has given very high priority to broadening and
increasing the quantity of basic education available to all its citizens.
An important focus has been given to educational improvement in rural areas.
The Third Five Year Plan of the Ministry of Education, 1972 - 1976, contained
five objectives related to rural education development:
- to expand lower primary education to keep pace with the population
growth and higher primary education to achieve universal primary
education by the late 1 980 ' s
;
- to increase the efficiency of education;
- to improve and diversify the curricula at all levels of education,
particularly in rural areas;
- to improve the qualifications of the teaching force;
- to expand education for rural development in order to lessen the
income disparities between urban and rural areas.
(Thailand, Ministry of Education /T97 \J )
In i960, when Thailand announced its national scheme in response to the
Karachi Plan, the Kingdom's primary schools were overwhelmingly of the U-year
type. Increasing all these to 7-year schools, a project of enormous expense,
obviously could only be done gradually, as facilities and teachers became
available. Meanwhile, however, parents who wanted to, and had the means to do
it, could send their children beyond the fourth grade ( prathom I4 ). But in most
rural areas one could find such schools only outside the village. As recently
as 1973 * only 1,2li5 out of 5,339 or roughly a quarter of the tambons-* throughout
the country offered full 7-year compulsory schools. (Kamol Sudaprasert, 1973:177)
ffTambon - a village cluster, in which several villages are combined.
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As shown m Appendix II, the differences in enrollments between prathom 4 and
9 continue to be large, both at the national level and in Khonkaen
province where Ban Sil a is located. Nationally in 1970, prathom 5 enrolled
33.83 per cent the number in prathom U 5 Khonkaen was substantially behind,
with 24. 11 per cent. Of the 29,541 Khonkaen prathbm 4 graduates in 1970, however,
8
,
480 continued to jgrathSm 5 in 1971, a rate of 28.7 per cent. This was a
19 per cent increase in prathom 5 attendance over the previous year. This gain
was marked by a 36.8 per cent increase in attendance at Local Administration
schools, most of which are in rural areas, together with a lowered attendance
of 5.74 per cent in private schools at that level. (From Ministry of Education,
/T972J) The two figures together reflect:
1 ) the considerable government effort to encourage new public
upper primary classroom construction
-and,
2 ) to some degree, the readiness of the people to use those
government schools when they are available, and be drawn
away somewhat from private schools.
According to Khonkaen provincial records, over 90 per cent of the appro-
priate age group in the province are now receiving at least some primary
education. The total includes children who are over-age, under-age, as well
as repeaters. This would suggest that even most remote areas of the province
have four-year schools within access of villagers. The total of those entering
prathom 5 , however, is only 28.7 per cent of those leaving prathom 4 in the
province as a whole. And, as mentioned before, the bulk of non-continuing
students are not "academic failures", but simply live too far from a prathom 5
school. The continuation rate may not seem particularly disturbing unless one
considers the weight of urban enrollments, which tends to distort the average
m an upward direction, concealing the much lower enrollments outside the towns.
The Education Officer in Khonkaen estimated that in Khonkaen town itself, perhaps
as many as 80 per cent of the students continue from prathom b to prath&n 5.
Since this municipality contains by far the largest population concentration in
the province, it is probable that the average of 28.7 per cent implies that
in some of the remoter tambons there are very low continuation fibres indeed.
Our own observations in the province turned up numerous villages which had no
connecting roads and had never sent a single child beyond prathom h.
In recent years the provincial education office has gone to considerable
efforts to expand upper primary education in rural areas. Some of the features
of its program are these:
1) Within a period of 9 years (i.e., by 1978), increase upper
primary facilities so that 5>0 per cent of the students in outlying
areas will have access to prath&n 5 schools.
2) In the immediate future, establish such schools in a perimeter
surrounding the municipalities, in part to stem the flow of
pr athom J4 village school graduates from coming into already-crowded
town schools. (A few such town schools are government-run but
most are private schools, which have for many years taken a large
number of students in the grades above prathom 1|.)
3) By 1 995>j accomplish the goal of full enrollment in pr ath#m 9
through 7 , fQr the entire province.
In 1972, some 20U of the 9 1 7 primary schools in Khonkaen province were
offering prathom 3 schooling, but most of these schools had not made pr athom $
attendance mandatory. It is the government's policy, according to the Education
Officer, to wait until a community has completed classroom facilities such that
all three upper primary classes can be offered, before the provincial adminis-
tration insists that all the children attend. One explanation given for this
procedure is that the government wants to give each community a full chance to
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support the educational expansion, thereby giving evidence of its own interest
m the program, rather than risk putting pressure on the community by enforcing
attendance prematurely. And then, a child must live within 2 kms. of the upper
primary school, in order for attendance to be enforced. The provincial education
office guarantees to provide each community with teachers, as they expand their
schoolrooms grade by grade.
Any village which decides to expand its school to the full 7 years is en-
couraged by the provincial office to do so. The village is supposed to bear
100 per cent of construction costs. Each village education committee (composed
of the tambon headman, village chief, and head teacher, plus perhaps one other)
is obliged to collect contributions from villagers within the village where the
school will be built. Children outside that village may also attend the new
school, but their families are not expected to contribute such substantial
sums toward construction as are local residents. Neighboring villagers generally
are asked to contribute a new desk to be used by any child they propose to enter,
and they are also welcome to assist in general costs of construction as well.
Ban Sila, like most Thai villages, has a I|.-year lower primary school.
Children are required to attend between the ages of 6 and 15 years of age, or
until completing prathom h> Until recently, any child who continued his education
to prathom 5 had to travel to Khonkaen for his schooling. Because of the distance
to such town schools, attendance was never enforced; actual prathom 5 attendance
averaged 28.9 per cent of those who had completed prathom h . The Ban Sila rate
is close to the provincial average, but higher than average rural continuation
rates. A year before this study was completed, a prathom 5 class was opened in
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a village located between Ban Sila and Khonkaen, along the same road. In
1972 all but two parents who opted for further education sent their children
to that school. The other two parents sent their children to private schools
in Khonkaen. ochooling at the prathom 5-7 school in nearby Ban Kota is still
optional for Ban Sila students, in effect, since the full 3 years are not yet
available at that school and it lies outside the 2 km. radius of Ban Sila. For
any education beyond the 7th grade
,
however, people must send their children
once again to Khonkaen, still the nearest location for all schools at the
secondary level.
The present period is a "transitional" time, when the government is pro-
moting the extension of primary education but has not reached the point of
widely enforcing it. It is perhaps an ideal situation is which to study what
village parents really think about education, as part of the complex social
and economic context of village life. A minority of villagers in these "voluntary"
areas have opted, under these "voluntary" conditions, to seek further education
beyond prathom U, together with certain expectations about what that decision
will bring. A majority have not done so, or perhaps could not. It is useful
to explore, at this stage, the motives and circumstances of both groups - '.e.,
those who sent children for further schooling and those who did not.
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TKE ORIGINS OF PRIMARY EDUCATION IN THAILAND
A brief review of the historical development of Thai education is essential
to this study. Several of the organizing themes which appear in Thai educational
history have had pronounced effects on the patterns of modern education, and the
attitudes which village people have about it.-x-
Temgle beginnings. Before the state became interested in education in the
late 19th century, the main burden of teaching in Thailand was borne by Buddhist
priests. Tmeples were located throughout the Kingdom, even in remote areas;
the temples provided a physical setting for instruction. The high regard which
people had for education was reinforced by several traditions; the veneration
given to priests; the function of the temple as a center for community merit-
making and social life; and the expectation that boys would spend a period
living in the temple as novices, and later as priests. Further, the process of
learning itself had sacred overtones, since in order to read or write the moral
precepts one had to become literate. (Manich Jumsai, 19^1: 1U) Learning, being
closely related to merit-making, was thereby given great significance. Additional
evidence of respect could be seen in the elaborate rites expected of novices,
whereby they would prostrate themselves three times before each lesson.
When the state moved later to introduce general education, the King (who
was also designated as Upholder of the Faith) cculd manipulate this network
of temples, plus the strongly organized hierarchy of priests, for ready coopera-
tion in carrying out the national scheme. Villagers were generally willing to
-x-We were aided in the historical aspects by the study by M.L. Manich Jumsai, 19^1.
abbot, and because their contributions of money and labor would also const!
t-ute an act of merit making.
The Kings and the Civil Service. Since the 13th century the intellect and
interest of Thai kings has been extremely influential in the shaping of national
education. They have participated frequently in developing the Thai language,
investigating the sciences, opening educational contacts with outsiders, and
reforming national schooling. -x-
Under the energetic and imaginative King Chulalongkorn in the latter part
of the 19th century, major efforts were undertaken to modernize, along Western
lines, the system of education. The King founded a school within the Grand
Palace where graduates were trained to enter royal departments as civil servants
testerfL«aranteriSWC °f uha± edu0ation hisW has been its openness tocontact «ith the Portuguese (1550), the Dutch0 598), the English ( 1616)
,
and the French (1660), King Narai (1656-88) tookspecial interest m French education, encouraging their missionary schools andsending students to study in France. At the same time, one of the eminent pStsof his court, Phra Horatibodi, developed the Kingdom's first Thai lanmiage primer,
n he Burmese invasion of Ayudhaya in 1 767
,
the entire sp] ndid town was burned
o e ground along with the then vast collection of learn cooks on oriental
as weii as western subjects. But the succeeding kings of gkok continued thisinterest in education, particularly along western lines. F inch and later English
missionaries often served in positions close to the court, and founded numerous*
pra.vate schools in the Kingdom. (Manich Jumsai, Ojd. Cit., 15 - 18)
The emulation of western education appears to have had two origins: partly favou-
rable respect, and partly fear. On one hand, the Thai royalty tended to associate
western institutions with modernization and progress, which could help the countrydevelop.
.
On the other hand, in the period between the 1820's and the 1 920 ' s there
were periodic encroachments by western powers from the South, the East, as well
as the Northeast, and it was partly the diplomatic skill of monarchs like King
Chulalongkorn which tended to seek western assistance as a way of preserving
peaceful relationships, (see Thailand, Department of Elementary Education, 1 970
:
13, 121, 132) As implied by Ekavidya Nathalang, the Kingdom was thus better able
to
. end the sovereignty of the country. ( Ibid , 127) It was especially impor-
ta: ’.,0 develop leaders who could improve administrative control over the provinces,
wh. rere perennially threatened by outside powers, and to develop the Thai
mill sry organization. (Bunnag, in Ibid
, 7)
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He introduced certifying examinations for the graduates, and personally awarded
the certificates. In 1865 the King expanded civil service training to other
provinces, so that by 1886 there were 35 such schools established. The Royal
Decree opens by saying.
Whereas His Majesty has seen that education is the source of allknowledge, that there are many people ripe in years who are stilliHiterate, and many literates who cannot spell correctly It
all h
ntl
+°
n MaJeS
Jy t0 extend education facilities tohis subjects, (ibid., 21)
Through the nature of its beginning, secular education came to be regarded
as preparation for a single career
-i.e., royal government service with explicit
royal patronage. Education was thus extremely prestigious. Book learning also
came to be regarded as synonymous with knowledge; as will be seen later, other
kinds of training such as family socialization or practical agriculture were
not thought of to be "knowledge" at all. Formal education, and the ability to
pass bureaucratic examinations became, and continue to be, central to recruit-
ment and promotion within the Thai society.
King Chulalongkorn's ambassadors to Japan and England (both of whom later
became ministers of education) were asked to study the educational systems of
those two countries. Their surveys were later influential in shaping the Thai
system. One of the recommendations stemming from the British study in 1908 was
that primary education should be free and compulsory. As the scheme took shape,
the priests were called on to form the main teaching force, with the Ministry
of Education providing some of the new materials, and the Ministry of Interior
through its network of village phuyaiban (headmen), organizing school committees
and encouraging parents to have their children attend. Not all the priests were
able to teach, unfortunately, and by Buddhist law they were not allowed to teach
girls
.
The first Compulsory Education Act was issued in 1921, laying basic plans
for absorbing temple schools into the Ministry of Education. Attendance for
schooling-age children (set then at ages 7 to 11*, but revised from time to time
since) was declared mandatory and free. Village committees, composed of the
abbot, the ghuyaiban
,
and the village medicine specialist, were charged with
organizing villagers to build additional facilities. The government was
to enforce attendance once facilities were considered satisfactory.
Between 1913 and 1936 primary education was divided into 6 grades, one a
preparatory year, followed by grades 1 through 5. The first 1* years gave a
general curriculum while the last 2 had a vocational orientation. In 1937 the
required course was cut to 1* years, dropping the vocational emphasis.* It was
taken out of the regular curriculum, and made available in voluntary schooling,
after primary school was completed. Much was invested in that particular reform,
but vocational education as such never became very popular, perhaps in large
part due to the lower prestige (a key word in Thai values toward education)
attached to this kind of schooling, as compared with the high regard to "academic"
training which led to the civil service.
In 1950 a plan to extend compulsory education to 7 years was drawn up by
a Board of Educational Reorganization. The final 3 years of the 7 would be
known as "secondary" (later changed to the term, "upper primary"). Since the
projected cost of extending compulsory education an additional 3 years amounted
to almost half the national budget at that time, the project was undertaken
*Manich Jumsai describes this move as a "pity", and notes that the 191*9 UNESCO
Educational Mission to Thailand, which recommended a 7-year program, was actually
suggesting a return to the original work-oriented scheme. (Op. Cit
.
,
1*7 - 1*8)
31gradually- it continues to expand today.
Progress toward the eventual goal of universal 7-year schooling has been
especially rapid in recent years, faster than expansion of lower primary enroll-
ments. Between 1 966 and 1971, the vears nf c- , „y
’
y 0± the Second Economic Development Plan
upper primary enrollment rose 62.26 per cent comnprprt irn+Vax o u, pared with an increase of only
19.01 per cent in lower primary enrollments. (Thailand, 1971: 1,)
Execution of the expansion program has been vested with the Department of
Local Administration (Ministry of Interior) through the provincial governors,
with the Ministry of Education supplying technical support and teachers from its
various operational departments. The system as a whole continues to be highly
centralized, although local districts are encouraged to adapt national curriculum
to local needs and conditions .*
During the early process of educational expansion, schooling in the rural
areas was at a disadvantage in almost all respects. Rural teachers were usually
uncertified, had little more than pra thorn k education themselves, and they were
paid (even as government civil servants, a designation given them in 191$) at
the rate of the lowest grade civil service officer. Conditions in the village
were hardly tempting in contrast to those in the towns, so the teachers were
often eager to get out by transfering to other posts. Rural children could
usually not afford to buy individual books or writing materials, so they had
less practice in writing and reading, and came to rely on the teacher to dictate
material from his book.
^Although it has been fashionable to be skeptical of centralization in educa-
tional^ administration, ikavidya Nathalang points out that Thailand* s system was
crucial in promoting national unity and preserving Thai territory during various
periods of history. He contends that regional "language and cultural differences,
if shrewdly instigated, could easily constitute the whole course of annexing further
territory to the already seceded Laos, Cambodia, and the Malay States". (In
Thailand: Department of Elementary and Adult Education, 1970: 131 - 132)
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In non-Thai-speaking areas, such as the Northeast, where IsSn is spoken,
children faced what was in some sense a "foreign" language in the classroom,
without reinforcement by what was spoken in their homes. This continues to be
the case in the Northeast, as well as parts of the North, and four of the
southern provinces near the Malaysian border. On the other hand, the education
of girls has expanded dramatically as priests have been replaced by lay teachers
on a national scale. Of the h, 300,081 students enrolled in the first ti grades
in 1967, 2,100,893 or kl .96 per cent were females - a tremendous improvement
since the long period of temple education. In upper primary school ( pratVon,
5-7) the ratio of girls to total students falls somewhat, to k3.h per cent.
(Derived from data in Thailand, National Education Council, 1969 : 38 - 39 )
Since upper primary school is still on a voluntary basis in many districts, there
IS an indication here that parents tend, when left to themselves, to favor
males over females for continuing to higher levels of education. Chapter IV
offer some elaboration about why this selection occurs.
The role of Buddhism as a force in education has changed during the
development of the state system. A number of young men, who enter the temple
after primary schooling, may choose to take the Buddhist n|k tham curriculum
study during their service. An apparently growing number has recently been
taking advantage of secular adult education programs, which offer special
arrangements in some areas whereby novices or monks may take secular schooling
in an accelerated program. But in the secular schools themselves, the influence
carried over from the earlier temple schools has been relatively indirect or
subtle. Traditional respect for teachers, particularly in rural areas, remains
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strong. Within the curriculum, however, only one half hour is devoted to
religious instruction and practice. (Thailand, Ministry of Education, 1 96i, : 5 )
And, as Ekavidya Nathalang
base" for modern education.
observes, it has never constituted a "philosophical
(In Thailand, Department of Elementary and Adult
Educ ati on
,
1 970 : 1 37 )
CHAPTER II
3U
review of related literature
The subject of this study is rather broad, in that it touches on concerns of
anthropology and sociology as well as education. Useful material, therefore, comes
from several disciplines. The principle sources for theoretical concepts and
approaches in the field were these:
(A) Studies of schools and society in developing areas, including Thailandpar lcularly the school's function in promoting rural modernization;
’
(B)
of
U
traditfonU
San+' S0CieV ™d yalues ’ focusing on the characteristics01 ditional versus modernizing societies;
(C)
Asian
6
countries*^
^ ” "WaStage " “^ S0Cie^’ P“larly in
(D) methodology; Approaches suggested by cultural anthropology or sociologyfor collecting ethnographic and attitudinal data. References in this
^
last area are included in Chapter III.
THE SCHOOL 'S ROLE IN MODERNIZATION
Developing countries have expended enormous funds from their national budgets
on primary education,, in the belief that more universal education would make the
society more "modern", especially the rural sector. Modernization, considered
from the point of view of nations, is an abstract, value-laden term. It has often
been associated, on a national scale, with economic development, increased political
consciousness, or changes along other dimensions of society.* (Coleman, 1965**.
Brownstein, 1972 )
--See Myron Weiner (ed.), Modernization
. New York: Basic Books, 1966.
Among various changes, Joseph A. Kahl
,
in his Measurement of Modernism ( 1 968 )
,
suggests five "dimensions" which can be used to describe the transition which socie-
ties make from "traditionalism" to "modernism".
( 1 ) The division of labor, as between agriculture and non-farm work;
(2) the state of technology in the society;
( 3 ) the degree of urbanization;
(U) the market system, as between localized and interconnected markets;
( 5 ) the system of social stratification, as between heavily stratified toward
more homogeneous. (abridged from Kahl, 1968: I4. - 6)
James S. Coleman, Education and Political Development
,
Princeton, 196^.
.on
It has also been viewed from the point of view of individual attitude-change
among peasants, and there is now a wide body of literature on the subject.
(Lerner, 1958; McClelland, 1 961 j Rogers, 1969; Inkeles, 1966, 1969) Educati<
has commonly been considered an instrument for both kinds of modernity _ societal
and individual. And of course, there is believed to be a connection between
individual modernity and general progress for the society.
The schools of rural areas are one important focus of government planning
for modernization in developing countries. Rural schools are commonly believed
to contribute to social and economic progress, and produce individuals who are
more capable of participating in modern market systems as well as the political
processes of the country. The extent to which this process serves rural deve-
lopment, and what the schools themselves actually do to produce such "modem!-
zation" are open to certain questions.
Inasmuch as this is a study of values, especially a study of educational
values, the question of upward aspirations must be considered in relation to
schooling. Does schooling lead people to want more out of life, and, in parti-
cular, to want more education ? This is a fundamental issue for Thai rural
education, because the government is undertaking an expansion of the compulsory
years from h to 7. The consequences of this program, particularly the attitudes
which it may engender among the people affected, have not been formally explored
in Thailand, but they may have important consequences.
A study by Lewis Brownstein of education and rural development in Kenya
found serious repercussions for the society when enrollments were increased
at a particular level at any one time. The increases, he found, caused recipients
to form higher expectations for the future, "a level of expectation which the
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government will ignore at its peril". 0 972: 163) The study further contends that
popular pressure for education is extremely powerful, whereby it becomes almost
impossible for a country to reverse existing rates of expansion, (ibid.)
There are several broad conclusions which the Brownstein study draws.
The fundamental one is that in the Kenyan case the function and output of the
schools have not been thought out in relation to the society around the school.
Education has been seen as predominantly a route to urban jobs, where security
and prestige are best. The history of education in Kenya has encouraged this
aspiration, since advancement in wealth, or government service has depended on
one's educational level. The problem facing Kenya is that "the employment
opportunities have been dwindling steadily since about 1967, and secondary school
leavers are finding it increasingly difficult to find jobs in the modern sector".
(0£. Cit., 10 - 11) Although Brownstein does not blame the schools entirely for
the crisis, he implies that it is pointless for them to continue feeding people
into a saturated job market. It is also unlikely that people's long-standing
attitudes about the purposes and goals of education can expected to reverse
suddenly
,
back toward an orientation favoring rural life over urban. "Only
—^ cr .alter
1 ations in the socio -economic structure of the society /especially
toward rural economic development/ will lead students to re-evaluate their
prospects " ( Ibid . ) Underlines mine/’
Much more thought must be given
to the relationship between the development
goals of the society and the kind of
education which the country is buying.
(Op. Cit
. ,
1 14.)
Approaching the question from a different perspective
,
Manning Nash contends
that the function of the school in modernizing rural society is actually rather
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limited. He expresses the vie* in two articles based on his study of formal
schooling in neighboring Burma. (Nash, 1965, 1970) The village government
school he describes has been introduced by the government to promote moderni-
sation. In Nash's view the school dees succeed, to the extent that it implants
the national language and culture. But it fails in other respects, such as
giving any orientation toward innovation or social change. Pointing out that
the school does not lead in social change, but only preserves cultural traditions
which have already been established, he adds that the society itself must
accomplish changes before the school can do so. The school is "... only an
extension of a local society teaching its young to be members". ( 1 96^ : 2^8)
Much of the evidence leading to his conclusion comes from his observations
of how teaching and learning are done in a rural Burmese school. Below is an
example of this descriptive material, very similar to descriptions by other
observers of schools in Thailand.
Teachers are considerd to be the repositories of knowledge. The job
of the teacher is to lead the student forth into the exploration of afixed body of knowledge. The role definition of the superordinate,
learned teacher vis a vis subordinated pupil, with the task structure
of communicating fixed knowledge, makes teaching a rather rote business.
Students have the goal of acquiring knowledge letter-perfect, not to
challenge, innovate or question either the teacher or the information
he transmits. The teacher and his teaching are traditional authorities
and the psychological stance of a pupil is that of " tradition ality"
,
a
reverence for authority and the pastness of things. Hence the method
of teaching is oriented to train the memory, to stuff the mind, and to
fix a respect for what is already known. Students are rewarded for feats
of memory
,
for long letter-perfect recitations and for knowing answers
to standard questions. ( 1 96^: 2^7)
Nash appears to base much of his judgment, then, on what happens inside
the classroom. "The method of teaching is much more suited to social continuity
and stability than it is to social change and innovation." (Ibid., 2^7)
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Both Alex Inkel.es and John W. Meyer have approached the school and its
role in modernization quite differently from Nash, and come to different con-
clusions. Both these analyses rely more on the so-called non-formal effects
of schooling than what happens as part of the printed curriculum. Inkeles
devised what he calls the individual OM Scale (for Overall Modernity), a point
index which he has used as an instrument to measure attitudinal modernity among
individuals in several countries. Two findings from his research are interesting
to contrast with the view of Nash. First is that at least five of the "components"
of modernity (as conceived by Inkeles) are enhanced by the school. These are:
(1) reading and numeracy,
(2) valuation given /by the individual/ to planning,
(3) a sense of time as made up of "blocks",
U) a sense of "distributive justice", i.e., the concept of receivingrewards for objective performance, and
^ ^
S
C!^
rrip0rta
I
1Ce °f technical competence, particularly competence
as seen m teachers.* ^
As can be seen, only one of these five components of modernity — namely literacy-
numeracy— comes directly from the currculum itself. All the others are indirect
benefits, which come from the manner in which school is conducted - the organi-
zational-administrative trappings, if you will, of the school.
Far from education being simply a preserver of the traditional culture,
Inkeles found that each additional year of formal schooling which an individual
inkeles, Alex: Seminar on Education and Modernization (unpublished),
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, 28 November, 1972. See also Inkeles,
"Making Men Modern" ( 1 9 6 9 ) and Smith and Inkeles, The OM Scale: A Compara-
tive Socio-Psychological measure of Individual Modernity (1 966).
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has had, counts for 3 additional points on the OM Scale. These indirect
benefits (and others which future research may suggest to us) give indications
that si^ ssendins time in school, even the way school is presently being
conducted ("traditionally", some would say), tends to increase individual
modernity. Indeed, Inkeles found that the number of years of formal education
was itself the strongest single predictor of overall modernity. It is evident
from Inkeles' studies, at any rate, that we should look beyond the curriculum
content or even the teaching methods for clues about what the school is really
doing toward modernizing people.
John W. Meyer (1972) also contends that education fosters modernity, again
more through its indirect than direct effects. He argues that by exposure to
schooling
— particularly to levels above primary school — children come to
adojet u^w^rd aspirations, absorbed from teachers informally, and implicit in
various ways within the school environment. Examples of these aspirations are
the individual's desire to go still further in education, to get civil service
jobs, and to acquire the life style of power and ease which those jobs confer -
a steady salary, prestige, authority. The society at large gives social recog-
nition and support to this kind of thinking, because the people clearly see
that schooling is serving as the exclusive gateway to rank and authority. Once
the student becomes part of this credentialing process, he comes to value the
same end goals as the people who are reinforcing them eveiy day, namely his
teachers and parents. This lends support to Brownstein's contention about the
expanding enrollments in rural Kenya, and the upward aspirations which result.
Another related perspective from which education and modernization has to
Uo
be considered is its role in developing the agricultural economy ; Does edu-
cation in rural areas help children become better, more skillful farmers
, or
does it simply propel them into non-farm jobs? This is an important question,
because this study deals with a society whose economy is still mainly agricultural.
It determines whether or not people who receive certain levels of education are
likely to turn their "modernized" attitudes and interests toward bettering rural
agriculture directly, or tend to be siphoned off into urban lives, where wealth
is already concentrated. Nash found that in the Burmese village of his study,
education in its broad sense was seen as having three goals, and none was directly
concerned with farming:
(1) Education should lead to economic gain, hence children should
go on to further education leading to jobs as clerks, teachers, or
servants
. (underlines mine ) —
(2) It could also lead to chances for enhanced re-birth, hence temple
education was worthwhile.
(3) It should lead to a refined handling of common knowledge, "for
that is how an educated man gets respect". (Nash, 1965: 258)
Lucien Hanks, in a provocative article, "Indifference to Modern Education
in a Thai Farming Community" (1958: 12), contends that as modern schooling
developed from the older Buddhist tradition, villagers valued it (as in the
Burmese case) as a means of advancing to another occupation. Hanks felt that
villagers did not see the modern school as being a highly practical training
institution; in fact it was less useful in teaching people to handle life's
daily problems than the temple schooling had been. This lack of practical re-
sults, he felt, was one reason parents were reluctant to support local school
construction. We will return to this issue shortly.
Lionberger deals with the function of schooling particularly above the
Ill
primary level, in terms of its practical value to farm development. Two of his
finding among farmers in the United States are relevant. One is that school
facilitates learning about new farm technolo^. The assumption of farmers was
tnat school facilitates learning, which in turn is presumed to instill a favour-
able inclination toward using better farm practices (Lionberger, 1 960
: 97).
According to this analysis, then, the school makes a person more learned, and
thus indirectly makes him more innovative. A second finding is that American
farmers have not always felt that schooling above 8th grade is needed for farming.
One common view expressed by respondents was that too much schooling is useless
or even detrimental, because it makes a person "impractical", (i960: 97)
These findings have not been tested, so far as I know, in other cultures,
and one must keep in mind that American farming is, in most areas, a very
different sort of occupation and way of life from traditional Thai farming,
particularly in the differing prestige which farming carries within the respec-
tive societies. In the United States, it has not been uncommon for farm children
to receive at least 12 years of education while still planning to be farmers -
quite a different pattern from rural Thailand in which k years is the general
rule. In spite of these obvious differences, we were stimulated by Lionberger*
s
findings to explore the relation in villagers' minds between schooling and farm
skill, as well as the connection between schooling and the choice of farming
careers
.
STUDIES OF PEASANT SOCIETY AND VALUES
Some of the theories advanced concerning individual change among peasants
in different societies may help us understand more about the way educational
decisions are made by Thai peasants. Consider the following assumptions: Most
Ii2
rural Thais have never attended schooling beyond their own village 1,-year
school. Advanced schooling represents a departure from the traditional
village pattern. Selecting a child to be given further education than Prathom I,
may be viewed as an "innovation" for a praticular family; in a sense, it may
be equivalent to deciding to make him a "modern" person, especially since that
level of education tends to point toward non-farm occupations. In the context
of trying to understand parents' decisions about further education, it seemed
appropriate to consider some of the literature which deals with the nature of
"traditionalism" and "modernity" in individual personalities. There might prove
to be some correlation between certain features of attitudinal modernity or
traditionalism, and the tendency to seek further education.
A central concept in peasant personality studies is George Foster's idea
of the "image of limited good". He contends there is a pervasive attitude among
traditional peasants that the desirable things in life exist in finite quantity,
and are always in limited supply. "In addition, there is no way directly within
peasants' power to increase the available quantities." (Foster, 1962: 296
,
quoted in Scott, 1968: 111 - 112 ) Foster himself cites first-hand evidence
from 13 countries, including 1; in Asia, leading to a generalized theory for
peasant society.
In peasant agricultural societies, villagers have experienced very little
which might give them a feeling of mastery over nature.
Drought or flood is looked upon as a visitation from gods or evil
spirits whom men can propitiate but not control. ( Ibid . , 66 )
These environmental conditions foster certain attitudes. Having limited
surpluses and marginal technical mastery, villagers tend to view the future's
possibilities bleakly, and avoid risk situations. "Fear of failure is promi-
nent... (Scott, 1968= 138 - ,39) Similarly, Foster notes the poor and suspicious
quality of peasants' relationships outside of their immediate family:
ltSelf in PerPetu al, unrelenting
be ite shSe of t °WS/0r po?session over "hat it considers tos ar scarce values. (Foster, Og. Cit.
, 302)
This sort of suspicion of outsiders was also found by Geertz among Javanese
pe as ants
. ( 1 962 : I4.I4. )*
Just as a bleak economic environment tends to be correlated with a bleak
view of the world and one's poor possibilities to make much of it, when the
economy improves
,
the outlook toward the world also brightens. Once the
economies of peasant societies start to improve, there tends, according to
Scott, to be an increase in both confidence about the future, and in trust in
a wider circle of human relationships. (Scott, Og. Cit., 11+6 - 11+8)
Lionberger reports findings on the characteristics of American farmers
who adopted new practices in various spheres of their lives: In farming itself,
the medical profession, government, and innovations for public schools. He
found that farmers who adopt new practices early (i.e., "early adopters")
tend to have large farms, high incomes, participate in many non-local groups,
and are willing to take risks. Late adopters usually have smaller farms or
subsistence operations. Their social contacts are narrow. They feel vulnerable
to risk. Again and again in these studies one feels the controlling power of
"The two variables just cited are only two of some 10 variables which have been
used by scholars to characterize peasant personality in terms of its "traditio-
nal or "modern 1 ' qualities. Among the studies are those by Lerner (1958)
,
McClelland ( 1961 ), Pye (
1
962 ) , Kahl ( 1968 ), Scott ( 1968 ), Rogers (1 969 ), Inkeles
(1966, 1969).
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poverty over the willingness to make new decisions, or the desire to venture
beyond the security of the known and the safe.
Our own Study was intended to explore the factors of wealth, income,
occupational standing, breadth of social contacts, and orientations toward risk
all in relation to educational decisions.
STUDENT LOSS OR WASTAGE DJ RURAL EDUCATION
Studies about wastage in education are numerous - if one is concerned with
western countries. Such studies far outnumber those done in the developing
world. One senior UNESCO official in Asia made the following observation on
the matter:
Two years ago I attended a meeting of some top planners and policy-
ma ers .for this region. The question about rural education came up
and someone asked what the key problems were in this area. There was
a long silence... Education in rural areas /in Asia7 is a grossly
neglected problem. ~ J
It is ironic
,
perhaps, that for the less developed areas where the wastage
problem is most serious, the problem has been least studied. ( Brimer and Pauli,
1971 : 23)
Most of the research on school leavers in developing countries deals with
losses at the lowest levels of education. The Bulletin of the UNESCO Regional
Education in Asia (March, 1967 ) summarizes aggregate data from various
country reports and studies from 18 countries in the region. The major general
finding was that wastage, especially in the lowest grades, eliminates pupils
more on the basis of their surroundings — mainly poverty — than because of
school factors or students' individual abilities. Among the common factors
associated with poverty were the need for child labor at home, plus poor health
4i>
and nutrition. Apart from these factors, studies found that the level of
literacy among other family members, and the e^cational status of parents,
Were also related to an individual's dropping out or staying in,, Additional
causes which the report mentioned were, "traditional attitudes toward education"
and linguistic-cultural differences among minority groups. Thailand was cited
as a particular case in which minority groups fared less well than those who
spoke the national language at home. Among rural areas of Asia, the holding
power of school was found to be much lower than in urban areas.
Factors within the school itself also count*,, but not so much as the
environmental problems suggested above.
*A similar finding is reported by Kahl, in his study of peasants and 1irhar
“:MchBrSid^ir eoa-H He frd that the b
"
st £ iie a:^tion
(1968: 63)
hll 11 ch 1S the agsla-eaflaomic siatus of his father
W°rkerS in Bangalore, India, found that education^older siblings resulted m younger siblings being sent for further education
Fpuller°
m
^970 )
S the financial support of the older sibling himself.
"werfaffollows^
^ faCt°rS associated with influences from the school itself
( 1 ) The dropout rate was adversely affected by: grade repetition (believeddue to giving formal examinations too early in a child's eudcational
career
; irregular attendance (often linked to lack of interest, illness
or
. need to work at home); "incomplete primary schools", i.e. ones
which do not offer the full cycle; diversity of a child's age in relation
to the norm. (Even in so-called "school factors" there appear to bepoverty factors from outside the school impinging on the classroom)
(2) There was little evidence of an association between dropout/repeti-
tion and class size, or the pupil-teacher ratio.
( 3 ) Some studies identified "lack of interest in learning" as a major
reason for wastage, probably related in part t poor teaching methods
and materials which make learning dull.
(UNESCO, 1967: 27)
Other individual country studies from the Asian region ch deal with student
leavers are Rawat and Goyal, 1971; Alvi and Khan, 1963; andekar, 1935; Univer-
sity of Delhi, 1968; India: Ministry of Education, i960; Bangkok Institute of
Child Study, 1 966 . See also Beirn et al., 1972: 75.
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Two studies brought into question whether the village school is really
congruent with the community and its needs. This kind of evidence may be
related to the question of parental interest and support for education.
Lucien Hanks, an anthropologist specializing for many years in Thailand,
presents a similar argument about the Thai rural school. Giving a detailed
historical account of the transition from temple education to the "modern"
government-sponsored system, he provides examples of how the value of the new
education has escaped the Thai farmer. Hanks’ view is that traditional temple
education succeeded in accomplishing a number of very practical tasks: merit-
making, plus the teaching of morality, literacy, and familiarity with ways of
propitiating everyday events. In many respects this education could help men
solve common problems facing the village. In contrast, modern education has
had no visible effect on progress in the village. Farmers have seen crops
improve over the years, but they do not see that the school was in any way
responsible for the progress.
The new educational program has appealed little to the rice farmer and,
despite twenty years of exposure, the community continues unenthusiastic
.
(1958: lli)
Hanks seems to draw the inspiration for his article from village farmers'
failure to mobilize behind a new school building when the original one was
destroyed in a storm. He is particularly struck by the much greater support
which people were willing to give to the temple. "That people still contributes
to the temple more readily than to the school argues that /the village of/ Bang-
Chan lacks the will, rather than the resources, to back the school." (ibid.
,
lli)
The Burmese school described by Nash also gets indifferent support from
kl
the communtiy. The school is seen as an agency of the national government
and culture, and the local community does not control it or support it, with
its labor or contributions of money. The school «y n°01 and its support are basically
the government's job, as villagers see it. (Nash, 1965: 21(8 - 261)
It is clear in any case, that "modern" schooling is modeled differently
from the traditional temple system, and the papers by Hanks and Nash raise
real questions about whether the purposes and achievements of the new local
schools are indeed apparent or important to villagers. The level of villagers'
financial and labor support for their school may indeed be a critical way of
measuring their interest in education, but there is some doubt about this con-
tention, especially in the Thai context.
In the case presented by Hanks, he makes a comparison on evidence of
villagers' contributions to both institutions. The interpretation which he
gives to that evidence presents some difficulties. The temple has, as its
key function, the enabling of citizens to make merit, to ensure their enhanced
existence in the next life. The function of the temple as a school is also
important, but decidedly secondary to its prime purpose of making merit.
Although most of the formal education today has been transferred to secular
schools, one does not find contributions to the temple have decreased. Quite
the contrary. But the finding that the modern school receives less money or
community-organizational support from villagers than the temple does, may not
mean that parents do not value the school: simply that in most Thai villages,
making merit continues to be one of the most important values and uses of one's
energy and resources. The village school and its benefits are in fact often
highly valued, as will be seen later in this study, but its benefits are diffe-
rent fro, those of the temple, and vlllagers express the±r apprOTal differfently
_
The spirit which a particular community itself may generate in support
of secular education is a factor which the literature describes very little.
It might be very useful in future studies to compare various comities from
that perspective. One Ban Sila teacher who was born in another village made
a very provocative remark on the subject:
had [pots on their
S
sh^lders^from°car^ing
J
things
r
on
h
bamboo poofs' Yet
7
mTviSs^^ifti ?o hore - in
seeing the value of education than their poverty. But here /In Ban
P
Sila7the population has been increasing, and now th/people are tl^ng hjdef.
’
CHAPTER III 1x9
METHODOLOGY IN THE FIELD
My general approach to the field work was participant-observation.
Together with my wife and six-week old daughter. I planned to live in a
village in order to be near a local school. We were convinced that by being
members of a community we could get rich material for our study and also gain
an unmatched experience of knowing village life as a villager knows it— living
more or less the same style of life as they do, participating in local religious
and other social events as much as we could. My wife, a Thai from Bangkok who
had spent many years studying in the United States, had never visited the North-
east, and nenher of us had been obliged to keep house continuously under village
conditions. Having such a young baby made us more concerned about health pre-
cautions than we would have been by ourselves, but "Ning Nong" was also very
magnetic, attracting people of all ages to our house. They found her every act
to be fascinating; their curiosity about her led easily to numerous conversations
about child-rearing practices and schooling, as well as two or three very close
friendships with our nearest neighbors.
CHOICE OF A VILLAGE FOR THE STUDY
After a series of discussions with national and provincial officials, we
developed five criteria for selecting our research site.
( 1 ) The village should be in the northeastern part of the country,
where national development efforts were concentrated, and particularly
within the area to be served by the Nong Wai irrigation scheme.
This latter criterion was dictated by the aspects of research which
were to deal with adult learning problems related to new irrigation
programs
*This research was summarized in a separate report. (See bibliography)
( 2 )
(3)
(h)
An agricultural community was required, where most of thpare engaged in rice farming, since this is 11
e villagers
rural occupation. S the most comrricm
SittdrlFr" s:"s type. (Thailand National Statistical Office, 1 969 : 57 )
tzzrxzzscs s~do not send their children further. This stLlation mJInt Set
EikrschS “but^oreo^oir^Lt^Mri sss its (e^X°ry ’ eby WaShing °Ut the element of decis“" in the
( 5 ) Housing had to be available for
this might seem a trivial factor
generally do not have vacant hou
houses for three extra people.
our family within the village. While
> it must be remembered that villages
ses, or even extra space within their
Ban Sila was chosen from among several other villages in the Khonkaen area
which met the five criteria we had set. It was a tambon* center for 16 neighbor
ing villages, somewhat more progressive in the opinion of local leaders than
surrounding villages. It's progressiveness owed much to it's rough but passable
market road and year-round stream which supported active vegetable production
for cash, and the new irrigation canal. The size of the village, 21*2 households
was somewhat larger than surrounding villages, but we had found that smaller
villages usually could not provide housing for us. Estimated average landhold-
ings of Ban Sila villagers was about 18 rai-x-x- or 7 .5 acres, which was a little
below the average farm size within the irrigation area of 22.39 rai reported by
Chamlong Tohtong. (1968: 9 ; also table 6 ) But the quality of this land is
above average for the area.
-x
-Tambon - a cluster of hamlets serving as an administrative unit.
>/ >/ 1 o 2 A .**1 acre - 2
^
rai
A satisfactory one-room village house was provided for us by the k^an
(Umoon chief) of Ban Sila, through some adroit arrangements with a relative
of his who agreed to move in with her father- s faruly next door, in return for
200 baht (about *10) per month. This price included the cost of building a new
water-seal latrine nearby and a separate enclosure for a cooking-bathing area.
The house location was ideal in being located at a crossing of two major paths
within the village cluster, and across from an influential teacher's house.
From this position we were readily able to observe or hear about village acti-
vities. The corrollary, of course, was a total lack of privacy, which is a
commodity rare enough for any northeastern villager, but for a western-trained
family this lack was occasionally exhausting.
The house was raised 10 feet off the ground, well built of planed planks
and roofed with corrugated iron. The living area consisted of an enclosed room
surrounded on two sides by a large rabiang
,
or porch, all of which was covered
by the iron roof. At mid-day during most of the year this roof turns the upper
house into an oven, and most families set up a retreat area under the house,
with a bamboo-slatted bed for sleep and talk during those hours. In the rainy
season the. sound on these roofs, as Gurevich described it, is "like the loud
continuous roll of a sn aredrum"
.
(1972: 139) When the rains come, children
dash out to get under the cascades which pour off those roofs. Underneath the
house was an open or partly-enclosed area used to store buffalo, farm implements,
and the large earthen jars for keeping water, which had to be hauled methodically
on hand carts or bamboo poles from a well, 300 yards away.
SETTLING IN
From the beginning of our entry into the village, I tried to keep careful
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note, on both ethnographic material and our own personal reactions to the new
experience. A few of these early observations are recorded here. We made
elaborate efforts to get an auspicious start in the village, through active
participation in Buddhist lent activities, which fortunately were being held
month w_ ar.ived. This enabled us to make merit along with other villags
as well as explain who we were during a short speech I gave, along with our
offering, as was customary.
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that 1 and mj family gave our names)
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in Ban Sila
- We W(Xlld be h8re several months
.
We hoped to learn about the way of life of the people of the village
so we could go back to America and explain the Thai way of life to
.
e
^‘
® °ped the merit'-making would be a success, and hoped thatm 6 months we could be called "children of Ban Sila" (some laughs
and scattered clapping here). (Shouldn’t I have said much more about
our reasons for being here, our work?) I didn’t feel very confident
about using my Thai
-Lao language for long. Suchada, who was also askedto speak, I noticed spoke much more sweetly and politely than I haddone. When the microphone was given back to one of the elders, he said
we were welcome in Ban Sila, that we had made merit for the baby Sukanya
and that we spoke their local language very well....
We also relied on the kamnan
,
a 59 year-old part-time farmer, who obliged
us greatly in village meetings by giving neighbors more detailed information
about why the American aj arn (teacher) and his family were there. We emphasized
that we hoped to learn about everyday living custom of the village, so that
we could teach African students (who were much interested in Asia) about them;
end also - borrowing an approach used by Phillips
_ that with their help I could
pass my examination. (1966: 1 oU 118 )
A factor which helped us immeasurably was the curiosity and sociability
of the villagers toward us. Every evening after sundown they would come up
the ladder to our rabiang in groups as large as ten, to tali and ask questions
about us. We obtained much of our preliminary ethnographic data from these
relaxed conversations.
Nothing impressed us more during our stay, however, than two special
qualities of village life. First, we observed that most of a villager's life
spent simply staying alive. An extraordinary amount of time and effort is
required by all members of the family to raise or search for food to eat, prepare
that food before it rots from the heat, care for babies, and carry water. Al-
though we had no fields of our own, so had to buy our food from neighbors or
from the Khonkaen market, we found adapting ourselves to the routines of family
survival in these conditions to be one of the most persistent difficulties we
had to cope with.
The second thing we noticed was that villagers have to live with a great
deal of fear, particularly fear of theft. At different times of year, but
especially around harvest season when some rice is being sold for cash and
laborers come from other districts to work the fields for hire, Ban Sila people
know the danger of robbery. Quiet night theft of animals is common enough,
and armed robbery occurs perhaps once each season, in one of the neighboring
villages. People often have to organize their own pursuits of lost animals
and within their own family they loch their houses tightly at night. „e as
outsiders, who were knom to have a camera and a tape recorder and perhaps other
goods which could only be imagined, knew some of the same fear as other villagers,
m short, our unfamiliarity with the various age-old routines of living made the
difficulties of normal life seem very severe.
We spent the early months of our stay getting acquainted informally with
the people of the village, local economic conditions, the kinds of work people
did, and the activities of school and temple. At this stage we used or adapted
topics from the Outline of Cultural Materials by Murdock et al. (1950) Moving
from these general topics into child-rearing patterns and education, we found
Sister Inez Hilger's guide to socialization (1966) very helpful. In these
informal interviews we put emphasis on common values which villagers held re-
garding different occupations, schooling, temple life, and various other pastimes.
About the fourth month, I interviewed in detail five farm families to determine
the most common family work patterns- i.e., how work is organized within most
families— in the village. This information, a detailed task analysis of rice
farming and vegetable garden work, was to be used later to help explain why
certain children are chosen, within these patterns, to go for further education.
Next, I asked a broad sample of villagers for statements - epithets if you
will - about the purposes of benefits of formal education. Next, these epithets
were to be refined into broad "benefit groups" and used in formal interviews,
where we would ask villagers to compare the relative personal and social bene-
fits which villagers attach to different kinds of education. The institutions
which we planned to compare in terms of their educational benefits were
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(D
( 2 )
(3)
lower primary education, i.e., prath^m 1
- k
upper primary education ( prath^m 5-7), and
temple education at the nak tham ek level
equivalent to prathom 7).
(which is roughly
We tried, in short, first to establish what villagers, general expecta-
tions were about what education is supposed to do for them, and then ask them
show which of their available institutions they rely on to satisfy those
expectations. At the same time, we hoped the findings would show how the
institutions are related, in the village scheme of things.
FORMAL
-INTERVIEW NO. U COMPARING THE INSTITUTIONS
From some 1|0 statements by villagers about the benefits of education, we
developed a group of 7 broad benefits which we felt included the essence of
the original list of 1;0.
The 7 general benefits of education and training:
1 . Literacy: /The institution/ will teach /children/ to read and write.
2. Make them more intelligent and wise. Included here were "preventthem from being cheated", "prevent them from being deceived", "makethem more capable".
3. Improve farming and gardening ability.
h- Gain people's respect. Included here were gaining respect for one's
parents as well as oneself; gaining rank.
5. Improve behavior. Includes making children more polite, genteel,
making them more obedient to their parents, teaching them not to
argue and fight; give them good conduct, teach them not to bully
one another.
6. Help children make money, improve their income.
7. Provide knowledge in order to go further in education.
There were some overlaps in our groupings, but these do not appear to cause
problems in interpretation. For example, literacy is sometimes sc m as a basis
for intelligence end wisdom, an "intervening" variable which paves the way
for other leading. Gaining respect could result from one's displaying much
Wisdom, or from making a lot of money. The various benefits are not mutually
exclusive. The process of having villagers c^are them brought out valuable
data about how they emphasize the various benefits in relation to one another.
In chapter IV more will be said about each of these values and their sig-
nificance in local Thai society.
One early finding was that by no means all of the benefits seen in school-
ing were believed to come from material directly learned in school through the
curriculum. Indeed, several major benefits were not stated at all in the formal
curriculum; these were in the nature of "side-" or "non-formal" effects which
are gained simply by passing through a certain stage of education as suggested
by Inkeles and Meyer in our earlier discussion in chapter n. We were deli-
berate in not arbitrarily choosing for the list of benefits any items which had
been used in government syllabuses, unless these were introduced spontaneously
by villagers themselves. The one exception to this was "improve farming-
gardening ability", which we added because we were keenly interested in whether
formal education was seen as providing any benefits in that area.
We drew a stratified random sample of 20 parents for this first formal
interview. While the sample was small, we were interested mainly in modal
attitudes about the benefits rather than intra-sample differences. Given the
striking homogeneity in Thai peasant attitudes (Phillips, 1 966 : 120; Kaufman,
personal communication, 1970), we felt that a modest sample would give us a
reasonably accurate sense of villagers' views. In Phillips' Thai Peasant
Personality
,
he reports:
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•^5 it turned out later sf'+pr’ -t-v, Q j„.l
there were no notable differences in the
81”6 gathered and examined,
different economic or relirims
responses of informants from
items. (Ibid^O) categories to these and most other
There were two procedures in the interview, which was conducted in res-
pondents' homes during convenient times, or during work breaks in the fields.
First we asked parents to rank-order the 7 benefits as they apply to each of
the Institutions, in turn. During the part of the interview dealing with
E
-
ath°m 1 ' h ’ f0r ®Xample
’
we displayed in front of the villager a group of
7 cards. On each card was stated one benefit. The interviewer asked the village
to think about the lower primary school in terms of those benefits, then re-
order the benefit cards as he saw them, from the major benefits down to the
negligible. To guard against possible illiteracy and hence embarrassment to
particular villagers, the interviewer read the cards (written in very simple
Thai) aloud several times until he was sure they were well understood.
In the second step of the interview we took the benefits one by one ( again
using one card for each), and placed one such card at a time before the respon-
dent, plus the four names (also on cards) of each of the four institutions.
The respondent was shown each "benefit card", and asked to rank-order each of
the institutions in terms of which institution brought that benefit to the
greatest degree. For example, if a villager were given the benefit card, "im-
proves farming and gardening ability", he would likely rank the institutions
which most provide that benefit, as follows:
Lower primary school
Temple schooling
Upper primary schooling3 .
With completed data from these exercises we expected to he able to draw
SOme imp°rtant —1-ions about an the local formal learning institutions
as parents view them. But we would be especially interested in the benefit-
ratings given to upper primary education.
FORMAL INTERVIEW NO
. 2:
OR NOT TO DO SO
—
DECISION TO SEND CHILDREN FOR FURTHER EDUCATION
.
From our early days in the village, we had begun to explore in informal
interviews with villagers, how they felt about schooling above the prath^om k
level. We were naturally interested in why some children are sent further but
the majority are not. In later months we put together basic records for all
the local children who had completed prathom 1* in Ban Sila in the past 6 years,
a total of 26k children. The basic performance data which these records gave
us was useful in a number of respects. For the oldest class, we could observe
any losses of students in that class between prathom 5 and M.S. 3, for any of
those who continued to further edication. From these we could judge the histo-
rical likelihood of dropping out during schooling levels above prathom k and
thus get an idea of the objective risks involved in sending children on. The
data indicated some simple relationships, such as the relationship between
academic rank in prathom k and continuation to further schooling, as well as
a child's academic rank and his father's occupation. We also used the student
records to draw our sample of families for the formal interviews which followed.
These records, plus our earlier interviews and "hunches", formed the basis
for hypotheses on the subject of continuing school, which are given in chapter I.
From these hypotheses we developed questions which we felt would be suitable
tests for the hypotheses. We chose parents as the subjects for interviews
because we assumed that decisions about further education, when their child
would he only 11 or 12 years old, world rest largely with them. Since this
was still an assumption on our part, however, we did include several items in
the questionnaire intended to bring out whether the child's voice is important
m deciding if he or she would be sent for further schooling.
THE SAMPLE
The questionnaire, we hoped, world yield data to make up "profiles" of
parents who sent their children for further education, and of those who did
not. For this reason we used a sample large enough to detect intra-sample
differences and produce significant correlations.
From our student records covering the past 6 years we found that 75 of
the fathom lr graduates, or abort 29 per cent, had continued on to prathom 5.
189 students, or about 71 per cent, had not gone on. In checking the records
more thoroughly, we found two complicating factors. One was an upsurge of
those continuing in education in the final two years for which we had records,
1970 and 1971. This skewed upward the average continuation rate from 25.
U
per cent between the years 1966 to I 969
,
to almost 29 per cent over the 6 years,
which was the figure we used finally in proportioning our sample. We included
m our questionnaire a special set of questions for parents whose chldren fell
into the group graduating in 1971, since in that year a new prathom 9 school
was opened within only h kms . of Ban Sila. In that year alone, the continuation
rate was 11; out of 31, about 1;5> per cent.
Secondly
,
many of the children who went on to prathom 9 also had siblings
who had gone on as well, in other classes. This meant that the actual number
6o
°r "sender" parents represented in our records was much lower than the actual
number of children listed as continuing. By the same token, however, it was
assumed that the same recurrence of parents' nam-s *f rn^ would occur among non-senders
Since at least 25 members of the sender group were needed in order to be
statistically meaningful, it was decided finally to draw a sample size of 100,
witn 29 of the parents being ones who had sent their children further, therefore
reflecting the same proportions as shown in the student records. Small samples
were chosen at random from each class, on a ratio of 29 per cent to 71 per cent,
or as close as possible to that percentage ratio, so that the actual samples
varied in size according to the sizes of the classes. The randoms of the
sample was adjusted to a limited extent. If a non-continuing child's parents
nad moved away, we chose the parent of another non-continuing student, who was
nearest numerically to the class standing of the child we had previously chosen,
from the same class. We did the same if a parent' turned up who had already
been selected because of having another child in the same (i.e., "continuing"
or "non-continuing") category. The final sample yielded 97 satisfactorily
completed questionnaires, 3 short of the hoped-for 100, but still large enough
(6, non-senders, 30 senders) to indicate significant differences among the
families ir both groups.
The 97 families in the sample represent about k0% of the 2 l|2 households
of the village; they also represent well over half of the children who finished
uhe local school over 6 recent consecutive years. The number of farmers in
the sample 7
3
is 75,^ of the total sample. The mean landholding size of the
sampled group is 17.9 rai (S.D. 11
. 5 ) 3 somewhat below the district average cited
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by Chamlong (1968); the mean net income they reported for 1971 was approximately
2,700 baht (about *35). Within this group of 97, there were 30 people who
did send children beyond jorathom i, during 6 recent years; 67 did not.
VARIABLES
Some of the major variables which are examined in relation to the
decision are as follows:
schooling
(D
( 2 )
(3)
U)
(5)
(6)
(7)
( 8 )
(9)
Values attached by parents to schooling
Levels of family income and landholdings
Levels of parents
' education
Parents * occupational levels
The child's academic record
The child’s sex
Whether older siblings have previously been sent to schoolLevels of parental aspiration for their children's future
occupation and their interest in education
The quantity and quality of parents' social relationships
outside the family. ^
Chapter IV begins to explore elements of the village social environment
which in many ways contributes to villagers' view of schooling. It is a
descriptive exploration of the hypotheses stated in chapter I, as well as many
other school-related questions.
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Our schedule of questions was built mainly on hypotheses developed during
earlier stages of the research. We had four groups of questions:
(1) Questions on parents' social and economic background;
(2) Their attitudes and interests regarding further schooling;
(3) The reasons in their particular case for sending - or not'
sending - a particular child for further education;
(U) Some more basic attitude questions, regarding views they might
hold about the world at large.
The attitude questions, being more difficult and time-consuming, we placed
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early in the interview schedule, so parents could be fresh in dealing with
them. More direct (though not necessarily easier) questions about income and
savings, we put at the end. Data from the income questions were to be used in
establishing some evidence of villagers' ability to pay for education.
The phrasing of the questions was of three different types. In cases where
we wanted to explore several hypotheses at a time, as in an issue where several
possible explanations might be involved, we used the rank-order system, with
the help of cards, as described earlier. This enabled us to get a comparison
of the strength of each factor as part of a parent's decision. For example, we
asked villagers, "What are the most important reasons why parents don't send
their children on to further education?" We offered them several possible rea-
sons, each of them on a card, and they proceeded to rank the reasons as they
saw them. This approach was required in exploring the question of parents'
interest m education. Four questions were used to get at this elusive matter.
One tried to establish to degree of direct help given by the parent or other
family members in the child's schoolwork. The other three questions were more
indirect, implying interest in schooling, as follows: A question which asked
them to choose which occupation (of a number of choices provided) they would
like for their children to have; the answer, it was felt, implied a certain
level of aspiration for the children's future. Two others were rank-order
questions, where the parent was asked to give priorities to several variables -
one or more of which were related to education or schooling, or to the role of
parents in education. It was then possible to compare the weightings which were
given by sender-parents and non-senders to these variables.
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For less complex Issues, or ones related to personal plans and choices,
we used simple multiple-choice questions, in which villagers were presented
with the alternatives without the use of cards.
The questions involving more basic questions about the world at large were
of the Likert type used in several other development studies (Scott, 1968; Rogers,
1969; Kahl, 1968), although in slightly different form to suit what we perceived
to be the Thai situation. In the various trials of these questions, we found
that when we drew questions verbatim from the the other studies, they occasionally
were quite impossible for our villagers to fathom. Occasionally they seemed
too biased, thereby provoking one response or another. For example, a question,
drawn from Scott's study of Malaysian civil servants, seeks to establish the
degree of control which a person feels he has over his environment:
When a man is born, the success he is going to have is already in
(1968-
a
286)
S ° ^ ™lght ^ Wel1 accept and not Fight against it.
We changed the wording of this, and some other questions so as to preserve
the original intention of the question, but into language which was more prag-
matic and culturally suitable to the level at which such concepts might naturally
be considered by village Thais. So the question above became,
Do you believe that your lot in life is the result of your kam
(karma) in the last life?
‘
The question was followed by the choices:
strongly agree agree a little don't agree at all
Then followed:
In that case, do you think there is anything you can do to change
your lot?
61i
The villager could select from the following choices:
* l0t Can d° a little can't do anything
Durang our pilot test it was found that using the Likert form with the
full range of 5 choices (i.e., "strongly agree - agree - no opinion - disagree -
strongly disagree") was somewhat irritating to villagers because of its fine
gradations. We reduced the gradations to only 3; in so doing we perhaps lost
some of the sensitivity in our scoring, but also may have avoided some bias
caused by annoying our respondents.
The Likert scale itself is not, in my retrospective judgment, a fully
satisfactory technique of attitude measurement even if the content of each
item is very good. As Best (1970: 1 7 0) observes, it is questionable whether
a respondent can react validly to a short, out-of-the-blue statement regarding
a somewhat profound philosophical view he may hold. And it is also too easy
for a respondent to answer as he thinks he should answer - a tendency already
cited as common among rural Thais, and one ’which is somewhat encouraged by the
Likert format. And there was little way of controlling against this tendency
during the actual interview.
To permit a check for internal validity of the attitude questions, we used
at least 2 questions for each valuebeing tested. External validity of such
questions rests on their wide use elsewhere, in slightly different form, in other
cross-cultural studies. (Rogers, 1969; Scott, 1968
;
Kahl, 1968
; and Lerner, 19^8 )
The third type of question was used for socio-economic data, and was admi-
nistered quite straightforwardly: such data as education levels of various
family members, occupations, land holdings, income and expenses, and savings.
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The economic questions were intended to establish a villager's potential
capacity to pay for further education. His landholdings and the size of his
family were, it was felt, likely to be the most important indicators of wealth,
particularly for facers, but questions were added about current income as well
These current fibres were then related to the particular year in which the family
made the decision regarding a particular child's further education, by asking
the parent to judge whether this year was a better, worse, or equivalent year
to that one. In this way it seemed possible to get a fairer reading than if
we had asked the parent to recall his income figures for, say, four years ago
when his child was eligible for further education and he made his decision.
PRE-TESTING THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The interview schedule was rehearsed and pre-timed to take approximately
one hour; it Was important that we not become a nuisance to our friends through
a long series of questions. We also pre-tested the questionnaire with 10 parents
who were not part of our sample. Subsequently the questions were re-written
extensively and their order was changed.
The final questionnaire
,
as it was given, appears in the Appendix.
ANALYSIS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
In using data collected through this questionnaire, we planned to run a
number of frequency distributions which would, in total, constitute "profiles"
of our different groups of parents, seen as three groups: those who sent no
children for further education; those who sent one or more; and finally the
composite group of all parents, a kind of composite or "modal" profile. Chi-
square tests were used to check the significance of some of the key frequency
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differences, e.g., income, landholdings, and education levels.
With the help of computer services located in Bangkok, the questionnaire
responses were recorded in fre^ency distributions, according to sender and non-
sender groups
. One analytical task was to rank-order, through a weighting of
each factor, the various "environmental" or socio-economic causes which parents
consider are responsible for continuing, or not contiming, in school. Finally,
we carried out a number of statistical correlations among the various social,
economic, and attitude characteristics, in relation to characterizing various
types of parent groups represented in our study.
An attempt was made to measure the relative strength of the several varia-
bles in our study, in determining whether a particular child would be sent for
further education. To do this, a step-wise multiple-regression analysis was
made of those variables which had been indicated, in the frequency-distribution
data, as the most important ones. A total of 13 of 3? variables were found to
explain 53 per cent of the variation between the sender and non-sender parents.
More detailed results of this analysis are given in chapter V, and a short
equation of the 13 factors is given in Appendix
STATUS OF THE INTERVIEWERS
It was important from the outset that the villagers understand who I and
my research assistant were, and what our purposes were in being in the village.
We chose for myself the title, ajarn, which means a teacher or professor with
a degree, thereby conferring upon me a status which was respectable yet was one
whose connotations were, in our judgment, very positive. Since some of our work
would involve collecting personal and income data, it was important that we not
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b= seen as government officials whose business it was to get data from them
which might lead to higher taxes for the people. we felt> waE a some_
what neutral term in that respect. As for our reasons for being in the village,
we harbor some doubts about whether the majority of villagers, who were farmers,
ever understood much about our "research" beyond its expressed major purpose of
increasing understanding between two cultures. Teachers and some of the other
village leaders were more knowledgeable about the record-keeping, data-gathering,
and the role of research in aiding the process of planning. One teacher later
confided that "a few" villagers though that the data might eventually bring in
government aid. In those oases, he suspected the villagers gave exaggerated
answers about their poverty situation.
My assistant during the latter part of the study was a 32-year old native
of Roi Et, a province about 2| hours east of Khonkaen. Although from a village
farm background himself and a 10th grade graduate (an exceptionally advanced
level for people in his own village)
,
he, too, became known as aj arn
,
probably
because it was known that he worked part time (as a clerk) at the university.
His main strengths were an ability to khui sanuk (literally, "chat in a fun way")
while at the same time projecting a seriousness about the work to be done. He
could also help me generalize - even conceptualize - about large amounts of data.
His easy use of the Isan dialect in its full context of local farm life, deference,
and humor, caused villagers to regard him with warmth and respect. During the
stages when we were administering questionnaires, it became clear that there
is always a gap between any questionnaire and the readiness of a respondent to
grasp its meaning. The process requires someone who can provide judicious intro-
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ductions, explanations, and build rapport. These various bits of chatter cannot
be fully specified in advance. Unquestionably this rapport which my assistant
was able to develop was essential to gaining the insights to local culture which
we managed to gain. It was not incidental, either, that we became extremely
good friends during our alnost-two years together, finding in each other a con-
siderabie source of comfort and understanding, each in the particular problems
he was encountering while trying to get along in life.
USING LOCAL ADVISORS
Apart from my wife and this research assistant, I also relied on several
local senior villagers for critical evaluation of our findings. From time to
time we would gather our tentative conclusions and unanswered questions, each
written on a file card, and then gather together these several men for their
views. They were all teachers who lived in the village, but some of them taught
elsewhere. They were particularly helpful in giving us their perception of how
things are done (e.g., how parents make certain decisions), or how villagers as
a group feel about a particular community issue.
Two of these teachers had served earlier as government enumerators in
the district during the 1970 census. Having retired from teaching in 1971,
both agreed to help gather socio-economic data for our study in its later stages.
-x-The idea of using local school teachers as interviewers has also been found
effective by Chamlong Tohtong, in his studies of agricultural development in
northeastern Thailand. He reported that they are often easier to train, more
familiar with local conditions and with survey procedures, and tend to be alert
to recognize misleading or inaccurate responses, than are other possible assis-
tants. (Chamlong Tohtong, personal comm. October, 1972)
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TI0KS i®2 ™S LOCAL THAI LANGUAGE AMD CULTURE
It was very common in our experience to find that western curiosity, or
the questions which grew out of it, were baffling to our local respondents.
The differences in ways of thinking about behavior and thought patterns are
great.
t7Z*h±haS att®"pted cross-cultural testing, using the mediumanguage, is well aware of the deep and as yet bridgeless chasmwhich separate the linguistically ordered thought-ways'of the peoplesvarying cultural traditions. (Kluckholn and Strodtbeck, I96I: 82)
Farmers are not so at ease with questions like, "What are the purposes
or us advantages (and disadvantages) of...." or "Why is such-
and-such done this way?" The Western-trained student is so accustomed to
thinking is analytic terms, whereby he often assumes all peoples make a habit
of studying, or justifying, even the most normal everyday behavior or traditional
institutions of their lives. Sometimes we found that our intellectual dissec-
tion of familiar institutions would seem to make a problem clearer to us, yet
at the same time perhaps make the "essence" of the institution even more elusive.
We took considerable pains to translate our western curiosities into concepts
to which Thais could make genuine sense of. If in the process the concept was
meaningless to them, we would often drop the idea as being important just
to us, but perhaps not significant in the Thai interpretation of things.
We also found that the direct western approach to asking personal questions
was not always in keeping with Thai manners, and was often a poor way to elicit
personal attitudes. The Thai are not so comfortable with opinion surveys, and
do not place high value on frankness in short-term personal encounters. We
found it more useful to ask our questions in a less "confronting" way» such as,
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How do you think most villagers feel about...?"
a more relaxed atmosphere for talk, get a longer
response itself was really not too different from
In this way we could create
response, and perhaps the
the individual’s own personal
view.*
*This approach is supported by Howard Kaufman, who found such responses in his
own research in Thailand, to be substantially reliable. (Personal communica-
tion, 1970)
CHAPTER IV
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THE VILLAGE SETTING AND SCHOOLING PATTERNS
CHANGING ECONOMIC PATTERNS
The study now turns to certain important ethnographic features of village
life which influence schooling patterns and attitudes.
The village of Ban Sila is a crowded cluster of wooden and bamboo houses
surrounded on all sides by rice fields. These large stretches of rice land are
occasionally broken up by patches of underbrush and strips of vegetable gardens,
which flourich along a stream bank and the edge of a small pond.
It is overwhelmingly an agricultural community. Of the village's 21^2 fami-
lies, as one elder put it, "almost everyone farms". Even those who travel to
Khonkaen for work each day have family rice land in the village. Most teachers
who live here have farmlands which they till in their spare time and hire out-
side laborers for peak periods. The two main types of farming are rice farming,
which is the main subsistence crop, and vegetable gardening, which produces
cash sales in Khonkaen. Whereas rice is grown once a year, vegetable farming
continues year-round, and burgeons particularly during the dry season when family
members have more time. Each morning at dawn one can see female members of the
families boarding the venerable buses with their baskets of squash, stringbeans,
cucumbers, flowers and fruit for the half-hour trip to Khonkaen.
People from other villages often describe Ban Sila as being charoen (pro-
gressive) compared to neighboring villages, for the following reasons: Its
proximity to Khonkaen is vital. There is a road with transportation, they say,
"so we can sell at the market". It is easier to make a living here than else-
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where because there is water and reasonably good land; and especially visible
evidence of its healthy situation
or chapel as part of its temple,
observes
:
that the village is building a new bot
There are also other factors which an outsider
The alternate drou^t and flooding which were co»on for years have now
been brought under control by the new Ubolrat da, to the North, which regulates
the flow of a nearby river and supplies irrigation water through a canal which
cuts through Ban Sila. Water from the canal had just begun to be used, and
should strengthen the future economy considerably.
Daring the rice harvest, several dozen farm workders come, usually from
poorer northeastern provinces like Kalasin, to earn wages in Ban Sila.
A more significant strength for the village, though perhaps less visible,
is the high number of teachers who make their permanent homes in Ban Sila. Of
the 12 who live there, 3 teach at the local prathom school and most of the
others travel by bus or motorcycle to other schools in the district. Frequently
these teachers, whose formal education and general exposure is greater than the
majority of villagers, are called on for their advice and assistance in community
projects.
Of those villagers who are not engaged in full-time farming, occupations
are broken down as follows:
1 assistant District Officer
2 police
3 health workers (government midwives)
3 rice mill operators
3 merchants (female)
$ merchants (male)
5 soldiers
6 government workers (mainly clerk-typists
)
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7 storekeepers in Ban Sila
10 seamstresses
10 wage earners or laborers (male)
10 wage earners or laborers (female)
12 teachers
In spite of the changes in village circumstances in Ban Sila, such as the
new irrigation canal, which have tended to make rice faming a less uncertain
way of life, farming patterns and many of the attitudes about farming remain in
large part traditional. Farmers still maintain the same level of rice production
every year (Chamlong 1 9 68: 28 - 29), as if to insure themselves a certain minimum
economic condition, the backbone for which has always been the rice harvest. In
the district designated as an irrigation area, of which Ban Sila is a part, by
far the largest proportion of land, 88 per cent, is used for rice production.
(Ibid.- 7) Approximately 1; per cent is used for vegetables. But the vegetable
land generally lies along stream banks and ponds and receives year-round
cultivation, while rice lands lie unused during half the year. Not all villagers
own such desirable vegetable-growing land, with access to year-round water. But
in Ban Sila overall, farmers report that vegetable production has been increasing
year by year. And the canal, with its local feeder streams, will open up easier
opportunities for cash cropping on a year-round basis.
One senses that future increases in farm wealth will depend increasingly
on cash sales of vegetables rather than on rice. A correspondin mount of
labor brings a much greater return than does rice production. Wh n people
become accustomed in time to the more predictable overall farming conditions
brought by irrigation and flood control, they may tend gradually to rely more
and more on cash-crop farming; their habitual reliance on the security of a
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large (but unprofitable) rice crop may give way to new attitudes more in keeping
with the improved farming conditions.
A number of other factors within the village situation bear heavily on the
way families view formal education. Me describe here briefly a few which seem
to be crucial:
The villager’s world of work and occupational values
inheritance patterns and schooling
How children grow up as farmers
The temple as a school
The village school and its teachers
The interest of parents in the village school
The values placed in education
THE FAMILY
,
ITS INHERITANCE PATTERNS
,
AND SCHOOLING
The basic social and economic unit in Ean Sila is the extended family.
The members of these units are mutually inter- dependent, aiding each other
during peak times of the rice cycle, in housebuilding, money lending, and
numerous other personal matters.
Each household consists of a nuclear family or an extended family, with
the average household size in the village along the irrigation canal just under
7 people. ( Ibid : k) The usual pattern of family development works as follows:
Once a nuclear family has a daughter who marries, the son-in-law (who generally
comes from outside the village) comes to live in the house of the bride's
parents. It is thus common to find two or more nuclear families living together.
When a second daughter marries, the parents will try to find or build a house
in the same compound for the first daughter's family, and she and her family
will move there. Sons, who commonly marry out into other villages, inherit
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movable properties like cattle or cash to take with them.
The youngest daughter is an important family member. She is expected to
stay permanently in the parents' home to look after them in their old age. Her
husband is chosen with special care since he will take direct responsibility
for her father's fields. Land is divided equally among all children remaining
in the village, except for the youngest daughter, who inherits not only her own
but her parents' share as well. She could also be said to have the least mobi-
lity of all the children, because of the expectation that her new family should
be the one to carry on the family farm. It is less likely thatshe will be
chosen to study beyond the prathom 1, level than for other siblings, as will be
further discussed in chapter V. It is said.
Parents love the youngest daughter more because they know she'sthe one who will stay.
Over the generations, numerous subdividing of each family's landholdings
has gradually reduced the amount available to each new nuclear family. Land-
holdings are also often scattered in two or three different areas, some over
an hour's walk from the village. This makes peak season work time-consuming
and relatively inefficient. One villager observed.
Twenty or thirty years ago some land tracts were as large
as 50 raj . Now they are often as small as 5 rai.
The shrinking land supply has in turn exerted pressure for some villagers
to give up farming. The most common off-farm work villagers look for is wage
laboring which does not require any special schooling beyond the Uth grade.
Land is not usually divided until the parents are very old. For this
reason one finds that the farm decisions, particularly those governing rice
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production, remain in the hands of the senior head of the extended family
until quite late in his life. (Ingersoll, 1 968 : 197) In vegetable farming
during the dry season one finds somewhat different decision-making patterns.
The senior male head of family may tend to relax his interest and personal
control over the farm, turning to other acitivites. More day-to-day adminis-
tration is turned over to his wife and younger family members. Evidence in
Ban Sila suggests that women and younger people (age 16 - 22) are permitted to
make a greater number of a day-to-day farm decisions during the vegetable-
growing season than they do during the rice season.
One striking impression one notices of family labor organization accompa-
nying the growth in vegetable production is the large and important role of
women. This role may be a factor in any planning which a family does to send
female children to get advanced schooling. Women have continued to handle
almost all marketing of vegetables for cash. Their entrepreneurial role is
significant. Whereas men become less active in farming when the rice season
is over, women continue working at a rather steady level through the vegetable
season. There is tentative evidence that along with growth in cash cropping,
and the role which women occupy within it, there may be a tendency for some
parents to hold girls back from advanced schooling somewhat more than boys.
THE VILLAGERS ' WORLD OF WORK : OCCUPATIONAL VALUES
It is impossible to appraise the benefits and values which villagers attach
to schooling without describing very briefly the kinds of work which they have
to choose from as adults. These occupations and their benefits figure impor-
tantly in the decisions which they make about their children's c lucation, and
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e kind of interest they take in what their children actually do in school.
We deal here with "work" from three perspectives:
(
”
s*
(3) The work patterns within the family itself esDeoiallv hn
“!
n
n -e into tS^S^1 e^Hg
and schooling?
’ ^ llnkS between farally labOT Patterns
As one discusses with villagers the jobs they would like most to have,
one begins to sense some of the values which pertain to their ideal world of
work, and, consequently, to the purposes they see in schooling.
Most villagers, of course, are farmers, and realistically accept this fact
knowing that there is no alternative, since they have no special education. It
is common to hear the expression, "There’s nothing else I could do; I haven't
studied" or, "I have no knowledge". Lack of schooling is continually cited
as a barrier to mobility, particularly into the more desirable jobs. To be
sure, some older farmers, and those of a philosophical turn of mind, recognize
some advantages to farming, and express a positive view of their lot.
/To be a farmer is7 quiet. You can think. /You're/ away from problems
at home. When /the work is7 done, you're finished, and you can rest.With salaried jobs the worry is continuous.
Pen isara; it's a free /way of life/. Sabai jai : the heart is free
from worry. Mai bangkhSp : nobody forcesTy^utTmakes things obligatory.
There s no boss to make you work against your will.
But there are few farmers who would willingly choose farming as an occu-
pation for their children if they really had alternatives. The heaviness of
k> the h0t ^ and the mUd 31,0 utldesirable and overridingly negative
values in the Thai scheme of things. M^ual labor is to be avoided.
Through informal interviews with a broad spectrum of villagers and confirmed
later in formal questionnaires, an approximate ranking was worked out among
some of the most common categories of jobs available to their sons and daughters.
TABLE 1_
—
ents
' ^ferences
. £2£ iMr Children 's Occupation
BOYS
.** xapjji. uAxmaToejob preference schooling minimuin
required salary
teacher 12 years /600/month
police TO years /51*0/month
clerk (govt.) 10 years /600/month
h or less N.A.
k or less /l 80 -
/300/month
farmer
wage laborer
Approximate Minimum Approximatejob preference schooling minimum
required salary
midwife 13 years /950/month
clerk (govt.) 10 years /600/month
teacher 12 years /600/month
farmer h or less N.A.
wage laborer h or less $1 80 -
$300/month
The reasons which parents give for their choices are helpful in understand-
ing the value system of the village society:
£2ii££!
iJj®
security of getting a regular wage/prestige/ dress-up, good look-
g in the uniform/can get extra money/you are an official (Kha^acha-karnj/power, influence. —
-
—
dWlfe :
f°
r People/can give injections/can get regular wages/peopleWill think I am a doctor/have people's respect/an easy (sabai) life.
Teacher: Get regular wages/prestige/people will respect/ /an 7easy /life7(sabai j/can do personal work, like farming or small business on the
side/may be able to get posting to one's own village, (see also
Gurevich, 1972: 112)
Clerk : Regular wages/prestige/people will respect/sabai.
farmer: No one to bangkhap (obligatory, enforced)/freedom-independence/
it's my own work/1 can do as much or as little as I like.
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Laborer: Earn money/ but have to take orders from somebody/ can beheavy or dirty work/ not free/ less sabai than farming.
Two of these value-concepts are worth defining in more detail, since they
are central to understanding Thai aspirations about life itself.
O) Sabai suggests to a Thai villager the absence of physical labor,
not being exposed to sunshine. It also carries the idea, for some,
of being free of responsibility. A job which pays well, doesn't
ask for a lot of work, one where a person can leave at 3 p.m. instead
of 5 is sabai. A farmer who is sabai might not have to harvest rice
himself; someone else will do it for him. (See also Lamaimas
Saradatta and Chancha Savannathat, 1 966 : 11j1 - 11^)
(2) ^-^-^en-nai. This expression, meaning literally, "be a prince —
be a boss", or "lord and master", is a major attracting factor— per-
haps the most attracting
— of any civil service job. Even clerks
and teachers, who are civil servants, are regarded as carrying this
attribute. Being a j ao-nai (boss) brings power and influence to bear
in a social or professional situation. What ordinary villager does
not know thd feeling of entering a government office to ask a civil
servant for a routine government form? Usually he is kept waiting;
he feels he must humble himself, give special respect to the neat,
often younger man, the j ao-nai
,
who has the government
form required. The j ao-nai is usually a phu- du-lae
,
or supervisor.
Because of his superior social status, he easily commands obedience.
He also gains avenues to other advantages such as fringe benefits of
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housing; access to vehicles, hospital fees, and price reductions.
He may eventually have underlings available to serve him, and
channels for obtaining money through irregular sources by virtue
of his position. There also comes the opportunity to enjoy enter
tainment and pleasure
.
The j|o-nai is especially important to his parents becuase he brings
prestige to them. One villager expressed the view, commonly held, that:
even if the wages of an official or policeman are notuily satisfactory, his parents still feel like big
m- p p
• They gain face, reputation, rank.These things are as important as salary. -x-
In the scheme of values attached to occupations, it is clear that the
themes of prestige, power, and appearance are closely linked to the attraction
of salary that goes with the job.
Lying between the prefered occupations and the villager is, most importantly,
the need for formal education.
What else could I do but be a farmer?
I have no education.
Without advanced education (i.e.
,
schooling well above prathorn k) the
society offers, broadly speaking, only farming work or wage labor. With a pra-
thom k education, one can find jobs like construction worker, bus driver,
watchman, carpenter, or seamstress. But none of the prestigious jobs are open
except with the M.S.3 (10th grade)certificate***, plus very often a government
*0ne story which was told by a villager, while perhaps apocryphal, told of a
farmer ^ who paid a considerable sum to assure his 10th grade-graduate son of a
place in a certain government department. The sum was considerably more than
the father could hope to recoup irom the wages which his son would earn from
the job.
-x-'-x-These certificates can be obtained through examiniation after attendance at
conventional classes, independent study, or accelerated adult programs.
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examination for entrance to a particular government department or teacher-
training school. This point is very significant in understanding the school-
occupation relationship: Villagers feel that no schooling short of M.S. 3
gives the individual any occupational advantage over what he would have with
just a ngathom U certificate. That is, if a student were to drop out after,
say, M.S- 1 (8th grade), he would have no greater job mobility than a prath&n 1,
graduate. To gain the more desirable jobs, he must get the M.S. 3 certificate;
no intermediate point will do. The importance of that certificate, in and of
itself, is paramount.
Indeed, villagers also say that once children are embarked on schooling
above £rathom i;
,
they should go through and finish M.S. 3, since once they
start further schooling they will have already lost their interest as well as
skill in farming, and have difficulty returning to it.
PATTERNS OF GROWING UP AS FARMERS
Family work patterns, and the ways in which children are socialized into
farm work, have an impact on the family's relationship to formal education.
Although this study cannot deal at length with this socialization process, a
number of important themes stand out.
1 . The Family Labor Situation is Related to Education Decisions.
Young children of the lower-primary age (about 6-11) have relatively
minor farm responsibilities. Since they are limited by their size and strength,
they help only in small routine chores, care for siblings, weed gardens and
tend water buffalo after school and on weekends. As they grow older their
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responsibilities increase and, defending on the other siblings who are available
and the site of the farm, parents begin to depend on them as regular farm
or household operators
.
At the age when a child is ready for prathbrn 5, he is still too young to
be very useful economically. But as they look ahead, farm parents need to take
into account the family labor supply a few years hence, when he could be a help.
Especially in the case of the first son and first daughter, parents may decide
that they cannot be spared for further education. Evidence shows that younger
siblings stand a better chance, because the future security of the farm opera-
tion is clearer by the tine they are reacfy for school. Survey data from 9?
families indicates that children from the lower half of the family's siblings
were chosen more often than siblings in the upper age group.
Once a child has been chosen as the "family student", and goes on to
5, he is usually relieved of farm chores almost completely, except
during the harvest season vacation. At other times he is protected from
farm work so that he can study
. Already at this stage of student life one
senses that parents are fostering the attitudes and life-style appropriate for
one who will be pursuing a career through formally-trained knowledge.
2. Qirfs Have a Special Role in the Farm and Household.
Even in the earliest childhood tasks one finds evidence of the broad and
responsible roles expected later in life from girls. Little girls of about 3,
in their role playing, tend to imitate economic activities of female grown-ups
such as water-carrying with small empty milk cans which represent the heavy water
buckets of older women. At age 5 or 6 they can be seen mock-bargaining, similar
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to the serious trading mainly handled by adult women. Early on, of course,
girls care for younger siblings, a routine task but still a serious early
responsibility.
With little boys, early role-playing is less identifiable with adult
economic activity, and closer to pure play, such as acting ait kite-flying
and boxing. One cause for this difference from girls* early play, perhaps,
can be found in the adult role-models which children see in grown-up men and
women. Adult women engage in "light” as well as more strenuous economic or
domestic chores. These various "light" tasks are ones which women normally
do m the family; and also since they are light, even young girls can often do
them and make a useful contribution. Being light work, these tasks can be
imitated and, indeed, must be actually assumed by little girls as early as 6
when they begin to do small but really needed tasks as part of the family's co-
operative ef±ort. Adult men, however, tend to handle economic activities which
little boys cannot handle, such as ploughing, ground breaking for gardens, or
handling a knife. Apart from these, men have numerous opportunities to engage
in observable sport, drinking, or other amusement and these also serve as models
to young boys. Adult women have few such diversions, apart from enjoying temple
fairs and occasionally trying out cosmetics. Physical strength is a major
factor differentiating between many of the male and female roles, and young
boys are therefore later ( 1 5 - 18) in performing these heavy adult roles in a
significant way
,
to a degree where they are counted on to do them regularly.
In sum, girls seem to find it easier to imagine and emulate their eventual
adult economic activities than boys do.
8U
Small boys, like girls, are also given chores of hauling water, carrying
rice to the local rice mill, caring for siblings, and sweeping. But it is
girls who are ejected to do these things on a regular basis, with boys doing
them when girls are overworked or unavailable. Mainly, one feels, boys seem
to have more time; they are expected to play and run around with their peers.
Girls clearly assume proto-adult roles sooner than boys, and therefore, become
a more integral part of the family farm and domestic operation more quickly.
There is in fact an expectation that women should have a broad and dependable
family role. This expectation is reinforced by other social factors, such as
the following:
Girls, much more so than boys, are expected to show proper, dutiful, and
steady performance of their family responsibilities as well as be discreet in
social matters. Social mores and norms more rigidly reflate the life and
activities of girls. The force of gossip is crucial, and the fear of it causes
parents to expect more responsible behavior in their daughters. Gi.rls, more
than boys, are therefore expected early to subordinate their personal needs
and desires to family and societal needs and are expected, more than boys, to
go to the farm or garden every day.
Girls are given less mobility than boys. In large part this is because
parents fear girls will get involved in circumstances of sexual indiscretion.
Villagers describe it as sia tua, the danger of "losing ^their]7 body" outside
the village. Also, occupational choices for girls are fewer.-::- If a girl shows
interest in leaving the village for work in a town, parents usually insist that
-*Jobs as demestic help are popular, but are also considered conducive to
sexual involvement.
she find a relative there to stay with; if she camot find one, she may be
kept back. No such requirement is made of boys.
Women serve as teaohers of children in more of the various farm practices
than men do.* This is partly because the children can do the light jobs along
with women, whereas men tend to work on the heavier tasks, such as ground break-
ing, and they often work alone
. For women, taking care of children or younger
Siblings is sometimes subtly blended with low-key farm demonstration.
Girls, when they mature, according to custom usually will remain in the
village, and there form a continuing core of the family. The youngest girl is
expected to remain in her parents’ household and assume their share of the
farm when they die. The reputation of this daughter is therefore very impor-
tant to the continuing family reputation.
These factors in combination may exert a restraining effect on girls,
and may partially explain the fact that national attendance figures for girls,
in the grades above £rg.thom h, are lower than for boys. The girls are needed
at home for a broad range of duties. In Ban Sila, boys sent for further school-
ing outnumbered girls by 3 to 2; especially significant was that in only 25 per
cent of the cases were female children the first to be chosen for further
schooling. Older girls, it is apparent, are being used to help get the family
economy on its feet. More details about this pattern are given shortly.
Although farmer parents make some of these distinctions between and boys'
roles, and these ultimately favor girls over boys for farm life, the view of
-'This conclusion is drawn from a detailed task analysis of the steps in rice
production and vegetable farming, with special focus on main "teaching" roles
of family members.
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eM-aervants ^ents is different. They tend to support both sexes equally
for schooling, and often make up for the loss of farm labor by relying on
outside hired labor during peak seasons of rice production, rather than on
their own children. Evidence from school records showed that all but one of
the children of civil servants were sent on for further schooling, beyond
prathom i|.
3. Farm Training is not "Knowledge".
So early do children come in contact with farming that parents find it
aliaost impossible to define with any exactness a point in time when a child
was taught a particular farm skill. They say, instead, "the child has always
known". Knowledge of farming comes in subtle ways through observation, imita-
tion and unconsciously-given demonstration in the field. Lucien Hanks observed
that
:
There was a large fund of good farming technique which we would
call a knowledge of agriculture but it escaped their notice
because of its ubiquity. (1958: 10)
None of the traditional farm experience could be "dignified" by the term
kan sueksa
,
or education in the Thai meaning of the word. (Ibid: 10) Only
academic training qualifies as "knowledge". "Education", particularly at levels
above prathom b, is thought of as knowledge outside of everyday experience.
It is called "high knowledge" - refined, abstract, respected. Those things
which the family conveys to children, by contrast, are the practical things
about "becoming a person" ( sawn hai roojak pen phu pen khon ). This is the
common knowledge and skills learned through experience
.
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One could say, perhaps, that farm training tends to be considered as
"knowledge" more in the case of peoples whose agriculture has modernised, i.e.,
where chemical fertilizers, insecticides, and machinery are introduced. With
farm modernisation often commonly comes conscious recognition that farming is
indeed made up of special skills and knowledge. This changing view is accom-
panied, in turn, by increased respect for farm training as a legitimate kind of
learning. Ban Sila villagers do not yet have such a view.
h. Diligence as the Key for a Successful Farrr.gr; Intelligence and. Capability
_as the Keys for a Good Student
.
In view of what has just been said, it may not be surprising to find that
the principal cpialities called for in the ideal farmer are not the same as those
expected of the successful student. This difference, between expectations for
successful farmers and successful students, underlines one of the inconsis-
tencies between "learning" or preparation for adult life, and adult life itself
.
Such inconsistency between schooling and society is not unique to Thailand, but
it does suggest that the goals of schooling are related much less to farming
than they are to the certificates expected by academic institutions and non-
farm careers. The quality parents look for most as their children grow up
in farming is khwam khayan : diligence. This term is used with remarkable fre-
quency as parents describe the farm work habits of their children. If they
compare their children, the comparison usually rests mainly with how khayan
they are. Although some emphasis is given during early child rearing to training
in obedience and good manners, it is diligence which determines whether a child
will be successful as a fanner. In seeking a suitable marriage partner for
a daughter, parents stress the man's diligence heavily. Since he will be the
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eventual farm manager, his diligence most of all determines the family fortunes.
Diligence, it could also be said, is closely related to obedience; a child who
acts promptly on his parents' wishes, even sometimes without being told, is
considered both diligent and obedient. In socialising children, a great deal
of effort goes into trying to make children more khay'an
. But diligence, capa-
bility, and intelligence are widely believed to be mainly innate in character,
and difficult, to ’'brain" in someone.
"Intelligence" as a facte, in becoming a successful farmer is given very
little importance in comparison with diligence. We asked several farmers the
names of the best farmers in the village. Then we asked why these individuals
were better farmers than others. Fully 18 responses out of 37
,
or almost half of
the comments referred directly or indirectly to their (or their families') hard-
workingness
; only £ responses stressed capability or skill.
TABLE 2
_: Qualities Cited in Ban Sila's Best Farmers
"Diligence " Factors No. of responses
diligence 6
grows ^crops/ all year round 6
sells many things (i.e., not
just vegetables) 3
wife's diligence 2
children's diligence 1
Total responses stressing
diligence: 18
"Non -Diligence "Factors No . of responses
has a lot of land £
wife sells well (i.e., cleverly*
she gets good prices) 3
experienced 3
skillful 2
children capable 2
uses fertilizer 1
strong 1
has a pump 1
children sell well 1
All other types of response,
apart from diligence factors: 19
Total responses 37
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As an illustration of the
of an old man who once had the
virtue of diligence, we were given the example
biggest name in the village as a money earner.
(abouf'
the year
' ETery ** he 20 baht
t t 1 dollar). This was in fishing, beyond regular ricegrowing. He would sit down for a rest, stringing^- henever wasted a minute. Diligence is something most important.
What interpretations might one draw from the low stress given to intelligen
in farming, and the high stress on hard-workingness? In a traditional society
a man's diligence has perhaps been one of the few things at his disposal which
he could use to make the best of a harsh existence. The knowledge available
to farmers tended to be a fixed body of lore, widely known to all farmers.
Climate and spiritual cooperation could be propitiated but not controlled. There
fore, only hard work could make any difference in production between one farmer
and another
. Finding little emphasis on intelligence as a necessary farm attri-
bute testifies, perhaps, to the limited opportunity to innovate within tradi-
tional farm technology. For formal schooling
, however, intelligence and capa-
bility are especially stressed, more often than diligence. Although knowledge
of the school sort is also regarded as fixed knowledge, individuals differ in
their talent for absorbing it. The elements of capability and intelligence
are the main criteria for doing so, as parents see it.
Khayan has only very limited meaning when used in relation to school life.
ce
It is commonly expressed in the following phrases:
a. Hurry up, get dressed, and get to school on time.
b. Don't skip school.
c. Do your homework.
Intelligence and competence are more heavily stressed, since they lead to
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good marks on examinations. Intelligence is less often stressed in relation
to solving farm or other practical problems, though the qualities of being
alert, avoiding trickery, and self-sufficiency do matter, as part of a villager'
store of practical competence. But in relation to gaining academic certifi-
cates— here is where intelligence has the greatest stress.
As the nature of farm work changes, toward more cash crops, supported by an
increasingly complex combination of irrigation, machinery, fertilizers and crop
protection, one can predict the need for new skills, knowledge, and competence
as well as diligence. The attributes of good farmers may come to parallel more
closely chose for good students. One farmer's brilliantly prophetic vision
was quoted by Hanks: (1958: 12)
Education is to help people who have increased in number while theland remains constant. Now one needs more education to make a
living. In the future
,
every person will have to be a more skillful
worker than now. Even in digging earth, one will have to learn how
to dug.
THE TEMPLE AS A SCHOOL
In many respects the dominant institution of the village is the temple.
It is a place for making merit and a center for much of the village's social
life. It includes among its buildings a large sala or pavilion used for both
secular and religious functions. Activities are often assisted by phonograph
records, a microphone and loudspeaker, powered by a small generator, all part
of wat (temple) property. The Ban Sila temple is also a "teaching" wat, one
of four wats of its kind in the tambon which offer formal religious instruction
in addition to the more customary religious activities.
It is considered customary for every young man to spend a period of time
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serving as a monk in the temple. In former times, men reaching the age of
20 would spend one or two years in the priesthood. Today the numbers of young
men who enter are fewer, md they may spend as little as 1 S days. Traditionally
ordination has been undertaken partly in order to be considered fit for
marriage (suk, or "ripe"), and ready for responsible adult life. It is also
importantly an act of filial piety, particularly to the mother. One villager
recited for me a poem called m-Hfcflom, "the price of the milk". The poem
represents the loving care of one's mother, whom a dutiful son should attempt
to repay by bringing merit to her through his own ordination. The words of
the poem, the villager added, can easily bring tears to a man's eyes, whatever
his age.
Once a man leaves the priesthood, people seek his advice on religious or
ceremonial matters, more than they do from those whose contact with the temple
has been more superficial. Being a monk also offers a channel of mobility, as
Kirsch observes
.(
1
966 : 373) At various times of year they travel rather widely,
with special rates or free rides on public transportation. During our time in
the village several monks from Ban Sila took terms of study in Bangkok temples,
at almost no cost.
Over the course of a year there are variations in the number of monks or
novices in service at the temple. As many as 5>0 or 60 may be ordained during
Buddhist lent ( phans
a
) but the number falls off to between 20 and 30 in the
rest of the year. Between a third and one -half of this number of monks and
novices come from nearby villages, mainly because the Ban Sila temple offers
formal instruction. But the number of Ban Sila males serving more than a few
months in the temple is very small compared with total members of the youthful
male population.
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As much as one is struck by the power of the w|t as an institution in
Ban Sila, one is impressed by the youthfulness of its monks. Of 8 Ban Sila
priests serving in 1970, one was 61 years old but the rest (inoluding the abbot)
between 20 and 23. One sensed that these monks, compared with their lay
age-mates, occupied positions of some prestige through their key parts in merit-
making, attendance at family rites, and organization of temple fairs. But
their youthfulness, and the short duration of their stay in the temple, argue
that the opportunities and appeal of the secular world are growing, and adult
males, if they choose to be ordained at all, tend to do so early and then leave.
There xs also growing evidence that their purposes for serving in the temple
lie in large part with the schooling they can get there, which opens up other
education and vocational opportunities.
The temple provides religious instruction primarily to novices (nen).
These are boys under 20 who enter service at the wat after completing prathom b.
In addition to their regular duties they may pursue formal religious classes
on a voluntary basis. Parents cite four reasons why sons are encouraged to
become novices:
(1) An old custom relates learning to novicehood; some hope that the
son will reach a high level of religious scholarship such as
ma^ a or jao -khun
,
whereby he will bring considerable merit and
prestige to himself and his parents;
(2) There is potential savings to the family in having a son stay in
the temple, thereby having one less mouth to feed at home; this is
a view mainly of very poor families;
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(3) In the case of a disobedient or lazy son, parents hope that his
behavior may improve while he is in service to older monks, where
the parents themselves may have failed. Some parents cited children
who "didn't want to farm" as being ones they might encourage to serve
in the temple;
(i.) It is a common idea to seek additional literacy, to prepare oneself
for additional secular schooling later, and hence find a salaried
job one day.
Some merit accrues to parents from ordaining their son a novice, but
making merit is described as not so important as other purposes for ordination
at the novice level. (Much more substantial merit is made when a son is ordained
as a monk than as a novice.)
Of these reasons for ordination as a novice, the reason of schooling
appears to be the most compelling for village parents today, especially for
poor villagers. And this schooling, as will be explained further in chapter 7
is less oriented toward higher religious scholarship than to qualifying for
eventual civil service employment.
The temple offers instruction at the khan raek level, whereby novices can
accomplish 3 standards of temple schooling ( chan tri
,
chan tho, and chan ek)
m approximately 3 years. To go above that level (for the mana
,
for example)
they must go to a wat in Khonkaen or in another large town.
In 1972, several novices and monks were taking secular adult education
courses as part of a special government program, whereby as monks they would
travel to one of two wats in Khonkaen which were offering an accelerated course
°f secular schooling toward both prathom 7 and M.S. 3 (10th grade) certificates.
VILLAGE SCHOOL AND ITS TEACHERS
The Village has a large 5-room schoolbuilding built, according to the
head teacher who had prepared a short history of the school, in 1 93i(
. It ls
set in a large fenced-in compound adjacent to the temple grounds. There is a
small soccer field and a picketed garden area in front.* The building itself
is a sturdy wooden structure, with the head teacher's office and three classrooms
for grades 2 - It on the main level, or "second floor", raised about 12 feet
above ground level. In recent years a cement ground floor was installed; the
two first-grade classes are held there.
According to Teacher Arun's history, in the early days, school was held
at the sala wat, the pavilion in the temple compound. When the new school was
built the government contributed 12,000 baht (then about US £5 , 333 ) and the
villagers 2li,000 baht.** The monks were extremely active in the project, both
as carpenters and as money-raisers. It became a project whereby citizens could
make religious merit, because the monks were participating, even though it was
technically a secular project. A similar practice was followed widely in
Thailand during the transition from temple to secular education.
In 1970 there were 9 teachers at the school. All but one of the teachers
considered Ban Sila to be his home, and the fifth was from a neighboring town.
The head teacher in 1969, a man of 99 years old, had four years of formal
education plus a teaching certificate obtained through independent study, of
ttSince there also is a hand-dug water hole nearby, the school is in a fortunate
position to practice gardening with the children, but teachers had not made
much of that opportunity.
4r*In 1 93h
,
the ofiicial exchange rate was U.S. ^1 to 2.26 baht. American Inter-
national Investment Corporation, World Currency Change
.
1 969 .
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high Paw-Kw-Saw (certificate of education*). The other four teachers, all
younger people, had received the equivalent of a tenth-grade (M.S. 3) formal
education and, additionally, teaching certification through independent study
rather than formal study in teacher-training schools. Each teacher handled a
single class of between 1+5 and 56 children, except for the large first-grade
class, where two teachers shared its 61 students. Some of the students in the
school were from a neighboring village, Ban Nong Taw Naw, which had no school
of its own. In 1971 that village built its own, and Ban Sila teachers had a
somewhat easier workload.
The school calendar reflects to a degree the needs and practices of the
farming community. These rural schools close for 20 days during the rice-
harvesting season, so that even these small children (and the teachers, most
of whom have their own fields to harvest) may be available to help with house-
hold chores when their families are bringing in the rice. Khonkaen schools,
where some Ban Sila children go for prathorn 5 and above, close for just 10 days,
ostensibly for the same purpose. Yet here, the shorter time off reflects the
fact that town students (even those who attend such schools from rural areas)
are not being groomed mainly as farmers.
In 1971 there was a rather sharp rise in the number of attendance by
prat horn k graduates going to pratHorn 5 in Khonkaen. One teacher attributed
*There are at least two alternative tracks to teacher certification apart from
attending regular classes at teacher training institutions; one is through
attendance at "twilight” courses at those institutions; the other, and the one
followed in this teacher's case, was through independent study and passing an
external examination.
Paw-Kaw-Saw is an abbreviated form of orakatsnibat wichakan sueksa.
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the increased interest in schooling to a building project, started the same
year, in which villagers constructed a meeting hall on the village school grounds
But other possible explanations might be the recent completion of irrigation
ditches in the village, which might have signaled an improvement in future
income; or, perhaps, there may have been some effects of having researchers
there, two years earlier, and our obvious interest in education.
TEE INTEREST OF PARENTS IN THE VILLAGE SCHOOL
Virtually all parents consider primary schooling important. The main things
it does, according to villagers, are to teach children to read and write and
train them in suitable social behavior. For most parents it is undesirable for
a child not to attend primary school during the school-age period in order, say,
to help his parents instead. In an informal survey of 30 parents, they expressed
the unanimous feeling that a day skipped from school is more serious than a
missed day on the farm, caring for buffalo or weeding with mother. Several said
they usually deal severely with children who skip school or are perpetually
late. In the previous 6 schools years, no child had left school before com-
y
pleting prathom i;.
It should be added, however, that children at primary age are not yet
productive enough to be a serious loss to the farm. The attitude of most
farming parents might be described as, "Go. Go to school. Get it over with,
and come to work on the farm."
So although all parents may be said to support local education, the extent
and depth of this interest and support has certain limitations. There are some
aspects of the citizen-school relationship which bring out some of them. First,
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most villagers accept without question the curriculum and procedures of the
school. They do not presume to be Involved with the internal workings of the
school. Ekavidya Nathalang contends that the "school exists somewhat isolated
from the genuine interest and concern of the people. Education is rightly but
vaguely viewed by the people as important and necessary nowadays, but they also
take ior granted that the state is solely responsible for it". (1966: 7 ) This
situation is partly true in Ban Sila, to the extent that parents do not engage
in discussions abcut curriculum content. This is due in part to the lack of
education parents have themselves, which makes them feel unqualified to make
observations about schooling. It is also perhaps part of a schooling tradition
whereby a fixed body of material is presented, which children are expected to
learn without question. On the other hand, if a teacher is overly severe or
behaves inappropriately, they do discuss such matters with one another.
The second limitation, perhaps a consequence of what has just been said,
is that farm parents, by and large, take very little substantive interest in
what their child does within the school program. They mainly want to know if
he attended, was prompt, and whether he passed or failed. Our interviews of
97 parents revealed that fewer farmer parents knew the class standing of indivi-
dual children or their strengths or weaknesses than did parents who were officials
or teachers
. When asked what sort of student his child is, the farmer can
usually say only vaguely, "good", or "ordinary". In general, farm parents seem
to feel that school performance is more the domain of the teacher than their own.
One finds civil servant-parents giving more help in school work than farmers do,
and supplying repeated exhortation about doing well and going to to higher
schooling. Farmer -parents were found to be not very active in helping children
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with school work. Some, especially mothers who cannot read or write so well
as men, do not help because they feel they are too ignorant.
An important other dimension of parental interest in education however, is
shown in their support for school construction. In the case of Ban Sila the
mobilization of parents has depended much on the personal initiative of whoever
happens to be the head teacher. For example, a previous head teacher was asked
to describe the "school committee", a standing body of 5 individuals. He said
the members are chosen "for their interest and ability to help". Continuing to
discuss the matter, however, he was able to recall the members' names only with
some difficulty. They would meet, he said, once a year or when there is a
"special project". A more recent head teacher, by contrast, initiated a con-
struction project for a meeting room next to the school, and an active group of
loca-L teachers and men in their middle 20' s (who described themselves as "old
students") gave active support.
Although this school project was mounted during the same time that the
villsgs was also constructing a new bot (chapel) for the temple compound, al-
most 1 5j000 b aht (about ^750) was raised by villagers for it. The government
contributed an additional 500 baht . The chapel project, requiring a much larger
amount than the school meeting room, brought in 25,000 baht in merit-making
donations. School funds were raised on two occasions, a party with games and
small admission charges, and a second house-to-house canvassing. For the bbt,
repeated drives were held through well over a year. In both undertakings, village
participation was widespread.
To sum up, villagers do contribute to school projects, in money and labor.
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They make these efforts, however, only when specific projects are proposed,
rather than continuously throughout the year. When the project is completed,
the group disbands. Those who do the major organizing are frequently not the
same individuals who form the "official" village education committee at all.
Indeed, in northeastern villages one finds a single farmer often listed officially
as a member of as many as half a dozen village "cooperatives", such as "rice
farming", "irrigation", "fishing", or "farm credit". These groups are, in many
cases, government paper-constructs
; villagers do not become active except when
a particular project is called for. Most important in getting education projects
started, however, is the particular initiative and leadership of the head teacher.
VALUES PLACED IN EDUCATION
Once having considered the values which people attached to occupations, as
was done early in this chapter, it becomes easier to look at their educational
values. These values, or benefits, which parents see in schooling have great
bearing on the decisions they make on behalf of their children. An important
task in this study was to try to define some of these major values, and deter-
mine what their relative importance may be in parents' perceptions of their
institutions
.
In our informal interviews we had heard villagers express a number of
benefits they saw in a whole range of education and training alternatives. What
we felt was needed was a ranking of some of the most common values, so we could
understand the principal benefits contributed by the several formal institutions
where learning activities are held.
The 7 values we used as a basis for describing and comparing the institu-
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tions are distillations of the most common expressions we heard during our
early interviews. They are listed as follows, together with short interpre-
tations of their common meaning in the village:
(1) Literacy : To read and write. With the ability to read, people believe
a villager can avoid being marked as in ignorant man. One local teacher argued
that as soon as children are able to read they "automatically become intelli-
gent Literacy is seen as helpful in dealing with government procedures and
market middlemen, so as to avoid being cheated.
Intelligence : An approximate interpretation might include "cleverness"
"capability", and "skill". One who is intelligent would be rarely cheated or
fooled in themark tplace-***; one who can cook several dishes, one who can recog-
nize needs in the farm or the home, and take on responsiblity when parents are
absent. In the school context, intelligence especially requires a good memory.
(Phillips: 1966 : 1|8)
(3) Gain people 1 s respect : In a society where a person's reputation among
his neighbors is crucial, gaining respect is related to gaining prestige. When
a child goes high in secular schooling or in the temple, the resulting prestige
comes perhaps as much to his parents as it does to himself. Respected people
*This may not be so unreasonable an interpretation as it might at first seem, in
that literacy is indeed a gate to further knowledge, (see also Wharton, 1969:
209) We did sense that farmers consider knowledge and intelligence to be close
to the same thing.
**The emphasis which Thais place on being capable and clever is brought out by
LeMay ( 1 930)
:
This is a very wicked world, and everyone is trying to get the better of
you in some way or other. lour only means of protection is to be cleverer
than your neighbor, and if you gain a reputation for being alert and keen
in your business dealings, you will be looked up to and admired. There is
little sympathy wasted on the dupe. (Quoted by Phillips, 1966 : b9)
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may be of different types: the nai or
-boss'- who has power and rank be-
cause of civil service position; the teacher who has learning as well as civil
service position; the elder who is consulted on village problems, and who may
have spent a long period as a monk. All of these respected persons, including
the "boss", are assumed to have more knowledge than ordinary people.
(U) Improve /the_ child's/ behavior: This is a central theme in Thai
education. The main kinds of behavior most sought after would have to include
at least the following: Learning obedience and discipline toward one's parents
and teachers; becoming polite and genteel; becoming physically neat and orderly.
Obedience is highly valued, carrying with it the sense of "teachability".
Obedience to one's teacher is often expressed by glua khru - literally, "fear
the teacher" - and is widely thought to carry over (once established at school)
to the home, producing increased obedience to parents as well.* Techniques of
politeness and neatness form what Phillips has called "social cosmetics" (1966:
66 - 67), used to make others and oneself comfortable in social situations. One
should behave and speak with constant deference to others, softly, gently, and
cleverly (but not too cleverly, as this would make one stand out and make others
feel uncomfortable).
( 5 ) Provide knowledge to get further schooling : The main value of any
schooling is often said to be preparation for still higher education, with the
end goal of a civil service job. Gurevich found this a common value in a nearby
*The fear of physical punishment is implicit in the expression, "glua khru".
Children know that bad behavior can bring a beating. -elated value-expression,
cheu a fang khru
,
meaning "listen and obey" or "listen believe", is also
commonly used to indicate obedience and discipline.
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village also in Khonkaen province, as we had found in Ban Sila. ( 1972 : m)
( 6 ) Improve farm and gardening ability.
(7) Hel£ the individual make money
; improve his income.
Using these seven benefits or values as a ba^i -pov, _vcu- tjs o s s lor comparison, we asked
parents to indicate how they felt about the usefulness of:
(1) The lower primary school ( prathom 1 - k)
(2) The upper primary school ( prathom 5-7)
(3) The temple school*
The lower £rim^ school. Parents feel overwhelmingly that the main benefit
or lower primary school is literacy
. To a lesser extent but still highly impor-
tant are the intelligence and good behavior introduced at that level. The teacher,
because of his special authority, is believed capable of accomplishing much in the
behavior area that parents sometimes feel unable to do. Parents see virtually no-
^Hi^ in lower primary school for training better farm skills £er se
.
(Indeed, vil-
lager ratings showed that none of the three educational institutions is seen to benefit
farm skill directly in the least.) Literacy was seen as having indirect benefit
to farming, especially to the buying and selling activities that go with it, such
as reading land documents or directions on fertilizer. But in no sense is pri-
mary school seen as a farm training school. A few of the village leaders insist
that the school could and should do much more in farm training, but the majority
*We intended to bring out a comparison between the values of secular education
and temple education. To do this we presented "temple education" to villagers
as "temple schooling at the chan ek (or third) level"; this level is approxi-
mately comparable to prathom 7
,
in years of study required.
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of villagers appear fully satisfied with the goals which they perceive to be
at work in their primary school.
Temple schooling
. Apart from making merit, which parents still consider
the principal benefit of the temple, they believe religious schooling offers
improved behavior, through the good moral and disciplined leadership of the
senior monks. Parents with a lazy son may find that a period of temple schooling
makes him easier to handle, more respectful, and may bring some good of him.
The benefits of increased intelligence and prestige were ranked somewhat lower.
As a means of further education, temple schooling was not rated nearly so
useful as secular schooling. Supporting individual interview materials stress
repeatedly the growing interest in temple service, especially among poor parents,
as a substitute for secular schooling, and with similar end goals. The indiffe-
rent view which parents expressed of the temple as a means to further education
suggests that the temple is simply less effective in this respect than secular
schooling in advancing a child's academic fortunes. For those who cannot afford
secular schooling, the temple's adult education course offers an alternative.
The upper primary school
, ( prathorn 5-7) The main benefit by far of
schooling at this level, as villagers' responses show, is that it leads to
further education. Parents feel that "the prathom 7 certificate brings res-
pect", but no special amount of it . As one put it.
Only with the M.S. 3 certificate can you get real respect.
Even if a child finished in first or second place in his prathom 7
class, it would bring some prestige to his parents, but only a
little
.
The value given second importance at the pratliom 7 level was "intelligence".
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Farm parents could see that at this level their children Here getting into
material above their own heads, whereby if children had a homework problem
only educated older siblings could help with it.
The values placed on education are related to what parents think education
will accomplish for their children and the family as a unit. What they want
most for schooling to do, at levels above pr_ath^m U, is to bring certificates and
jobs which carry prestige and a regular salary. The prath^m 7 level, although
advanced beyond what most farmers have had themselves, is not regarded as carrying
much prestige. In fact, when villagers were asked to compare the prestige value
of grathorn 7 with the comparable level of temple schooling (nak tham ek), they
consistently gave more nojor to the temple certificate than to one from prathorn 7.
The rewards of prestige, honor, or respect from secular schooling are not realized
to any great degreee until one has the M.S. 3 certificate. In short, parents'
major value aspirations regarding schooling require a minimum of 10 years of
schooling in order to be met. Prathorn 7 is only a way station.
CHAPTER V
10<
™BLEMS 21 EDUCATION beyond the village school
SCHOOLING ALTERNATIVES
The step most corrmon for village children after completing the Uth grade
(or reaching age 15, when by law they may stop going to primary school) is of
course to go full time into family farming. A few years later, when they reach
16 or 17, a few of these may go into wage-earning jobs, such as becoming a local
bus conductor, seamstress, or worker in a small factory in Khonkaen.
For those who want more than the prathom k certificate, there are ways to
get further education: temple schooling, and public or private secular school-
ing. For boys, especially ones from poor families, the temple has long been
associated with further education. Today temple learning takes two forms.
The traditional way, still practiced by a few novices each year, is to study the
religious courses, nak tham
,
within the temple. At one time, if a boy reached
the level of maha in his studies (usually 9 years) he could have direct access
to certain jobs in the civil service. The law has changed, so that such easy
mobility into secular positions is no longer possible for those with strictly
religious training. The second form for the priesthoold, increasingly popular,
is a program available at two temples in Khonkaen, whereby novices and monks
can actually take secular schooling and complete the equivalent of prathom 5
through 7 in a year and a half. This is one special phase of the broad govern-
ment "adult education" program offered in evenings to lay adults in Khonkaen
district who seek further schooling in accelerated courses, and school certifi-
cates. In 1972, 15 novices and 8 monks from Ban Sila were traveling regularly
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to Khonkaen's two temples which offered these secular course especially for
monks. Both temples require candidates first to have passed the first level
—
tham tri) of Buddhist study; one temple also requires passing a test in
the Pali language. Total costs are 61*5 baht. The growing interest in this
program among the priesthood was implied by the provincial education officer who
said tactfully, "the government has limited these temples Mich offer the
secular adult-education program/ to two; M7 fear they ^he monks and novices/
may neglect their Buddhist duties".
Either of these paths through the temple appears to have two important
influences on village life: Both exert a moderate influence on young men to
get out of farming; and both offer special attractions more for reasons of
career-enhancement through schooling than for reasons of making merit. The
kam^ however, felt that the adult education scheme through the priesthood
was not fully appealing to local boys because many of them prefer not to enter
the priesthood or cope with the preliminary religious course which is required.
Secondly
,
some civil services prefer applicants who can show they have attended
the regular classroom course for the duration of their primary and secondary
schooling. The important point still is that desire for further schooling,
especially secular schooling, is a strong incentive for boys who enter the
temple. The end purpose of the schooling is the same as for students in the
secular stream to get the certificates which open up civil service jobs. The
young village abbot once remarked, "If the novices had money they would all
study in town".
For the majority of prath om k finishers who want further schooling, the
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most popular choices have in the past been government school or private school,
both located in Khonkaen. Government schools in Khonkaen have not only been
tuition-free but are also considered the best schools. But the open places
have been few, hence the entrance examination screened out almost all applicants.
From 1966 to 1970 no more than 5 Ban Sila students sat for the entrance exams
in aTiy 0ne year? and only one Passed during those 5 years. The majority of
children whose parents were interested in further education went to one of
numerous prD.vate schools in Khonkaen, which require no entrance examination,
but cost more.
In 1971
,
an extension was added to another rural school, Ban Kota, located
along the road between Ban Sila and Khonkaen. A 9th grade class was opened, with
plans to extend classes to 7th grade in two more years. An entrance exam was
given for the new 9th grade class, but all who applied from Ban Sila were admitted
since places were then unlimited. The new facility has been popular; 12 of 31
prathom k graduates from Ban Sila were attending in 1971. Only 2 attended private
schools. In future years, several local teachers believed, the US 9th-grade
seats available at Ban Kota would come under heavier competition and once again,
as in the case of Khonkaen government schools, the examination would have to
become a screening device until still other facilities are built. For the
moment it appeared that the Ban Kota school was more acceptable to parents than
private schools, because its total costs were cheaper and it was closer to their
homes
.
Students who want to continue beyond prathom 7 will again have to compete
as before for places in government lower secondary schools, all of which are in
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Khonkaen, or support private schooling at considerable cost, for M.S. 1 through
M.s. 3. Fr* our interviews with the 12 parents of students presently in school
at Ban Kota, everyone said he intended for his child to continue beyond H^thSm 7
,
at least through M.S. 3 and, in 9 cases, beyond M.S. 3 . Once again the evidence
argues that nobody wants just a prathom 7 certificate.
THE COST OF FURTHER SCHOOLING
The main factor in considering further education, according to parents, is
the cost. The overwhelming reason they give for being unable to send children
to further education is poverty. They usually conceive of the costs not so much
m exact figures as that schooling is "expensive” and they themselves are poor.
If a child is chosen for schooling, he becomes "a costly dependent longer than
the ordinary child". (Hanks, 1958: 12) Really poor parents, who are also inte-
rested in further education, sometimes persuade a son to be ordained as a novice
-
in large part for the schooling he can obtain. Secular education through service
in the priesthood is clearly the least expensive route to the prathom 7 certifi-
cate, costing only about 61+5 baht (about $32). But parents still find, as men-
tioned earlier, that the regular daytime secular course is more acceptable to
employers
.
It was observed that total costs of sending a child to government school
in Khonkaen were nearly as high for a three year prathom 5-7 course as they
were for private school. Costs were substantially lower for the local adminis-
tration school at Ban Kota, a neighborhood school, with savings seen mainly in
transportation and food costs.
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E^r0Xl,nate^ Costs* To Ban Sila Students
. For The Upper-Primer
School Course
:
Private School, Khonkaen
Government School, Khonkaen
Local Administration School,
Ban Kota
Adult Education Course at
Wat Srichan, a temple in
Khonkaen#*
$3,308
$2,61*8
(u.s. $165.1*0)
(u.s. $132.1*0)
$1 ,728 (U.S. $86.1*0)
$61*5 (U.S. $32.25)
Indebtedness for schooling purposes is rare. There have been a few cases
of parents' borrowing money to send children further, but this is more common
at high levels oi school than for upper primary. According to a 1 968 study
by Chamlong of 317 families fran 15 villages in the irrigation area, only 3 heads
of household reported being indebted specifically for educational purposes. It
is possible that some families borrowed for general purposes, which may have
included some school expenses. (1968: Table 16 ) Among these 31
7
families
there was virtually no reported use (for any purpose) of commercial banking
services in Khonkaen. ( Ibid : 25) People are apparently willing to invest in
education, but generally are unwilling to go into debt for the purpose. Villa-
gers tend to be reluctant to borrow at all, except from close relatives. It is
*Gosts include application fees, tuition and other fees, books and supplies,
uniforms, meals and transportation costs. A detailed breakdown of costs is
given in Appendix 6 .
**The much lower costs for adult education partly reflect the fact that this
accelerated course can be completed in only one and a half years, rather than
3 as in the other types of schools shown here.
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most common to support schooling from cash savings, or from direct support by a
sibling who may have already "arrived” and have a civil service job.
FURTHER EDUCATION : WHAT THE DECISION MEANS
In every decision to send a child further than prathom k is the hope or
expectation that he will continue through at least M.S. 3 (10th grade) and that
he will subsequently get the prestigious and salaried jobs which require that
certificate.-”- They know it is unlikely that he will return to farming, unless
he should fail in his studies. The experience of Ban Sila students achieving
their goals has on the whole been successful. In the year 1965 to 1 971 there
were only 2 continuing students who withdrew permanently from the program. One
failed; the other witndrew because she "lost interest", according to her father.
There were others who failed a single class, but repeated it and completed the
on ®ven went beyond. Finding jobs has also been reasonably successful
for M.S. 3 graduates up to the present time. For males who pass M.S. 3 but fail,
for example, the entrance exam for teaching, they can "easily" get positions as
officers in the army or police. For women it has been less easy to find the
better jobs. Some report that is more difficult for women to be accepted into
•teaching than men. To become a midwife, another high-prestige job, training is
lengthy and costly. It was predicted by two senior teachers that the employment
situation for M.S.
_3 leavers would probably grow considerably worse in the future.
-"-Most civil service jobs additionally require competitive examinations after the
M.S. 3 certificate. Several insist on further specialized training as well. But
the M.S. 3 certificate is the minimum sine qua non ; without it, one cannot sit
for the departmental examinations.
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In case a child should return to farming after some years of further school-
ing, it is said by villagers that he would be a poor farm worker ("he won't know
how to harvest rice properly") and have a poor attitude about the work. In a
real sense, getting more schooling tends to insure that a person will never
willingly return to the life of farming. He would be inclined, they feel, to
look for off-farm work instead. He becomes, according to farmers, attitudinally
and technically unfit for farm work.
Those who have studied 6 years or more and are also good in ricefarming, are very few.
The child who is chosen by farmer parents to study in prathom 5 gets a
special "student's environment" provided for him by them and his siblings. He
or she is not usually obliged to go to the fields after school or on weekends.
The idea is to give him every chance to prepare his school work and succeed. He
might get somewhat better food than his siblings. As one father put it,
If he asks for clothes, they will give him better ones than the others.
If he asks for money "for books", they'll give him what he asks — even
if he is lying and goes to spend the money for fun. Whatever he wants,
they will give.... Parents will act warmer to this one than others.
For smal-i. families with extensive padi land there are labor arrangements to
consider, especially if the child is one of their eldest, since they count on
the older children to share the heavy labor periods. Younger children sometimes
can be more easily spared, as will be explained in more detail below.
HOW THE DECISION IS MADE
.
Parents usually decide together whether to send a child for further education,
with the final decision usually being the father's. If they consider themselves
too poor, typically they will not bring the subject up with the child at all.
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If they feel they can afford schooling, they will then take the child's desire
and past record into account and ask him if he wants to go. The decision is
not a sudden thing; it is usually worked out long before the child finishes
H^thom h
,
and extra urgings may be applied along the way. But in the case of
farmers with no previous child in school their urging will be rather mild, since
they know he could always be a farmer, the familiar path. Pressure from civil
servant-parents for their children to continue is more intense; none of them
wants his child to grow up as a farmer. The questionnaire data is emphatic on
this point: All civil servants specified they wanted their children also to
have jobs in the civil-servant class, e.g., teaching, midwifery, or clerical
work.
Civil servant-parents, who of course have advanced education (i.e., at least
10th grade) themselves, have a simpler decision pattern than farmers on the
schooling of their children. They generally intend that all their children con-
tinue schooling, without preference according to sex or rank order in the family.
Farm parents, whose incomes are usually more limited and who have never personally
undergone any advanced schooling themselves, often think somewhat cautiously
about choosing a single child for further study, and use more complex thinking
to work out that selection. Later, once they have a child already enrolled,
sending a second child comes easier to them. Other variables being equal, far-
mers would somewhat prefer to send boys than girls for further schooling, as
suggested earlier. In practice, they chose boys on a ratio of 3 to 2 over girls.
Boys, in addition to carrying the family name, have more numerous employment
possibilities and mobility. They also face less chance of having their school-
ing interrupted by marriage. By contrast, girls (as mentioned earlier) are
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valuable to hone in a broader way than boys, in both household and farming jobs.
They can care for younger siblings, handle marketing of produce; they also
usually work at a more steady, dependable level year-round in both farming and
gardening. Boys' farm activities tend to peak during the rice season, becoming
less critical in vegetable growing. Though they are needed for the initial
heavy jobs of ploughing and grcund-breaking for gardens, boys are, so to speak,
less "indispensable" in the family work scheme than girls. More important than
the question of farm utility, however, is the fact that boys have better pros-
pects to succeed in the goal of schooling, i.e., to find jobs.
A second compelling factor in parents' decision about schooling is the
evident scholastic ability of the child. At the lower primary level, girls
tend to demonstrate adult behavior earlier than boys; they are, for example,
considered more orderly and obedient, two prominent attributes of the proper
student. But in terms of academic performance in prathom k, boys and girls
do about equally well. Over 5 consecutive years, those in Ban Sila who scored
above 6$% in their academic averages*, consisted of hh boys and 1|2 girls. "But",
as one farmer confided, "Most parents would prefer to send boys to further
schooling"
.
In farm families with no previous advanced schooling experience in the
family, it is common that the first son and first daughter are unlikely to be
chosen; the latter is less likely of the two. Both are customarily designated
as the main support for father and mother's roles. The oldest son may have to
*A 65 per cent cumulative average was considered by local teachers to be a
suitable standard for continuing to higher levels of schooling.
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serve as the active farm manager for his father until the first son-in-law
enters the family, so it would not do to have him leave the farm. The second
son would stand a better chance for schooling. Least prefered of all to be
sent for schooling, according to the common view, is the youngest daughter,
since she (with, eventually, her husband) is expected to stay in the village
and care for her aging parents. The youngest son has the best chance of all,
since he is the "baby", a male carrying the family name, and because family
labor support and economy will usually have been established securely by the
time he reaches prathorn 5> age
.
Once a sibling has completed M.S. 3 and takes a civil service job, he is
expected to be the primary sponsor of younger siblings who may come up for higher
education. He usually provides school fees for the younger sibling, and often
takes the sibling into his own lodgings during the course.
Teachers, according to parents, do not initiate the idea directly with
poor parents that their children ought to study further. "Only parents have
the money to send kids; teachers can't send them themselves." It was usually
the parent who would ask a teacher for his opinion, about whether he thought
his child was qualified. But some teachers offer explicit general encourage-
ment to students as a group.
One teacher, Khru Samit, said
At the end of the school year we ask the kids how many want to study
beyond prathom It. Many raise their hands; these are mostly the diligent
ones. There are other diligent ones who do not raise their hands,
though they sometimes have tears in their eyes; their parents are too
poor.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE FAMILY STUDENT
Much responsibility rides on the shoulders of a child chosen for further
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schooling, though this is not apparent to him at the time he is chosen. The
respect which can come to parents through their child's becoming a jgo-nai is
considerable. Siblings, too, stand to gain prestige as well and they have also
made certain sacrifices to enable him to go ahead. When the chosen student
finally "arrives", as a civil servant, he is expected to send a substantial
part of his wages home to help the parents out. He also often becomes a sponsor,
later, to younger siblings, or older siblings' children who want further study
like him.* Gratefulness is an important virtue among Thais, and neighbors would
look very poorly on a child who does not meet his various family obligations once
he becomes an important person.
FACTORS PI THE DECISION TO SEND CHILDREN TO FURTHER EDUCATION : CHARACTERIS-
TICS OF "SENDER " PARENTS AND "NON-SENDER " PARENTS
As a way of getting at the roots of people's decisions about schooling
beyond the village, the study now examines in detail some of the characteristics
which distinguish those parents who sent their children on to prathom 5 from
those who did not. It should be emphasized that these are characteristics, rather
than necessarily causal factors. First some summary remarks about the children
represented in the sampled families. More details are also provided in chapter III.
The children in this sampled population had the following characteristics,
as derived from school records:
*The successful family student is not expected, as some suppose, to give advice
about better farming when he returns to visit his family. He will be regarded
only as a jao-nai
,
with general knowledge:
Maybe his mother has never ridden on a train.
He will tell her about what it's like.
And, of course, he carries prestige. He serves as a symbol for younger members
to follow.
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TABLE U: Cxass Standing of Ban Sila Children, 1966 - 1971
Chil dr en sent to pr athom
^ Children not sent
Range in class standing
Mean class standing
Standard deviation
Members who stood in the
top 10 of their class:
Members in the top 20:
1 st to 30th place
12
. 8th place
9.35
96$
13.3%
1 st to U8th
25.1
12.89
13.k%
38.8$
TABLE 9
Summary Data on Top Students Only ( All Students ) , Ban Sila
No. of boys scoring 69$ or above in prathom 1;, past 9 years: I4 I4.
No. of girls scoring 65$ or above in prathom 1|, past 9 years: 1*2
No. of boys sent for further schooling: 18
No. of girls sent for further schooling: 12
From these somewhat crude comparisons, it can be seen that students* acade-
mic performance in prathom I4. does bear an important relationship to whether he
is sent for further schooling. But it is apparent also that a substantial number
of students who had high academic standing or theoretically could have been
sent on those grounds, were not sent. One of the prime targets in the present
study is to learn more about these particular students, especially their family
situations. This data will follow shortly.
Families * economic and occupational standin g.
Parents who sent their children (i.e., "sender"-parents) were generally more
prosperous economically, as well as from higher occupational levels, than "non-
sender" parents. The economic differences were dramatic. The 30 sender parents
reported a mean net income of between 3 3 900 and b ,000 baht ($179 - 200 ), whereas
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the mean income among non-senders was lower - between 2,000 and 2,500 baht
($100 - 125).
TABLE 6
Family Economic Conditions
Sender
n
parents
= 30 S.D
Gross Income (mean) 12,000 - 111, 000 Baht k.96
Expenses (mean) 8,000 - 10,000 Baht 5
. U
Net Income (mean) 3,500 - 1|,000 Baht 8.8
Landholdings (mean) 22.9 rii 111.
8
(1): S.D
.
= standard deviation
Non-sender parents
n = 67 S.D.
1|,000 - 6,000 Baht 3.7
2,000 - 1|,000 Baht 2.7
2,000 - 2 , 500 Baht 6.0
15.8 rai 8.9
Mean landholdings among senders were almost $0% greater than among non'
senders, a marked difference, and statistically significant at the level of
0.05. Differences between the groups were also large in levels of non-farm
income (about 3 to 1), probably reflecting the greater number of off-farm occupa-
tions represented in the sender group.
Sender parents on the average had somewhat higher occupational standing
than non-senders.
TABLE 7
Occupations
Occupations of Fathers
30 Sender parents 67 Non-sender parents
No. % No. %
Kamnan (cluster chief) 1 3.3 — _ •
Teacher 2 6.7 - -
Mill Owner 1 3.3 - -
Work Supervisor 1 3.3 - -
Merchant (small) 1 3.3 k 6.0
Soldier 1 3.3 1 1.5
Craftsman, tailor 1 3.3 1 1.5
Farmer 19 63.3 5U 80.5
Laborer 3 10.0 3 U.5
Father dead or absent h 6.0
30 99.8$ (a) 67 100.0%
(a) Component' figures above are rounded off to one decimal place.
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Among non-sender parents, 85.1/S were farmers or laborers; only Mi *9% had
occupations above that level. Among senders, by contrast, only 73% were farmers
or laborers. Also worth noting is that among those in the civil service group,
everyone except one in our sample sent his child to prathom 5. This supports
the notion that parents with high occupation levels tend to assure that their
children will adopt the same aspirations. (See also Kahl, 1 968 : 63 )
Mothers * occupations were less widely differentiated than the fathers',
but once again mothers in the senders' group do show somewhat higher mean occu-
pational levels. In both groups the women were predominantly farmers. Among
non-senders only 3% were employed in anything outside of farming. Slightly more
10%— of the sender group were so employed.
Education levels
.
Among the sender group, parents had generally spent more time in school,
and the same was true (in the case of males) of time spent serving in the temple
In both groups over 90% had completed prathom I4 , but differences were sharper
beyond that point. Fathers in both groups had more schooling than mothers, of
whom none in our sample had any beyond prathom U.
TABLE 8
Education Levels of Fathers
30 Sender-parents 67 Non-senders
Education up to prathom I4. No. % No. %
Less than i|th grade 2 6.7 - -
Completed Uth grade 27 90.0 > 100% 6 9.0 r
No response 1 3.3j 61 91 .0
Education above prathom h • .
2 additional years 1 3.3' 1 1.5
3 additional years
6 additional years
2
2
6.7
6.7 >
20%
1
?
1.5
7 additional years 1 3.31 /
I
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Among senders, 20$ of the fathers had 2 or more years of schooling beyond
jarathom 1*; only about 3$ of non-sender fathers had any. This is a striking
dxfference and statistically significant at 0.0$. 70% of sender fathers had
spent a year or more as a novice or monk; only M .3$ of the non-senders had done
so. The educational differences between the groups, then, are marked.
As for fathers 1 residence in the temple, this evidence is offered because
of its relation to educational levels; during service as either a monk or
novice, one is exposed to reading and writing. It would also tend, presumably,
to increase respect for learning activity.
TABLE 9
Years Spent by Fathers in the Temple
30 sender-parents 67 non--senders
No. of years No. <3t No. %
0 - 1 year 9 30.0 hO 59.7
1 - 2 years 11 36.6 17 25.3
3 - h years 6 20.0 8 12.0
5-6 years A 13. h _2 3.0
Total 30 100 . 0% 67 100.0$
Just as a relationship can be shown between the educational level of
parents and whether their children are sent or not, there are also indications
that the education of older siblings has some bearing on the matter. Of the
children who were sent, and who also had older siblings, 56$ had one or more
older brother who had been previously sent.* (The cases of older sisters preced-
-x-William P. Fuller's study in Bangalore found a high correlation between the
educational level of older siblings and the schooling given to younger ones.
(1970)
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ing them were far fewer - only 18« Another chart, which follows shortly,
also shows that among sender families, the older siblings were rather active in
helping the younger children in school work, considerably more so than among non-
sender families. Among the non-sender group, only 3% had older brothers who
had gone to post-m^t*m U schooling. These two groups of data together suggest
that older siblings, especially older brothers, often play an active part in
giving direct tutoring and motivation to younger members. And, as brought out
m chapter IV, they serve as models of high achievement to all the other children
who are coining along.
Influence within the family toward schooling and career accomplishment
.
Several measures were used to establish that rather elusive phenomenon,
"interest m education". To do this, various questions were designed to approach
the issue of parents' interest in his child's education or career possibilities,
from different perspectives. One of the questions seeks to show the degree of
-
irect Ln-I^ ence on the child's fortunes- it asks whether the child ever received
help from anyone in his schoolwork. Others are more indirect, such as one which
asks about their aspirations for their child's future, measuring the importance
they attach to parental influence, and asking them to project how much they would
support educational endeavors.
Each of the measures used to test the degree of interest or involvement of
parents indicated a higher degree of these qualities among sender-parents than
non-senders. Four of the measures are given here.
1 . Parents' aspirations for their children 's careers
.
Heads of household in the sender group were asked to choose among a number
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of occupations which they would like their sons and daughters to have. If they
had no son or no daughter, they were asked to "suppose /the£7 had one".
TABLE
_1_0
Parents
1
Occupational Preferences for their Children
(Phrased, "for your children, generally")
For boys
:
For girls
:
Preference
:
30 sender
parents
67 non-
senders Preference
:
30 sender
parents
67 non-
senders
1 . Teacher h3 . 3% 29.9$ 1 . Midwife £6.7% UU.8%
2. Clerk 10.0
%
16. k% 2 . Teacher 23.3% 2£.i;%
3. Police 20.0% 13.1# 3 . Merchant 10.0% 6.0%
h . Soldier 16.7% 22. h% I4. Clerk 6.7% h.$%
£. Merchant 10.0% 3.0% £. Seamstress 3.3% 6.0%
6. Farmer - 1 3.U% 6. Farmer —. 10. h%
100.0% 98. £% (1) 100.0% 97.1%^
( 1 ) One person did not respond
(2) Two persons did not respond
Among sender-parents, the aspiration level for children's jobs was moderately
higher for both sons and daughters
. Combined percentages for the two pairs of
most prestigious jobs (i.e., teacher-clerk, teacher-midwife) showed more preference
for those jobs by senders than non-senders (Teacher clerk: £3.3% among senders,
compared with lj.6.3% for non-senders; teacher - midwife: 80% for senders, to 70.2%).
Among non-senders, also, a number of them prefered for their children to become
farmers; but this response may in some cases simply indicate that they recognize
the limitations on anyone without education, and perhaps that their children are
already farmers, unlikely to change.
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Our assumption is that these aspirations among parents often cause them
to give extra encouragement or prodding to their children so that the latter
will actually reach these desirable jobs. Kahl's finding in Brazil and Mexico
was similar- that fathers want their sons to have similar aspirations to their
own. (1968: 63)
To learn whether these differences in occupational preferences depend on
more than parents' own jobs, we tested it again just among farmers
,
i.e., we
controlled for the father's occupation. The resulting differences here were
still marked, with sender
-parents having a mean "aspiration-level" (on the scale
of ranked jobs where 1 was a high score) for sons of 2.73, compared with 3.12
among non-senders; for daughters' occupations, 2.05 to 2.57.-*
2 . Helping children in their schoolwork
.
This particular measure tested parents' direct assistance to their children
on homework, as an indication of their interest in having them do well. The first
test asked parents whether the particular child ever received help at all from
anyone in his schoolwork.
The data from these charts showed several important things:
(a) Almost two-thirds of the sender group reported their children
received some help with their school work; non-senders indicated
only half received any.
(b) The picture of fathers in the sender group describe is one of moderately
active helpers, compared with fathers in the non-sender group. Older
-*The use of means here is somewhat artificial in a scale of jobs where the inter-
vals are not uniform; but for comparative purposes it is expressive.
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siblings, however, are considerably more active among sender families
than among non-senders
.
(c) Although sender families did provide more help to children, it was
surprising to find such a large number of children in the sender group
who actually received no help at all from an^ family member: 36.7*.
This may be explained by the fact that most of the sender group are
farmers, and 8052 have had no education beyond the fourth grade. They
may thus have felt they had not very much to offer.
TABLE 1_1_
Help in Schoolwork
For children who For children who
were sent: were not sent:
No. % No. $
Ever received help 19 63.3 3b 50.7
Never received help n 36.7 33 li0.3
Totals
:
30 100.0$ 67 100.0$
N.B. All the children refered to have completed prathom U.
There is, of course, the danger of bias when one asks a parent whether
his child ever received help; he may be inclined to say, "Certainly, he got
help; I helped him". It is possible, particularly among senders, that some
parents wanted to take credit for their child's success. We did not confirm
parents' answers in this respect by interviewing the children themselves. Still,
it is felt that there is broad validity to the comparison.
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TABLE ]_2
family Members VJho Helped The Child in Schoolwork
For children who
were sent ; (n - 30 )
For children who were
not sent
: (n - 67)
Individuals who helped: No.
Father 9
Old Sibling 9
Mother
Friend
Brother-/Sister-in-law 1
Nobody 1
1
Totals: 30
% No. %
30.0 17 25 . u
30.0 8 11
.9
-
7 10.1;
- 2 3.0
3.3 - _
36.7 33 U9.3
100.0% 6
7
100.0%
Clearly, children in the group who were sent for further schooling have
generally had more direct tutoring support in their studies than others. It
seems reasonable to assume that such help may include amounts of additional moti-
vation and pressure toward high achievement. The role of older siblings
,
so
important in the sender group, may be pronounced because these siblings have
advanced schooling themselves; in other cases, simply because they are older.
But by tliis measure, at any rate, interest within the families of senders is
higher than non-senders. On the other hand, it is still not markedly high in
absolute terms; plenty of children who did well seem to have done so without
this kind of direct support.
3 . The importance of parental influence .
One question asked of both types of parents was designed to weigh the strength
of parental influence in relation to other factors. 12 variables, including that
of parents' influence, were offered as possible factors in whether children are
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sent to further schooling or not.
In the following chart, parents were asked to rank the 12 factors as
to their importance in whether a child would be sent for further schooling.
Each respondent was asked to rank 9 of the 12 factors. In presenting the
results, these scores were collapsed to 3 categories: high importance (i.e.,
ranked 1 - 3), medium importance (I4 - 6) and low (7-9). Unrated factors
are not scored. The data indicates, first of all, that the family economic
situation in paramount, as far as all parents are concerned. Among the sender
group, parental influence is given more importance than among non-senders.
TABLE 12
Most Important Factors in Whether Children are
Sent to Pursue Further Study
( i )Factor, rated by importance: v
/Whether/ parents have money
Whether the child is bright
Parents ' influence
The child's desire to go
Whether parents have education
Luck
The child has good marks
Whether parents have help at home
Teacher influence
Parents want to "see if the child can
make it"
Siblings ' influence
Influence from a parental friend
Sender -parents Non-sender parents
High Med. Low High Med. Low
60.0$ 26.7% 10.0$ 50.7$ 13.14$ 13.14$
143.3$ 13.35S 10.0$ U7.7$ 17.9$ 14.14$
33.3
$
10.05S 16.7$ 13.14$ 19.U5S 26.8$
16.75S U3.35S 23.3$ 26.8$ 141.9$ 16.14$
16.7$ 20.0$ 26.7$ 13.14$ 10. h% 22 .1|$
9.9$ 6.7$ 26.7$ 114.9$ 114.9$ 10.14$
•3.35S 143.3$ 10.0$ io.U$ 9.9$ 20.9$
6.75S 3.3$ 13.3$ 2.9$ 17.9$ 17.9$
3.3$ 10.0$ 16.7$ 8.9$ 114.9$ 13.14$
3.35S 13.3$ 30.0$ 7.14$ 22.14$ 22.14$
- 3.3$ 3.3$ - 5.9$ 10.14$
- - 3.0$ - 1.5$ 7.14$
(1) Totals do not always equal 1 00$ since items which were not rated
are not given here as part of the chart.
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The intelligence or capability of the child is considered highly important
by parents. It is also suggested, as hypothesized earlier, that the desire of
children to pursue schooling - i.e., their interest in schooling - is not nearly
such a big factor at this age as parents ' interest, as far as sender parents are
concerned. For non-senders there seems to be evidence that if a child really
wanted to go, this would make a difference in their decision.
U. Making investments in education
.
One other group of data gives support to the idea that sender parents are
more interested in schooling than non-sender parents. In this case, a projective
test was used, to see how villagers would distribute new investment capital if
a stroke of luck were to come their way. The alternatives offered to them
included short-term, quick return investment, school-related projects, and others.
The question was phrased:
Suppose you won a lottery
,
and you could do anything you liked
^th the money
. Which of the following would you choose, in order?*
Included among the 10 ways of using the money offered to them were 2 options
related to schooling: "contribute to the new school meeting hall"**, and "send
a child for further education". It was not expected that either of these options
would get top rank in comparison to such crucial village priorities as "buy land"
or "make merit". But it was hoped that senders and non-senders would chow diffe-
rent valuations of those school-related options, as a measure of their relative
*The lottery is a nation-wide year-round fund raising effort for the benefit of
national welfare services. Offered every 10 days, it is a popular sport of
chance among many Thai citizens, with prizes ranging from $10 to $100,000.
Villagers invariably responded with a smile to this hypothetical question during
the interview.
**An actual village project, then in its final stages.
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support, or lack of it, for schooling.
Again, villagers rank-ordered 9 of the 12 items, and the scale was later
collapsed to show high, medium and low rankings. Looking just at the "high"
rankings, senders as a group placed the two school-related options in fourth
and fifth position out of the 10. For non-senders, they were ranked fifth and
sixth. The senders were particularly ahead in their projected support for the
local school meeting hall.
TABLE IJi
Favored Choices in the Event of Winning a Lottery
Options
: 30 sender parents 67 non-senders
High Med. Low Unrated High Med. Low Unrated
1
. Buy land 76.7$ 20.0% _ 3.3% 88.1% 11
.9%
2. Make merit 76.7$ 6.7$ 13.3% . 3.3% 96.7% 37.3% 6.0% -
3. Build new house/barn 1*3.3% 20.0% 26.7% 10.0% 32.2% 22.3% 23.3% 7.3%
1*. Contribute to school
hall 33.3% 1*6.7% 0d 10.0% 20.9% 33.8% 33.8% 7.3%
5. Send a child to further
education 23.3$ 53.3$ 16.7% 6.7% 19.1*% 32.2% 23.1*% 3.0%
6. Buy cattle 23.3% 30.0% 36.7% 10.0% 1*1.8% 38.9% 11*. 8% a. 3%
7. Buy pump 6.7$ 23.3% 1*6.7% 23.3% 1*.3% 31.1*% 1*6.2% 17.9%
8. Ordain a son - 1*3.3% 1*6.7% 10.0% 9.0% 1*1.7% 38.8% 10.3%
9. Buy household supplies 3.3$ 20.0% 63.1*% 13.3% - 8.9% 1*1.8% 1*9.3%
10. Loan money at interest 3.3$ 6.7% 10.0% 80.0% 6.0% 11.9% 38.8% 1*3.3%
Looking briefly at the favorite choices of each group, at least two impor-
tant things stand out. The first is the very strong preference for making merit
among both groups, but especially among senders.
The second is that non-senders give very high priority to investments in
land, cattle, and housing-rice storage. These may be considered projects related
in large part to economic betterment with relatively short-term payoff. Each of
these projects is rated much more prominently among non-senders than among senders.
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The school investments are long-term projects, with delayed or indirect payoff
for the villager. Non-senders show less interest in these than the senders.
Knowing already the economic and occupational levels of both groups as
we do, the emphasis which non-senders give to these short-term economic better-
ment projects seems quite logical. They are poorer, therefore they seek immediate
solutions to poverty. One would expect that "interest" in school-related projects
and even in making merit (whose results are also mainly, though not exclusively,
long term) are likely to grow as a villager begins to feel more secure econo-
mically. What the chart suggests graphically is the relative priorities given
to these two broad types of investment, by two different socio-economic groups.
A family’s economic situation would seem to be an important related factor to
whether its interest in education is high or not.
On the other hand, if a family happened to be above average in wealth, it
was not necessarily a guarantee that the child would be sent for further school-
ing; nor, conversely, was it true that all the very poor parents failed to send
their children. Data from multiple-regression analysis found that a family’s
economic standing (i.e., either net income or landholdings) was not, by itself,
a very good predictor of a child’s being sent. But if a family had the percep -
tion that poverty was the key factor in the decision — this was a strong predict-
ing factor in whether the child would be sent. In other words, one's attitude
about poverty seemed to be more telling than his actual economic condition.
Social contacts of sender-parents and non-senders .
One special interest for this study was whether it could tie together some
of the characteristics of parents, as related to this educational decision, to
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broader theory about modernization among rural people. Could any relationships
be seen between a villager's decision to send a child to pursue further schooling
and other characteristics described in the literature about "modern" behavior
patterns as contrasted with "traditional" patterns. A theory of Foster (1962;
1965) suggests that people who cling to traditional ways in general exhibit,
among other things, a rather high degree of distrust toward people outside their
own immediate family; their circle of really close friends is very narrow. Scott
in his study of Malaysian civil servants ( 1 968 : 11+6 - 1l|8), tested Foster's
material and concluded that as peasant economy improves, people grow generally
more confident in their ability to influence their environment and, as one con-
sequence, become more trustful of a larger circle of individuals. More "modem"
peasants, according to the theory, tend to have a wider group of people whom they
consider close or reliable.
I felt that this dimension of social behavior, which might be called
"gregariousness", might be found to a greater degree among sender parents who
were more exposed by virtue of their occupations, wealth and education, to the
world beyond the village. Two aspects of their social contacts were tested:
the size of their regular circle of close friends, and the number of close
friendships they had in particular with the 12 teachers in the village.
To find the number of friends each parent considered to be really close we
asked the parent himself to enumerate his intimate and dependable friends; in the
second we asked each of the 12 teachers to rate each of the 97 heads of household
as "close" or "ordinary" friends. By these two exercises, we hoped to learn
about the relative wideness or narrowness of people's ordinary circle, plus the
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quality of their friendships with relatively high-status people, who were also
(not incidentally) teachers. A "close" friend was defined as "someone you can
depend on, go to with problems, closer than others". "Ordinary" was defined as
any common relationship, as with any other villager.
In both tests, sender-parents were found to have a wider circle of intimate
friends. £3.3$ of the senders considered 6 or more friends as close; the great
majority of non-senders on the other hand, 79.1$, had relatively smaller circles
of £ friends or fewer, as shown below.
Teachers, as well, more often regarded senders as among their intimate
friends than they did non-senders. About 60$ of the ratings which teachers gave
sender -parents designated them as "close friends", with 1+0$ as being "ordinary
friends", as they would feel toward any ordinary 'villager. Almost the reverse
was true in designations which the teachers gave the parents who happened to be
non-senders
.
The latter test results do not include that, just becuase teachers tended
to number more senders among their close friends, there was necessarily a great
deal of explicit pro-schooling influence passed on because of the relationship.
The conclusion which can be drawn, however, is that senders seem to "get around"
more, especially with village residents of high status; they are more gregarious.
In this aspect of their social behavior, they tend to be more widely connected;
even perhaps (as suggested by the teachers' appraisal of them) they may themselves
be among the more influential people in the village.
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TABLE 1j>
Number of Really Close Friends
,
All Respondents
Declared No . of Close Friends
No response
1 0 or more friends
6-10 friends
3-5 friends
1 - 2 friends
lender-parent s
No. % No. a)/°
1 3.3 1 1.5
10 33.3 11 1 6
. U
6 20.0 2 3.0
6 20.0 31 U6 .
3
_7 23.3 22 32.8
30 100.0$ 67 100.0$
TABLE 1_6
How the 1_2 Teachers Feel About Each of the Heads of Household
Toward Sender-parents Toward Non-senders
No
. of responses : No. of responses :
No. % No. %
Close friend 152 6o.3 272 37.2
Ordinary friend 100 39.7 i|6o 62.8
252 100.0$ 732 100.0$
To learn whether this difference in "gregariousness" is not just a function
of parents’ occupational level, the tests were run just for farmers, i.e.,
occupation was held constant. Of the farmer senders
,
52$ claimed 6 or more
intimate friends; only 19 - 3 /S of the non-sender group had such a wide circle.
In the second test, also, teachers counted in the farmer group a greater number
of intimate friends among senders than non-senders.
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TABLE 27
Numbers of Really Close Friends ( Farmers Only)
Declared No , of
Close Friends
1 - 2
3 - 5
6-10
10 or more
No response
Total
Sender-parents (n-19)
No. | ~
5 26.3
3 15.8
6 31 .6
k 21 .0
1 5.3
19 100.0$
TABLE
J_8
Relationships as Described by 1 2 Local Teachers
( To Farmer s Only )
To sender-parents (n-19)
No. %
20 35.0
25 U3 .9
2 3.5
9 15.8
1 1 .8
57 100.0$
To non-senders
Close
Ordinary
No.
99 55.0
81 U5.0
No. $
236 37.8
388 62.2
Total comments given
by the 1 2 teachers : 1 80 100.0$ 62U 100.0$
From this data about the parents' social contacts
,
it seems indicated that
people who send their children to school do show an important degree of sociabi-
lity relative to non-senders, i.e., greater breadth and a higher plane of socio-
economic contact. This difference is not dependent just on an individual's occu-
pation. In this one aspect of becoming more modern, as presented in Foster's
framework, senders appear to approach more closely a characteristic of "modern"
individuals, while non-senders tend to behave in a more traditional way. Whether
a villager sends his child for further schooling may itself represent a tentative
indicator of general modernity.
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TOP STUDENTS WHO STOP SCHOOLING AFTER PRATHOM k
One really important "mission" for the present study is to find out as
much as possible about students who had scored very well academically in the
village but yet were not given a chance to study beyond the level of prathom k.*
When students who show the most talent for advancement do not get an opportunity
to do so, it is a matter of serious concern.
We chose to look carefully into the situations of these top students (those
with scores of 6%% or better*-*;-) from recent prathom-U classes. Looking first
at all Ban Sila students in five consecutive prathom I4 . classes who scored 6$%
or above, it was found (interestingly enough) that there was almost no difference
between the numbers of boys and girls in that "'qualified" group: there were I4I4.
boys and h2 girls. There are presumably, then, no noticeable differences along
sex lines in relation to high academic standing, up to this point in children's
school career. Turning to the children in the study sample, however, it is found
that among the sampled members in the "qualified" group, 13 of the 17 who did not
•^Although "academic standing" is an admittedly imperfect measure of ability, it
does purport at least to measure achievement on some basis of merit rather than
the whim of the teacher. The measurement used in village schools is a percentage
score, in which £0 per cent is passing. It is a cumulative score based on exami-
nation scores given in each term. The tests follow similar design from school
to school. This percenta system, which is also used at higher levels of educa-
tion in Thailand, was ad ed in this analysis simply as a rudimentary indication
of academic achievement.
K-Lnnal authorities consider that those students at this level or above would
normally be considered well qualified for further schooling, in terms of their
point averages.
get the chance to go to grathom 5 happened to be girls; only 1+ were boys. This
is a ratio of about 3 to 1 . This ratio is even higher than the ratio of all the
students in the sample regardless of academic standing, which showed that 18 boys
had been sent, compared with 12 girls, or 3 to 2. The first step below shows
certain basic socio-economic data about the families of these top students who
were not sent. The data shows that economically, the families fall slightly below
the mean landholding for the entire sample — 1^.8 rai compared with 17.9, and
their mean net income falls still more substantially below the sample mean —
about 1 ,750 baht compared to 2,700. Their economic characteristics match quite
closely the mean levels for the non-senders, as a group. And, of course, their
mean levels in these respects are well below those for the "sender" group.
All the parents of these top students were farmers, both husband and wife.
The suggestion, then, is clear that parents' occupation is very strongly related
to whether children will be sent or not.
TABLE 19
Selected Data for 1
7
" Top Students " Who Did Not
Continue for Further Schooling (Ban Sila)
Occupation of Fathers :
Occupation of Mothers
:
Mean family landholdings :
Child's sex: k males, or 23.6%
13 females, or 76 . 1$
17 farmers, or 100%
17 farmers, or 100%
Mean net income:
1^.8 rai (Mean landholdings, all
families: 17*9 rai
1 ,7E>0 Baht (Mean for all families: 2,700 baht )
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TABLE 20
( Top Students)
Reasons Parents Give for Not Sending :
Not enough money 12
Child did not want to go 1
Child not bright enough (sic) 1
No response 3
Tot al 1
7
11; of the 1 7 in ohis group had landholdings below the mean for those from
the sender group; only 3 had larger holdings. Similarly, all but 3 had net incomes
below the mean among sender-parents, which was about 3,950 baht.
Again a check was made to validate the finding that males are prefered over
females. Student records for all "top" students in Ban Sila over five consecutive
years showed the following data.
TABLE 21_
Continuation Data for All Top Students
,
Prathorn 1|,
Ban Sila
,
1 967 - 1971
Boys Girls
Total number scoring 65% or better in prathom I4 I4I4. [|2
Total number of those who were not sent 15 28
The ratio, in the total student population
,
is roughly 2 to 1
,
of top girls who
are not sent, to top boys in the same category.
Farmers, who form the bulk of the village population, tend to favour boys
for further schooling, due to economic and social factors described earlier in
Chapter IV.
Government officials tend to promote both sons and daughters equally for
further education, with a view toward having them take up similar occupational
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roles later as adults, i.e., usually in some kind of government service. Farmers,
however, project different future roles for sons and daughters, and the decision
to favour boys for further schooling is a reflection of this pattern.
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE FACTORS
35 variables were selected from the frequency tables according to what
appeared to be the most influential ones in parents' decisions. Simple corre-
lation was carried out among each pair. The five most important variables, in
terms of the strength of their correlations, are summarized here.
The variable of greatest interest, of course, is "Whether the child was
sent or not sent". It showed its highest correlation with the variable, "child's
rank as a percentage in his class": 0.1*12. "Having sent an older male sibling
previously" gave a correlation of 0.1*03. The family's income was only eighth in
terms of correlation to the s en din g/non-sending decision (0.236). Neither family
income nor landholdings are by themselves more than moderately correlated to the
decision. But the relationships do appear rather close among the father's own
education, his job, his income, and his practice of sending older siblings to
school.
TABLE 22
Correlations : "Whether the Child Was Sent or Not Sent "
,
Correlated with Other Factors
,
In Order of Strength
Rank Variable Correlation
1 The child's rank in class, as a per cent of class size 0.1*12
2 If an older male sibling were previously sent 0.1*03
3 Father's education above l*th grade 0.320
1* Father's occupation level 0.295
5> Teacher's ratings, as "close" or "ordinary" friends 0.290
6 Father's period as a monk or novice 0.288
7 If an older female sibling were previously sent 0.257
8 Father's income 0.236
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The father's education level had rather high correlations to other socio-
economic characteristics, particularly his job (0.61*) and whether he sent older
female and male siblings to further education (0.66 and 0.1*1 respectively).
TABLE 23
Correlations ; "Father 's Educational Level"
Rank To the following variables
If an older female sibling was previously sent
2 Father's job
3 If an older male sibling was previously sent
ll Number of friends in the village
5 Father's income
Correlation
0.66
0.61*
0 . 1*1
0.396
0.30
Three other factors showed marked correlation. Fathers' jobs were strongly
correlated with their education levels (0.61*1*), and with whether siblings had
been previously sent (females 0.656; males 0.1*86). Correlation with income was
0 . 1* 11*.
Fathers' income levels correlated well with their job levels, and with
whether they had previously sent older siblings to further schooling. If a
parent had previously sent older male siblings it often meant he would send
another child (0.1*0). This lends support to a theory stated earlier, that
sending the older siblings breaks the ground for younger ones to follow them.
In order to guage the relative strength of the several variables as related
factors in the decision about sending children to school, a total of 35 variables
were analyzed by step-wise multiple-regression procedure. The variables chosen
were those which seemed the strongest, based on frequency distributions already on
hand. 13 of the 35 variables, taken together, were found to explain 53 per cent
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of the variation between sender parents and non-senders. (The equation derived
from the analysis is given in Appendix £.)
The six most influential factors were as follows:
1 . The child's rank
-order in class (taken as a per cent of class size).
2. The ratio of older brothers previously sent to further schooling
3. The father's residence in the temple
.
U. The parents' attitude toward poverty as an important factor in
the schooling decision.
t. The ratio of older sisters sent to further school incr
6. Sex of the child.
Neither the factors of net income nor landholdings explained, by themselves,
much of the variation. They were ranked 18th and 17th, respectively in terms of
variation explained. One possible explanation for this outcome may be that the
variable, "older brothers being previously sent", emerged as a strong factor early
in the analysis. This may have masked the strength of the income variable, making
it appear weaker than it really is. Shortage of time at the end of the study
precluded making a closer analysis of the causal strength of the income factor.
But it is a strong hypothesis that it does play an important part in strengthening
other, apparently more prominent variables, such as whether older siblings are
sent. The belief that poverty is a vital factor in the decision did emerge as
an important predictive factor, (see Appendix 3>)
SUMMARY
In general, parents who sent their children to further schooling also had
other major characteristics, as follows: They were generally better off economi-
cally, had higher occupational status, and had more education themselves than the
non-senders as a group. They also indicated higher levels of aspiration for
their children's future, and more "interest in education" as measured by the
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questions posed to them. As a group, they were a more "gregarious", sociable
lot, whose close contacts were both more numerous and stronger among the 12
teachers, suggesting that they may themselves tend to be among the village leader
group. In general they seemed to be more a part of the modern sector than the
non-senders
.
Male children clearly have a better chance to be sent for further schooling
than girls (especially by farmer-parents) even though in terms of grade-U acade-
mic performance there is almost no difference between them. In the sample as a
whole, males were favored by 3 to 2 over females; among the "brightest" students,
males were sent 2 to 1 more often than girls. Parents from the civil-service
ranks showed almost no preference for sending children to farther education
according to sex differences. Once a child has been sent, the chances (espe-
cially if a boy was sent) that another child will also be sent is greatly enhanced.
Several key variables appeared to be correlated with the decision to send,
or not to send, children for further schooling. These in turn were mutually
correlated, suggesting again that no single factor is responsible by itself for
the decision. The factor most strongly correlated with sending/non-sending was
the child's academic rank as a per cent of his class (O.lj.12), followed closely
by whether older male siblings had previously been sent (0.i|03). A family's net
income by itself was only mildly correlated with the decision to send a child,
but there were strong indications that other intervening variables (such as
whether older siblings were previously sent, and the parent's educational level)
may "mask" the actual determining influence of family income on various socio-
economic factors, as well as its effect on sending children. In any case, parents
i Uo
shared the attitude very strongly that poverty is the major consideration in
whether a child is sent. The belief that poverty is the main problem may count
more than the actual poverty level.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
If we jump from the discovery that education is
factor in development to the conclusion that it
is an inc ontrovertibly good thing, and the more
of it the better, we are making a dangerous error.
(Curie, Educational Problems of DeveloDine Areas
1969: hi —
PROBLEMS OF INTEGRATING SCHOOLING WITH SOCIETY
Perhaps the most important conclusions drawn here concern how well schooling
suits the culture around it. There are two aspects to the question:
(1) how well the school suits the needs of local villagers — i.e., a
sort of "internal" congruence; and
(2) how the output of the school suits the realities of the larger society —
i.e., how suitable is the "external" match between what the school is
producing and the society is prepared to accept.
In the first case, the evidence from Ban Sila suggests a satisfactory "in-
ternal" match — i.e., villagers are satisfied with schooling as currently
practiced. It is evident that people are comfortable with education in the village,
are increasingly interested in schooling above the local fourth-grade level and
nourish hopes that the schooling will bring viable certificates. As the exposure
and income of villagers continue to improve, this desire can be expected to expand
further. Villagers also cling to certain traditional attitudes toward education,
whereby they also endorse the function of upper levels of schooling as the only
gateway to salaried and prestigious government jobs. These attitudes grew up from
a system once designed to meet the needs of a limited civil service. Today the
11*2
education level is being vastly expanded by the government, not for the reason
of filling government posts, but to meet a broader policy of general social bet-
terment, and improvement in rural opportunity.
Education is still viewed by villagers as a credentialing process which
will enable children to gain admission into society's elite. Since it is the
only route, it is respected, unquestioned, and sanctioned by the society as a
satisfactory way of conferring status. Anyone who wants to enter the mainstream
of Thai provincial life knows and accepts this process.
Ban Sila villagers, whatever the planner might wish were the case, do not
look to schooling to make them more intelligent or skillful farm dwellers. The
data is emphatic on this point. At levels above prathom 1*
,
schooling is for the
purpose of freeing people from the hardships of farming. Some see it almost as
a demographer might, a way of reducing the pressure of farming family members on
the decreasing supply of land. One senses that just by being at school at this
higher level (i.e., prathom 5 and above), especially at a school outside one's
own village, students are being exposed to increasing direct and indirect motiva-
tion from teachers and parents, to fulfill the traditional goals of academic
education — i.e., to obtain prestigious salaried jobs, away from farming.
This leads to the second level of our concern, the relationship of the
school system's output with the job market. Here the incongruence begins to
appear. Recognizing that villagers accept and approve of schooling as it is,
and that they want more of it, one must also recognize that the goal of the govern-
ment — which is a minimum of 7 years schooling for all — is not _a terminal goal
for Ban Sila parents who embark their children on that level of schooling. The
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society offers no "exit points" for a prathom
-7 graduate; he can get no better
jobs than he would have had 3 years before. The meaninglessness, on the job
market, of a prathom-7 certificate explains why Ban Sila villagers — i.e., those
who sent their children to school beyond the village — all want their children
to go at least as high as maw saw 3 (the 10th grade), since that is the first
level where any of the more prestigious jobs open up. Repeating Nang Biap's
explanation.
Only with the M.S. 3 certificate can you get real respect.
Even if a child finished first or second place in his
prathom 7 class, it would bring some prestige to his parents,
but only a little.
It does not seem unreasonable to project that popular demand for upper
primary education, once it is encouraged and facilitated, will increase and
focus again on the next higher level, maw saw 3. The wide achievement of expanded
prathom-7 education will perhaps fulfill the government's commendable hopes for
greater literacy, social betterment, and wider civic participation; but it serves
only as a way station for the villagers' own hopes, which the society has set
(in the context of meeting its standards for a limited civil service) at M.S. 3.
Without additional intermediate exit points which give meaning and prestige to
the prathom-7 certificate on the job market, one can expect increased pressure
on M.S. 3 facilities. It might be valuable for the government to consider de-
signating certain types of work at least in unskilled government service, whereby
a seven-year certificate would represent a valid qualification, in itself, for a
job.
The increased aspiration for education can be a blessing in disguise as
long as the rural economy expands as fast as the producti of graduates at the
I
appropriate levels; they will be absorbed into the system and become eager
customers for modem products. But as Brownstein pointed out in the case of
Kenya, it is often easier to expand education than expand the economy, and Ban-
Sila people have already noticed that even M.S. 3 graduates (especially girls)
are already finding increasing difficulties finding jobs. If the number of M.S, 3
graduates in northeastern provinces outruns the economy there, there is likely
to be more pressure for still higher educational levels, until the students
reach one which provides the desired job. The educational "barrier" will con-
tinue to move higher until it yields satisfaction, or until parents can no longer
support the costs of schooling. And the imoalance in the region between education
and employment will grow more acute. Under these circumstances it is difficult
to see how the northeastern society itself can be strenthened economically in
comparison with other regions
.
It may be that the view of prathom-7 education which was found among Ban Sila
villagers (i.e., that it is something of a low-prestige, point-of-no return, way
station toward a higher level of schooling) may be found less among remoter
villagers who have all 7 compulsory grades in their own village school. In such
villages, it may be that pr athom k graduates will continue smoothly on to prathorn 7
and directly into farming, with none of the new upward changes in educational
aspirations found in the Ban Sila case, where children travel elsewhere for the
schooling. But most villages in rural Thailand are at least l£ or 20 years away
from having their own upper primary schools.
The Ban Sila case suggests, on a small scale, that villager welcome and
support new educational expansion; but that in the foreseeable future, the society
1U5
may have severe difficulties coping with the consequences of this expansion.
And the result may be a net worsening in many rural Northeastemers
' economic
position
,
including disappointment and frustration.
THE EFFECTS OF POVERTY ON RURAL TALENT
The study found that with most Ban Sila children who are chosen for further
schooling, the question of their academic competence is taken into account. In
a school hierarchy where at higher steps the places are limited, current measures
of academic merit (however imperfect they may be) do bear some relation to ad-
vancement and selection. Still, there are plenty of cases of otherwise qualified
children — "top" students as designated here — who do not get the chance to
become members of the northeastern "elite", for reasons other than their indivi-
dual academic performance, and beyond their control. It was significant to find
that girls were much less often chosen for post-fourth grade schooling than boys,
though their apparent qualifications were identical.
In all but a few of the academically qualified non-sender cases, the chil-
dren's parents — who have the major power in the schooling decision — were poorer,
less exposed, and less educated than their peers, and showed less evidence of
interest in education. The data shows that there is very often a close inter-
relationship among the factors of poverty, parental education, occupation, gre-
gariousness, and interest in education. Indeed, to the extent that a family stood
high in the socio-economic attributes, their level of interest was usually also
high.
Family poverty is clearly one large barrier in farm parents ' minds which
prevents them from sending their children to further schooling. This is related
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to the practice especially among poorer farmers of keeping some or all children
on the farm to assure that it remains the reliable basis for existence. Generally,
farm families of higher income are willing to venture one of their (usually
younger) children into the wider world. Among the few families whose heads have
more than primary education, or hold civil service jobs, it is practically cer-
tain that their children will all be strongly encouraged to study further, and
not become farmers. Such families, many of whom have farmlands in the village,
solve the resulting labor shortage with hired workers from poorer parts of the
Northeast, or invite shared cropping of their land by poorer relatives.
The concern here is especially for talented children of the poorer farm
families, whose parents feel (accurately or not) that they are too poor to
send them. To be sure, some parents claim poverty where the data shows.. other-
wise; their own lack of education and exposure are probably better explanations
for their lack of interest. But it seems desirable, from the humanitarian stand-
point as well as in the national interest, to relieve the cost burden on poor
families of highly qualified children. The indirect costs of clothing and trans-
portation were found to be large items in the total cost. Even though poverty
is often just one of several interrelated factors, it might be useful to experiment
with various measures, such asiowcost government loans, as ways of reducing this
one big factor as a problem. Enabling the most talented rural children to move
up in the society should be a part of any serious effort to distribute education
more evenly among the country’s regions and social levels.
In the long run the trigger for increased school attendance is the improve-
ment of villagers' economic situation, so they have to worry less about meeting
rudimentary needs for family food. Once a child is chosen for school, gets
the promised job, and raises his own family, the process of expanding interest
in school is established in his family and usually is not reversible.
THE CONTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLING TO FARM LIFE
Deeply embedded in villagers * minds is the view that schooling bears no
direct relationship to farming — nor shcxild it bear any. The data indicates
that farmers consider both levels of primary education virtually useless in
direct training of better farmers. (Literacy and numeracy are, however, seen
as fundamental skills of anyone who is not ignorant, and incidentally can also
serve in farm-related activities, such as marketing produce and dealing with
government forms.)
The vast majority of villagers see that education as it is presently con-
ducted (i.e.
,
mainly academic in orientation) has been a successful route into
elite positions in the past, and they see no reason to modify the pattern. It
is to them a relevant education because the certificates which are awarded have
in the past yielded the jobs they seek. Only one or two teachers view the
present curriculum — or how it is actually practiced -- as being less suppor-
tive to farm life than it should be. These few feel that the curriculum should
include more practical farm activities since the majority of children will become
farmers as adults. They also feel that teachers, by cultural tradition, have a
unique position of respect in the school and influence in the community. Teachers
could use that position to teach almost anything more effectively than parents,
including modern vegetable-farming methods. They have the ideal status to
convey practical techniques related to farming if they choose to do so; but
1 ]_l8whether they actually do so remains mainly a matter of each individual teacher’s
interest and willingness to exercise that kind of influence.
Individual teachers can do much to foster improved farm skills, especially
the use of improved methods in vegetable farming. This has been done in the
case of a few specially motivated teachers at Ban Sila and in some neighboring
villages. Schools can also teach some of the concepts and skills related to
farm success.
A report from the East African region presents what seems to me an excellent —
and practicable — approach to primary school curriculum related to agriculture.
The recommendations are re-produced here.
I. Build an inventory of technical concepts which can be drawn upon
in extension and specialized training.
II. Create familiarity with the sources of technical information.
III. Introduce accurate information about agricultural professions, with
care to build an attractive and realistic image for each.
IV. Explain scientifically what is happening in government's development
projects in the local community.
V. Train students in the use of cost/benefit analysis applied to agricul-
tural enterprise in the context of farm management.
VI. Record keeping and computation.
VH. Introduce students to the world of small- machine technology.
VIII
.
Give students first-hand experience in management of money and of
labor
.
IX. Introduce the idea of alternate uses of land.
X. Make students aware of symptoms and treatment of the the major rural
plant and animal diseases.
(Moris, in Sheffield, 1 96^ : 3^7)
The primary school, it seems to me, cannot be expected to make more students
want to become farmers, especially as long as farming continues to be less pro-
fitable than other sectors of the economy; the force of the economy and social
values are working very powerfully against any such campaign. The teacher himself
is a model to children of one who has escaped farming (although he may have land,
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and farm it in his spare time), in the sense that he does not have to depend
on farming. What can be done in the school is to create interest and knowledge
about professions related to agriculture and rural improvement. Many of these
occupations, being civil service jobs, already are in keeping with the villagers'
goals for salary and prestige. They are not farm jobs per se
,
but they do support
farm development.
Upper primary school, as parents perceive it, does no more than lower primary
in promoting farm skill of interest in farm occupations. But there is indirect
benefit to the rural economy in sending a child to study there. In this sense,
the school "changes" the village society. The school exposes the advanced
student to higher aspirations for achievement; his new aspirations tend to rub
off on other siblings. Finally, once he gains the salaried job, he sends a part
of his salary to his village parents, making them less enslaved to unpredictable
farming conditions. He thus broadens their economic base and raises their pres-
tige with neighbors. In a general sense the school can re-structure society by
allowing certain individuals from rural areas to gain access to the mainstream.
But this can happen only if the society admits him into the mainstream by offer-
ing him a job . The economy has to keep pace.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION IN RURAL AREAS
In Ban Sila, like so many other areas of the world, the demand for higher
levels of education is increasing. This demand is reinforced further by those
who get education; the rising social pressure for schooling is not reversible.
The difficulties still faced by rural families in obtaining higher levels
of schooling for their children is one factor which perpetuates, or even increases,
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the disadvantage in income they suffer compared with the urban middle class.
The markedly higher attendance figures in Khonkaen town (over Q0% in prathom
5-7 classes) suggest the disadvantages in future earning capacity for rural
folk which will result.
In Ban Sila, increases in school facilities will be greeted eagerly by the
people. Parents will hope to use schooling to meet their traditional aspirations
for salary and prestige which have always been offered as the reward of education.
The main hope for the whole process depends on an increase in the provincial
economy which can keep pace by offering the jobs they aspire to. If this happens,
matters may work out so that developments in formal education and the Thai economy
work to each other's advantage. More probable is that northeastern educational
expansion will outrun the provincial, economy there. Students will have increas-
ing trouble finding jobs even though they hold the traditional certificates and
they will be forced to go to higher levels of school and to the capital city to
obtain the same jobs; or they will drop out, unemployed but also detached from
farm ways for good.
APPENDIX I
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4 v
i
M^JflftTftv!
Parent’s name
4 a ft si
mi fin '
,
fi
.
31
.
Student’s name
ft ft flvi1J ft ft
.
Occupation, father
l ftftUftlJVI
Place in class
1J.4 3
_ftftmiftTflft_
mother
jnrminuuni i mi_
out of
Year graduated grade P. 4
' *
’ « ' ' *
'
tu mmfift/ luto umma
Sender / Non- sender
Jill
students
V V V V
fifttiftinniift 1 viun l ^ n ft 2J qiJ n n y ft 4 ^nmi
Questions under section 1 are to be anew•;ered by all parents
3, ?nftjjiiSuM4Uilnpijti4 inuftniinftjSnyft, nftiuu, fiftftiiifluufl^nfirtflu^fiu, ftftivi in
Attitude of J parents towards education, wealth, prestige, careers, etc.
.tift^intiftfUftfti^r iftftHiiliJviftftrlT? ( iftftftftfth? r^L'ftftfth^ftftW
If you won a lottery, what would you do with the money?
)
. * ~
A Mftftftftftll
buy cattle
C Vlftl^QJ
make merit
*
? Choose in order of im-
^
v portance.
E ' ^ftftfln'n’ift'JlJTS^U T.i.
give to school building
g ^anliJiTimftft
send your child for further ed.
V
^ ^
i iwmii^NiiiftftfttiftiiJU
loan money to get interest
B *3ft 1ft Jft^^Ullft
buy water pump
d lmln^n
ordain a sen as a monk
V V V V v I
F HJft^lJftUtiJft'JlflftM'llvilJ
rebuild your house or barn
H 4*
H *3ftYlftll
buy more land
j MM^JiJysfnjiJftii
buy household items
flftftSUftU.
Explain
2.iwiu«4mttua«nlilifmi»!a«i iU & nmmiltihnm? ™
In general, what do you think are the reasons motivating parents
oO send ^ a parti-
cular child to school beyond prathom 4 (grade 4) level? Choose 9 according
to
their importance
A *hpiftftflllft
it is his luck
Viftfisflft
parents con afford
B jJlTuVl
4 v ~
c iviftuhfthftn^
neighbor’s influence
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d iftnsinnmjijfit)
the child's ov;n desire
G pi Jim run
through teacher's influ-
v ence
J fjpmni'nuijnuiuh'n'i't)
work force GK at hone
e iwiinfi F 'IfiPirimufTlu'JuiJjrtuj
he is a bright kid good score in P. 4
• I
^
l
h wmmmu'vnnjnmn i vimmhmjfinyn
parents are interest- parents have been educated
j ed in education
k vh
siblings' influence
L IvWhatH IJUUfj
give him a try
m idu \t\
parents had contacts or influential friends
3. i 1I.5 ini snjjfnjJBs'Um'j?
lilSvjvmBumjfi
In general, what do you think are the reasons that prevent parents from send-
ing a particular child to school beyond P. 4 level? Choose reasons in order
of importance.
V t V I \ I
a hfmiGuravimiiJ
needing his labor at home
c luiSmiffn^uiurin
had nobody to advise
e iflmnljjwif]
child wasn’t bright enough
f . I
g mu 111 1 5 milnamiu njuin >3
concern with distance
i/i t i
i nrmmi^ *i imin'Uwmrniii
fear* that a higher education
will cause a gap in parents-
offspring relationship
v,
•
k pinmmtimn^j
teachers didn't encourage
B llJjh&UN
no money to send him further
d innlijfiinnifmi
the child didn’t want to go
F nffr*ri?Wlimi
fear he couldn't finish (the course)
I
^
V
h qnf) n Ijmnifnu
relatives didn't approve
j nmmmmrnj ifimfi* n ufnluiiluilis lami
i
fidmjinin vnfhuifiu
parents felt higher education contribute
nothing to their farming occupation
4 . inn -i Uh i t Jimw-Dina
‘luM'uiflf>r‘um^wiiai
i « nl f»l iJ i ftjumj xi nnif . . .
For children who do continue school beyond 4th grade, in your
opinion
has been the most influential factor in their continuation?
Choose m order
of importance.
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a rf n vflihfmiflB
older siblings sent before
i i
C VIBUJJ
parents’ influences
4 • 1 ^ * v
parents' influential friends
B
teachers’ influences
D uriiimivi l fuiJ it mimuun
other students who have gone
F iSnfltnnlljlfmiltN
the child's own desire to go
.. ifinvuiJiTimfifilum] ii.
5
\m u piuins i
?
util iJl i ?uu iilu ivimr-a rlx?
For children who have continued to study in grade 5 and further, some dis-
continued after a couple of years; what are the reasons?
A BBUfin
he failed in an exam
c iNmtulimuM'j
parents couldn't afford
e mi irfouT. JJf!
associated with bad friends
B LfUT
he became rowdy
*
d vinfnu
father died
^
i •
f ifinluBunimaufifi
the child lost interest
6.mn <iVifiT'jmjuu iSuntniiltn i ^niSufny
utbIu IWlfllU? Planning anything it is a waste of time, since things
seldom work out as planned. Do you agree with this statement?
<t
v
*
v w
i
' *
v
a ivmrmj b imifmimn c mivnifntj
agree strongly agree disagree
7
a 4* v « ' v
ifinvi ifujmififiini notibsilcjaiju iumifiQ*lfinnnvft(B i 3bnfnu j s mjfi 3 n jj eftm
For a child who continues in higher ed., who benefits most? Rank order.
A fftlftfilfN the child himself B fi TBUfiT IViBlllJ the child's family
C the child's village D the society at large
8 a n'dii ? .T.DnulmmtfmiBumi ii
.
5 uu rimcJnn ifin i Ttmmi il .5 *lii iu it but 31m
mi av»unfiT.vm? n^indkinu —
—
Before the school of Ban Kota started the grade 5 curriculum, how difficult
was it to get a child into grade 5 at the government school in town? Give
explanations
.
j.t> niioicoiwn fee needed?
v V V
c mNjjmi^cJnnlwlwj?
Do parents need contacts?
d fiBinintnnlwj?
Is the entrance exam difficult?
yes no
V
mu ii lumu
yes no
inn lutnn
yes no
9 a mi i nl itfuuaflfNnniAuflnffnfm?
Do you believe that your lot in this life is the result of your karma (kam) in
your crevious life?
^ ^
i IMUlhtmnu ii lilBW n iii luiSBign
somewhat believe don't believe at allreally believe
b 1 tu i ^umi pphh i nfn si ? wra
^
sunl ulupnnamingnmfl uSmTlm ?
In any case, ao you think there is anything one can do in this life to
improve or change one's lot?
i mninlfi
can do something
about it
ii
V V
unWmnn
can do a lot to
change or improve
iii unUlulniau
can do nothing
about it
10. ‘i ini vnliunmJ? slumiflsljinnvf^fi?
What are the benefits of a higher education?
a d vnlwnnfiTBii^
provide wealth for better life make more enlightened 2c intelligent
b e Sienna ifluminu
free from poor farmer's life have a chance to be a big shot.
c vnlwj i flu i?)
give prestige and respect
11.
a MnmMfilfl namtnnlvianjJtnAifisli?
’
- . I -j. ,rAr T.iQrvt- lrnnr offST
Code
If you could choose, what career would you want you spring
to na\e?
Choose in order of importance.
Rank No. careers
for boys Code
Rank No. careers
for girls
4
• v
Yiflfn merchant 4 uupnV
merchant
7
V
n wage earner 7 fim*
wage earner
6 ‘umin f armer 6
^min farmer
1
teacher i H teacher
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2 itfmm clerk 3 l fllJ LIU clerk
3 fnn^ police 2 WllTp* ?Th midwife
5 vrwm soldier 5 ^ d ^ l llU l uh seamstress
tin5vt*iftviijP)5iSfiniiliifi5T.T rJufiinniiqfi?
n^cnafinu
Of the above careers, which is the most difficult to obtain?
Explanations
I • I '«*«» I
^
V V
12 . tnimiufnuy viMtnnmuintUsri q
*
i i v i
vnnunitfm iflumiibrinvilmi? isim ‘aim, imwinu, wnn, u,
For parents who have sent offsprings to school beyond prathom U level,
aside from the fact that they can afford it, what are their general
characteristics? For example, are they diligent, lazy, clever, etc.
fimnu
Narrations
1 3. tPiti^fi^rlv^nvuifuyiiu uviiuh Lnu?
Have you ever wanted your child to quit school to help with work or to
earn money;
IMJ yes \n IPIU no
amnu
Explanations
M 1
pntniJimB 11 YNvmfi u'ljjiwnrviBuiiviti'j^niJuwti
Questions under section II are to be answered only by parents who have
sent their children beyond P. 1|.
a, ~
lilifuwBfnNi^awanmJr rtni vithfiq
jjb z 1 ym $ ? m'wiflhbmh tinmi fw ffijS:S:
You have sent your child, name
prathom What are your impor ant reasons,
Reasons A
B
for schooling beyond
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2 .
3-
dnn^nmmmmm'S 1I.5 tnnlvm
Was it difficult to get him into the school?
amnu Yes/Nc
v
^
v
muiJfiu^fndoTUViij?
Did you need a sponsor?
V
i mu
yes
V I rt rt v
b mu laui^uivnm^ ( uilr I'fti ) Imi? i fra>3
Did you have to pay initiation fee? yes
11
xi
lumu
no
lumu
no
ivnlvu
How much was the initiation fee?
in VI &JfM *1
Other contributions?
4 ' % 'i ’ ^ . bs M C) ^ 1 *3 fc! v|
jmimiflii 1J .5 mm fmufu himm limmimitufluUui?
What level of education did you originally intend for this child to complete?
* .
*
• v « '
a mi 1J.7 muu b tu u.fi.5 c u.tf.3
through P.7 (7th grade) through M.S. 3 (10th grade) beyond M.S. 3
inn sfirl:
Explanation
4. s’! ivf irifimiun^ ? i]p3arlj^?nmifls
itmnnvi^?
Ever since this child has continued in schooling, have there been any
problems connected with it?
5.
ilfiivn
i — ' - . i
-
. ~ i m m m
If so, what are they?
tniumi (m)
How hard does this child( named
Explanations
.itfuatj'vil J? mlVUmnalu?
) try in school?
A mlVlflW H tries very hard B mlVlfi ( tries fairly hard
C ImaVlVlfl not very hard D llJ IDO 1.3 1$ IflH not try at all
6. imjfflpinnu (*33) vnrnnnuu jfilu
Has he/she ever received help in his studies?
lumflimifomnnu? Ir s °> from whom?
i mi
yes
Iihmj
no
a iwmufNifln kid * s friend B via the father
C UU the mother
4
W older siblings
4
.'L <i'
v
imm/viAr In bro/sis-in-law F Imflnmuifm
nobody
4 4 4
%iN0mmvi (*20)
When this child was
4
TI0
name
4
90
name
4
^50
name
_iT0i40^itmi i]
. 4 tKi IpintfuiiNBuwmra^ m?
studying in grade I4., who were his best friends?
**
1
IT 01100 111 IT 01100 discontinued
continued schooling
schooling
III l T0U00IT 01400 discontinued
continued schooling
schooling
- * «
1
IT 01400 lTUT 01400 discontinued
continued
schooling
schooling
v
• ^
V V
pit 1110^0 1I.4 im^tlviYrrazl??
Hdd any teacher ever discussed with you what your child (this particular
one) would do after graduation from prathorn U?
i l Pill yes no
4
90Pl^_ i PJ01I00 *1 ii f}0
, sometimes
often discussed ,
.
discussed
in'iii uilflil
never
discussed
teacher's name
pntniw 9 110s vi 10 utnu iwnsTOiimifl^nliJ itbu 1I.5 t.t.u'iu lnvn
^ 2913 Q. No. 9 & 10: For parents who sent child to grade 5> at
Ban Kota, in 1 971 :
if 2513 0 0 p^tufiB 4 0 4 f^il 1J 1 ?01100 04 T.T .In i i104 Bonnmi siNlillmi?
In the year 1971, if you had had to send your child to further schooling
to the town of Khonkaen, would you still have decided to send him?
i 04 yes no
0fmu
Explanations
17 vf j.i.umlnvnua-) nfriuicmtm wl^tivntirir?
When this child has completed grade 7 at the Ban Kota School, what is
your plan for him?
A QBfiinJim'J to get employment for him
B CCfinDYl /YUCV] /'l$')tl, to become a farmer
C 111 t lUllftD
»
UbUBrlj
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have him study further; if
what studies?
so,
D ‘Uvna'dO'IBli i mi have him work, kind of work?
is
v
fes
• flit |
pintnuin^m m vuvm fi tnin vcn c svic uuvil n a ^ l il i ?mice
Questions under section III are to be answered only by parents who did
not send their children to further schooling beyond grade I4. level.
t*
• 4) •
4 V *1 ^ ^ yf\ 1
viummi 1I .4 u^oiil 1 Tmi9TQ*wra lu?
Have you ever thought of sending this child to further education?
i fffllflin
gave it some
thou ght
ii ftflW ‘1 iii IniMJflf)
gave it serious never thought
thought
|f J/
^
V,! I I
^
V
mirmfifum MjJi^uawanuiJisnnjvivinlviluej'j iwjuatfnfiaj *) Suslnn-q?
If you have thought about it, what were the reasons for your decision in
not sending him?
n^ttncmnu
_
Explanations
,
»(
Which of the following factors applies to you?A 1 v ^ ^ ^ vvi i ii ui on x x_Lowx i u
‘V'J lUPlllflWQ'ilDVi IjU'VJ'S liin JtUli Choose in order of importance.
A IWlllJG'd'iniTim
kid didn't want to continue
1 •
c Imii-frifM
parents could not afford
no precedent set — by siblings
I •
g t^niJinTnumiliiifi'j
he was a poor student
mmmimN (m)
-1 4 ~
no influence from friend
d vicunlnccnnliuum
parents didn't want to send him
f nniffainmAnfiihr lumimmmn
further ed is useless to farmers
n
teachers didn't encourage /him/
iituoi-ml? ? ml Vltfmucin?
Did your child - name - study hard or not in prathom I4?
A ICdI Vlfl'VT'J H tried very hard B ICblVlc ^
tried "fairly hard
C
Ijj 1
3
dl VI C not very hard D In milVUlflU not hard at all
ipimflpimu (m) vrifnjinmufl'tii? ifm llJlhll
Did anyone ever help - name - in his homework? ever never
m iPitAfij itfummu?
4 * • • 4
a ivifmuQ'j ifm B 7ID C UJJ D VI *1
kid’s friend father mother older sibling
E vmm/viflr Id F lufflflT IPlMmUfitJ
bro-sis-in-law nobody
w ^ w
uramiiro (W
When your child (name) was in ?.k, who were his closest friends?
1
(name of friend) ITUUmi went on llUTmimi
n to P . 5 n
didn’t go
on to P.5.
5.
4.
tl
t1
ft
tt
Once the list is done, then note whether any friends went on to P.5
v
« ’ 4 v vi
• fi^ifiu^mipjtuin^ Ivnjoo 1J.4 utmrvnfirli?
Has a teacher ever talked with you about what your kid would do after P.lf?
(4) (name of the kid)1
Which teacher especially?
flMJflfJ
f
1
Aften
U
sometimes
IjJlFit!
never
PiOtnuvi 6 u noiiitivnsvmiiiJ^Titi^anliJiTtiwti UJflif 2505,2510,25^1,2512
T.T.4 1 -1 fi . 5J
.
inaAi ijuimmn j.y.imfffnuu
v
tn
1 1 • v> *
f |
1
FOR PARENTS OF KIDS IN CLASSES B.E. 2509 - 2512 (
1
966 - 1 969 ) ONLY
(If there had been a P. 5 - 7 school in Ban Kota when your kid (name)
graduated from P.U would you have sent him?
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tl'I yes
n yuot fu o tj
reason
no
if r, „ * % *
fntnuvnwjfilumflfi iv u mu yilnpijQ^v^nfai
^Questions^under section IV are to be answered by all parents.
flBivmf'3 inmmmmzin« itfwjfn, fo^u, *itn wiifiarfiyflijpiyo
Each family’s social & economic data.
d * 4 4 * ~ '
uub tnnvi y oin o i vifniiifiuYifhiunuYimm ^i fnu^yjufnutn
* v
*
'i 4 .
pm i ynnwa^u iv.'QucJ^
unmi? (Ijjfltmfmi, uiirnnimitj ,vi)
*imi
We ^ all have some friends. Consider those who are close or really goodfriends; how many of these do you estimate you have?
A 1-2 fill
persons
B3-5 fill
persons
C 6-10 fill
persons
I
d infirm io mi
more than 10
2 mqinvnnmnfiyhufiro
Age
,
head of household
20-29 if
mytmn nyy*n
Education, husband Wife
I I
norm 1I.4
less than P.I4.
30-39 3
40-49 3
50 3
if
. 4
completed P. 1|
Yiip rmil
.
4mil v,n
highest level completed
above P. 1;
nmimi3mm 3
time as novice
ntnimiiliiTiys 3
time as monk
3 inmmjm? 3ni40?itN inn
Information about children's education.
innmmrlialimj'i iwri \ uar ifluaumjvf
wlfi/lulfi a-alil i y mim
This particular child is th, sex * niciJ~e and he/she is
2 . female
the th child to be sent for further ed./not to be sent for further
ed.
innlupiimjpift
Data on family's children: 161
4
Ufl
Name
fntj
Age
IVifi
Sex
^lJlf
Final
year
in
P.U
Imi
grade
in
P.U
tf-TM flj qifl fll ij l
In
-omnium
For any kid sent fur-
ther, reason for
choosing him
*i
v
uflfi^nnvninvnthmitn imiYnarlju'w? i ipiu
Besides farming, have you ever done any other yes
kind of work?
Vhfl si ?
What kind of work?
vflyiu
Where?
muivnlfi?
How long?
1
2
,
'3.
mnwWmjfm Ifimoi'tmjfi fa itfiufti. invi
How many rai of rice Total thang Price
do you have? harvested
( i IjlmmiJfrintu fa iifui-ni _unvi
)
Interviewer multiplies rai x yield in thang x price.
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I* t*
| ^
%/
hmnmn intiBmnTjlft{fm
Last year, apart from consumption,
sold
tM lltllUll unvi
thang for
6 {fn^n'juyTnulfi^nrinnTgdijcrn, tnln, mmlu, itfiiuiubrim inn
Last year, how much did you make selling vegetable, fruit, flowers
V V V
(qtyia'mulmJTtinw mvi q^dimu'tmJjsinw inn
Dry season Raining season
{In^'ujtiiintitfiB^n'jDii f i imi Tnuiifo-ln, yi-emu, muiratfliinti, fnun,
uazmi n itfnuiiiJy tinw inn
Last year did you get any other income outside of farm produce, such as
selling poultry, cattle, shop items, wages from labor, or anything else?
nulfmn
source
IflUU (inn)
amount
i
ii
iii
8
Baht
Baht
Baht
V
^
I
{fntnuuutfmilh'nnnnvjDii 1 mu Last
• ii *
viBiin, rrafniiutnu inn
parents, in-laws
year, cash from other sources
^mlni'niilfiln inn
contributions from working siblings
^nrnirni nu
debts repaid to you
inn Ifififlniim
interest received
nSinufinu i5ii inn
inn
Total
V v
mjynulfiibiviufi^'in'aB 5» 6» 7, 8
Grand total from 5 , 6 , 7,8
l {111 Nil inn
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9 nimyflfNUVUlfn Last year's expenses
A *Uvn?bu
farm and garden
a
v
.
lnvn^umTfn_
trade
a 4 +
•aavimi
buy land
b pnlimfjliifljGUPin
V
^
‘liiBfifnvnj
buy food
lid VI
« v jj
*
invi
inn
animal care
wages
BtitRn iatu
buy animals
• *4 v
nnntmmiB'jimm.
Total
Family expenses
X ^ v
invi •Bfuatun
in vi
invi
clothing
ydUfid‘l‘2‘Vdu
<
luv,iyBiJpin
Total
in vi
in vi
H *jinn^a^
mosquito netting
invi
invi
c
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
pniftiMastn in vi
invi
doctors and medicine
house building, repair•erauinu, ll^ninu.
^TtiffinidumifiT
,
mmnn, fhTimjtn, flziniN mvidtj, *n*i in vi
machines: motor-cycle, water cart, sewing, pressure lamp, etc.
jnvi make merit
JJdVI contribution to school building
debt payment
YTlipj
i y
fitin iTii‘nu^Jd'i j.j
a
v 51™ _mn
_in/l entertainment &
pleasure
i^uMumjmuvii
,
fjfnvimn,
.
uul^lumi IfniflMUtN mn n support for kid's schooling
*lsfi$u inn fiaiJ
fl ,U1 ,-r-r-y:
- kid's name
*•
71 * ^ * kid ' s name
amount paid per year
1*2 iTu inn 9T9 lf
amount paid per year
161
;
10
11
Grand total expenses from A - J
4 1 o v 1 v v
iijiQirnpioh'vniiOnti'ojjfiBn^onTnylfi' iuiro
After deducting last year's expenses,
have?
utn !j>j iyiSb urn^n inn
how much cash savin gs did you
$9vm'mA iilan?
_*U uu ivnlvu? inn
Did you buy any gold? If so, how much did you pay for it?
lfvuwimuiwim 1 I .4 uu
itfufltn'alju'vs?
pjcummfnT iTuwf^udilu iil?mj iiJuiittiiiffianijiian
In the year when this child graduated from P. 1;, your economic situation,
compared with this year was
^ ^ ^
A hfnoii better B Vffl *1 mj about the same C llfjfmu worse
V * ' V 11^
^
I.
12 liitnijfmiJtftiftm rn'n^miin'umjfi^iifiarfnm iiimufftifitoiftmiMwi?
j
Data from interviews with teachers : What's your relationship with
each family: Close or ordinary?
4
names of teachers
i. ntifjin Boonma rftlftlfiUYlfl close
2 . Piynfil!n4 Pl Nuanprang 11
€
3. Pi^mjffaiJ Udomsilp 11
4. Pi^ti Pikul tl
5. fi^mi Samit n
6. Pi^thu Sai
tl
7. Kong
It
8.
Aroon It
9. m^ftjr Sooriya
11
10. fipnn Variya n
11. Amorn
TV
12. n^von Supanth
11
pnmmnno ordinary
tl
11
II
II
ft
II
11
n
n
it
if
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Lower
Primary
Level
Upper
Primary
Level
Secondary
Level
Sources
:
APPENDIX 2
Enrollments by grade level, Thailand and Khonkaen Province.,
All type of schools, 1 969 - 1 970
Grade Thailand"' 2Khonkaen
Prathorn 1
1 ,1+91 ,820 39,5Ut
Prathorn 2 1 ,165,582 35,1+52
Prathorn 3 1,063,173 33,858
Prathom 1| 91 1 ,U80 29,51+1
Prathom 5 308,397 7,123
Prathom 6 2U1 ,506 5,1+79
Prathom 7 200,1+36 1+ ,1+80
/
M.S. 1 158,056 3,1+68
M.S
. 2 128,750 2,51+7
} M.S. 3 1 1 0,U07 2,1+20
M.S. k 32,979 738
M.S. 5s 18,937 398
1 . Thailand: Ministry of Education, National Statistical Office,
Report on Education Statistics, 1969 - 1970 /c. 1972/
2. Thailand: Ministry of Education, Educational Report 1970 - 1971
/I 972/
appendix 3
Hl.Tl. 2507 U<DS 2312
WUfllB^R OF STUDENTS 1 HJ QGADS/T1IC STR$ (1(17
BV GRflDi QWD S(,X,I964 A(\!D|9£9
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tli)
MAL£.S
«?bu
f£ML£S
uwwtftM
SCCOWARi 6RAD£
2507
1964
2512
1969
iforo/Wi
PRIMARY 6RADi
800 700 600 500 400 300 200 100 0 po 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Source: Royal Thai Government: National Statistical Office, Office of the
Prime Minister- Educational Planning Office, Ministry of Education.
Report on Education Statistics
,
1 969 - 1 970 (1972 ^?/)
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